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Summary and Bio on back of the book:
ARE YOU ONE OF Â“THE CALLEDÂ”?
As firmly believed by the author this Â“novelÂ” is a divinely inspired compliment to the first 32 chapters of Genesis, i
ntent only on making GodÂ’s story/plan clearer to Â“truth seekersÂ”. ItÂ’s written in the narrative voice of the prophet En
och and as an elaboration of events from the time God began creating both invisibly and visibly, up until the changing of
JacobÂ’s name to Israel. Most intriguing is its intricate pre Flood account from Adam to Noah, including the era of the wi
cked angels descending and fathering the vile Nephilim, and GodÂ’s reasoning for the calling, utilization, and translation
of Enoch to heaven. Christian you will find this Â“novelÂ” truly inspirational! But itÂ’s for you non-Christians that we pray
GodÂ’s added blessing on this more un-intimidating introduction to His story/plan, and that HeÂ’ll subsequently draw yo
u to actual Bible study and salvation in Christ.

I started life Catholic, but at age 6 was switched to and raised Jehovah's Witness. At age 25 I began seeking God for my
self. At age 28 I heard the true call of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. At age 29 entered my own personal relationship with H
im. At age 34, out of my diverse religious background, Holy Spirit reveals to me my epiphany of the story/plan of God, in
an experience that was truly visionary, and I began diligently seeking God provide me a way to proclaim His story/plan. I
n 1985, at age 35, He provided me a sabbatical, with pay, and began constantly speaking inwardly to me. By the end of
1987 IÂ’d received manuscripts for two parts of a trilogy, and the beginning research for the third. Then silence. ItÂ’s tak
en almost twenty years of GodÂ’s perfect timing for Â“Book 1: THE CALLEDÂ” to come to publication.

The Called
Book 1
Rahman Reuben

This novel is dedicated to Jah-el, the God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob.
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PROLOGUE
Greetings, dear reader!
ItÂ’s no accident that this book is in your hands. GodÂ’s calling you!
To all who are already members of "The Called" (Christians) you already know thereÂ’s no coincidence in Christ. Th
at said, may your reading make your spiritual ears even more acutely aware of His continual knocking at the door of you
r heart, to a re-calling of your first love passion toward Him and His will (Rev. 2:4Â–5; Rev. 3:19Â–20). That of loving Hi
m with all of your all, and of loving your fellowman as yourself, most particularly in individually proclaiming His saving go
spel of grace to this lost and dying world (Matt. 28:19; Luke 10:17; Luke 14:23). We already know hell is real and that gr
ace has a grace period, and itÂ’s our commission to make that plain to the unsuspecting!
If youÂ’re a non-Christian and are about to take this literary journey, I can tell you that HeÂ’s calling you to earnest r
epentance of your sins by acceptance of His Son, the Lord Jesus Christ, as your only means to personal salvation (John
3:16Â–18; Acts 2:21; Rom. 10:9Â–10). I pray your eyes will be opened by God the Holy Spirit to the love, kindness, and
mercy of God the Father, and that youÂ’ll answer His call to you via this publication. A short prayer as to how is provided
in the Epilogue; but do feel free to answer Him at any time in your reading!
An important part of my calling is to help you see God, to facilitate you to better understand the mysteries of the Bibl
e, to equip you to better traverse the correlation between the Old Testament, the gospels, and the New Testament (inclu
ding the Revelation), in this enlightening, entertaining, and exciting new way. And lastly, to enable you to better compreh
end the reasons behind the supernatural war raging ever more intensely today between the invisible forces of good and
evil. May your imaginations be empowered by God the Holy Spirit to see the story/plan of the Father, by the Son, even
more vividly via this publication.
Thirty percent of all royalties to this author from this book are cheerfully and obediently relinquished, to the Raymon
d R. Rochester Foundation for Christian Philanthropy, as a first fruits offering to God. This Fund is a Â“Joseph Generatio
nÂ”, wise stewardship, start-up ministry dedicated to the diligent pursuance of GodÂ’s Kingdom and His righteousness o
n Earth, by increasing the MasterÂ’s talents and giving as Holy Spirit directs to the funding of the three CÂ’s; ChristÂ’s C
hurch, Commission, and Charity to the poor (Pss.37: 25; Prov. 3: 9,10; Prov. 19: 17; Matt.6: 19-21; Matt. 6: 33; Matt.25:
20,21; Matt. 28:19; Luke 6: 38; Luke 12: 33,34; Acts 20: 35; 1 Cor. 4: 2; 2 Cor. 9: 6-15; Phil.4: 19).
Jesus is due to return, and I believe it much sooner than most think! I also believe with all my heart that this book wil
l be instrumental in the final calling of His souls to harvest! This is my step of faith, and I pray it will be instrumental in ign
iting yours (Heb. 11:1).
You that hath an ear may you hear what the Spirit is saying. Amen.
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FOREWORD
I am Enoch.
I am the teller of this story,
the history of man.
I saw the vision of the Holy One in Heaven
which the angels showed me,
and from them I understood and I saw,
but not for my generation,
but for a remote one far to come.
Your generation.

CHAPTER 1
BEFORE THE BEGINNING
He that is eternal is eternity. He that is infinite is infinity and is Alpha and Omega , the beginning and the end. It was
in this infinity before time as we know it, that there was the GodheadÂ—the TrinityÂ—three parts equaling completion an
d completion equaling three parts. Omnipotent, omnipresent, and omniscient They are He, and He is They, an eternal m
ystery escaping the narrow intellectual boundaries of those who cannot hear His call, the ever-present source of all that
He caused to beÂ—the Father of the called. He who was, is, and always will be, the almighty and eternal Spirit.
He who upon the advent of time by the fall of man into the corruption of sin would become known as the Lord of spir
its, the Head of days, the Ancient of Days, Jah-el, the I AM that I AM, Adonai, Elohim, Yahweh, and finally Jehovah, the
Father.
He who upon the advent of time by the fall of man into the corruption of sin would so love His crowning creation (ma
n) that He in His omnipotence would humble His all-powerful person to the point of revealing Himself intimately. By trividi
ng Himself would He also become known as the Word, and Wonderful, Counselor, the Mighty God, the everlasting Fath
er, the Prince of Peace, the Lamb, Immanuel, Yeshua, and finally Jesus Christ, the Son of man, the Messiah.
He who upon the advent of time by the fall of man into the corruption of sin would also become known as the active
force, the Comforter, the Holy Spirit, the dove, and the cloven flame of fire who leads the called from the birth of time to i
ts death. At the finish of His plan will time return from whence it came, back to the dust of eternity. He was alone, and in
His infinite wisdom He decided that this would be no longer.
There was nothing. There was no thing. Nothing spirit but God Himself. Nothing corporeal, for its existence was in th
e purpose of God for a future time. This would not be the state of affairs for much longer. The plan of God was formulate
d; He had decided, and so would His will be done. Even though God the Father knew aforetime that there would be one
of His spirit creations who would cause chaos in all His creation, He would create anyway. For the entities that He would
create, both spirit and corporeal, would have the right of exercising freedom of choice. There was one to arise out of His
spirit creation that would exercise this freedom in error. One who would cause a crack in infinity, the birth of time, and th
e corruption of His soon-to-be crowning creationÂ—man. Thereby did the Lord God, prior to His creation of anything hea
venly or earthly, solve this future diabolical dilemma by reaching within Himself. God the Father said unto God the Son,
Â“Prepare thy Self, for I have in mind to create that we shall no longer be alone. But alas, there shall arise one from amo
ngst our heavenly creatures who will mislead them who will be of corporeal creation, man, whom We shall create in Our
own image. For there shall be enmity between Us and this spirit that is soon to be. You will know him by his exceeding p
ride, and it shall prove to be his downfall. Therefore, let Us prepare Ourselves for a future time when We shall have to su
ffer separation. For in all eternity We have been One together. But for Our crowning creation, for Our image, must it bec
ome necessary to reveal the mystery of Us. For out of this chaos shall conclude a battle between the sons of light and th
e sons of darkness. Many shall be called of Our crowning creation to hearken unto Our voice, but few shall heed. It is for
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those who answer that We will be separated and revealed. At My appointed time must You become My chosen, My Lam
b slain before the setting of the foundation of the world.Â”
God the Son, knowing full well that God the Father is all-knowing and all-powerful, questioned not, but accepted His will.
The Lord God said, Â“Let Us create for Ourselves a dwelling place!Â” And whatever was the decree of God the Fat
her, He spoke to God the Son all that was to be of Their heavenly dwelling place. In turn, God the Son spoke the will of
God the Father unto God the Holy Spirit, and whatever God spoke into being was brought into existence.
The Lord God created for Himself structure beyond the length, breadth, and depth of human imagination. He create
d a structure beyond immensity, to serve as the vestibule before the main entrance of His house. This vestibule is built li
ke unto crystal, and the walls of it like crystals hung as tassels. The walls shimmer with the radiant white cool light of a cr
ystal exposed to light, and also with rainbow-colored spectrum brilliance. The floor of the vestibule is like unto sheet crys
tal, and the marriage of floor and walls in the presence of the Most High dance with every color of the spectrum in dazzli
ng mixture. This vestibule is electrified, pulsating, and luminescent; its many entrances aglow with luminosity, for it is the
entrance to the house of the Lord of light. In its ceiling, the height of which cannot be described, is the activity of what ap
pears like shooting stars in spectacular abundance, in the midst of lightnings of every color imaginable and unimaginabl
e. The entire vestibule is an activity that reflects the holiness of the Ancient of Days, upon His entering and exiting. God
gazed upon His handiwork, and smiled upon its perfection.
The Lord now turned His attention to His main structure, which He spoke into being as His primary abode. Inside thi
s house is such vastness that its apartments are as mansions without number to accommodate His spirit creatures, and
those corporeal who would heed His future call. The incalculable number of grid-like boulevards between these comple
xes appear as though paved with pure gold. All, from each direction, converge into a main central court of praise. Within
this court the head of days placed His throne, for it pleased Him that He should now be revered, worshipped, and adore
d. The area of the great court surrounding His throne, in the midst of this house, is so vast that in future times, by His pro
phets, it would become known as the sea of glass. This is the palatial structure of the King of kings, and the Lord of lords
. This house far exceeds the magnitude of the vestibule that houses the gigantic main entrance through to the broadest
boulevard that empties into the court of praise. This house is indescribable in splendor, extent, and magnificence. Its floo
r is like unto clear glass, and its ceiling like unto the ceiling of the vestibule, but in far more exceeding excellence. Such i
s the heavenly inanimate will of God. His dwelling place is holy, perfect, and without blemish, and would remain so throu
ghout all eternity. Now had arrived the time for God to speak into existence His throne of power. Here He would take His
seat, and speak into existence further things seen and unseen.
The Lord stood upon the sea of glass, in the immensity of what was about to become His throne room and spoke, "
Here is My throne!Â” And in an instant, out of nothing, it appeared before His presence. The throne was lofty in appeara
nce, and it sat upon an expanse of enormous space, and was supported by four wheels within wheels. These wheels pul
se the colors of citron green, turquoise, yellow, pastel pinks, and the pure cool white of crystals shining with brilliance. T
hese wheels are of such great height that they are dreadful in appearance, and each wheel is full of eyes round about. A
bove these wheels hovered the enormous crystal expanse which supports the throne of God. From below the wheels iss
ue their pulsating hues of greens, turquoise, yellows, pinks, and pure white light in startling crispness and clarity as the r
eflections of diamonds, sapphires, emeralds, and beryls in pure white light. Above the wheels, on the surface of the exp
anse on which the throne of God sits, these same colors emanate, but are slightly muted by the suspension distance bet
ween the throne expanse and the wheels. The throne itself has the appearance of a shimmering sapphire, radiating the
color of a deep and royal rich blue. The Lord God thundered, "I am upon my throne!Â” and immediately He was there. H
e sat upon His seat of authority, fixed upon the crystal firmament that hovers over the four wheels within wheels. He pee
red out over the sea of glass below. He took in the sights of His pulsating and glittering structure, His heavenly city. He li
fted His almighty head to the expanse of the ceiling of His house and perused all activity within. The entire house gave h
onor, praise, and glory to the Alpha and Omega, for this structure reflected His perfect light wherever He went.
God sat upon His throne and spoke into being a high wall of crystal, pulsating and flickering
in brilliance and luminosity, as the appearance of flaming fire. This wall completely surrounded the perfect heavenly habi
tat of the Godhead. With the kingdom of heaven completed, the Lord God prepared Himself to speak into being its inhab
itants and subjects. God the Father then said unto God the Son, Â“Say this unto God the Holy Spirit. Create the heavenl
y beings as spirit, as We are. They shall be Our servants, and the servants of those soon to be created in the corporeal,
Our image. They shall glorify and magnify Our name forever in Our presence. Before this throne, they shall be called an
gels.Â”
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God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit, He who is the will, He who speaks the will and He who creat
es the will. The source, the course, and the force is God, the three divine and eternal luminaries who are complete only i
n three, and are therefore one in the light.
God the Holy Spirit set into motion with ease the will of God the Father. He created angelic forces in number like the
sands of the seas. He created them cherubim, seraphim and ophanim. Of the cherubim He created two kinds, those with
sixteen wings, and those with twenty-four. The cherubim with twenty-four wings are those angelic creatures who are clos
est before the presence of God. The function of their wings is that with the uppermost eight they must hide their four fac
es; with the intermediate eight they must fly to and from the presence of God, and with the remaining eight the tips must
tuck under the soles of their feet. They cannot look upon the face of God because of its exceeding brilliance. They cann
ot stand upon the crystal expanse on which His throne sits, for it is most holy. They are God's guardians of His holiness,
and therefore equipped to move in His presence. God also created the six-winged seraphim for the same purpose, altho
ugh they are single-sided with faces like unto eagles. These are the cleansing agents of God. The Lord would use them
far into the future in bringing death upon Egypt and Assyria, and to remove any whom He chooses to cut off.
The cherubim with sixteen wings are of a lesser rank than those with twenty-four. They stand on the sea of glass bel
ow the throne platform, or fly in the great hall singing and shouting praises to the Most High God. From these the Lord G
od chose four to place amongst the four wheels on which His throne is supported. These cherubim are called forth when
ever He would depart the kingdom of heaven. The throne platform God created is mobile. The cherubim with the sixteen
wings can hide their faces before God. They can fly before His presence to receive short-term instruction, but they cann
ot stand in His presence on the expanse surrounding His throne. Whenever the Lord God wishes to pilot His throne char
iot, He summons the four cherubim of the wheels.
The cherubim are four-sided creatures. All have a body like unto a man on all four sides, and all have four faces. Th
eir feet are straight feet as unto hooves, and the soles of their feet are like the soles of a calfÂ’s foot, and their feet spark
le like polished brass. Their wings are six to a side, and are joined at the top of their shoulders at all four sides, but in lay
ers of three, and fold over one another when at rest. Underneath their wings, on all four of their sides, they have the arm
s and hands of a man. When they move they dart in straight lines up, and down, north, south, east, and west. If looked u
pon from all four sides, on one side is a face like unto a man, on the other a face like unto an ox, on another a face like u
nto a lion, and on the final side a face like unto an eagle. Their appearance is like burning coals in a fire, and like the app
earance of lamps, and their bodies crackle with the appearance of perpetual lightning.
God had now become the Creator and He had created ten thousand times ten thousand, and thousands of thousan
ds of angelic creatures. He set them in rank, and file, and order. The ophanim are the more numerous of His heavenly h
osts. Over the ophanim He appointed the sixteen-winged cherubim. Over the sixteen-winged cherubim He appointed the
seraphim. Over the seraphim He appointed the twenty-four winged cherubim. Amongst these latter He created the archa
ngels Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, Raguel, Saraqael, and Remiel. These are they who would soon come to be coun
ted amongst the good angels, and leaders of the sons of light. He also created Semjazael, Arikabael, Rameel, Kokabiel,
Tamiel, Ramiel, Danel, Ezeqeel, Baraqijael, Azazel, Armorosel, Batarel, Ananel, Zaqiel, Samsapeel, Satarel, Turel, Jomj
ael, and Sariel. These are they who would soon become counted amongst the sons of darkness, those that would soon f
all from grace, into corruption and darkness, by following mutinous Lucifer.
The Lord God had completed His creation of His inanimate heavenly kingdom, and was soon to be finished with the
animate spirit creatures, His angels. He created them in three classes as He saw fit. He had created Michael, Raphael,
Gabriel and Uriel. In the far distant future these four would become known as the four beasts who stand before the thron
e of His presence. He had created all that He had intended in His heavenly kingdom, with the exception of one. God at t
his point was about to create His crowning angelic being. This one was to be in appearance more spectacular than any
of the other angels. It would be this angelÂ’s special assignment to be chief guardian to the throne of holiness of God. It
would be he that would lead all the other angelic beings in the praise and worship of the Ancient of Days. It would be he
that would be closest to the Most High.
The Lord God spoke into existence a cherub like no other. Only that of the Creator Himself surpassed his stature an
d presence in excellence. This cherub was exquisite in beauty. His appearance was like an intense pure white light shini
ng through a tasseled robe made of every precious stone. He sparkled and glimmered the fiery crystal hue of the sardiu
s stone. He shimmered in the hues of the beryl and topaz, yellows, greens, turquoise, and pinks. He shone forth in the cr
ystal blackish green of the jasper stone, and the deep rich royal blue of the sapphire, his body a slow ever-changing mix
ture of patterns and colors. His hoofed feet and wings glistened with the burnished ocher of pure gold. The Lord God ga
zed upon His finished creation and said, "Thy name shall be called Lucifer, the son of the morning, the bright morning st
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ar. It is your station to guard My holiness, and to lead your brethren in the worship of Me, for I am the Most High God. I a
m the Ancient of Days, the Lord of spirits, the King of kings, and Lord of lords. I am Jah-el!Â”
Lucifer bowed low before Jah-el. He and all the other angelic beings had prostrated themselves upon the sea of glas
s. The Lord Jah-el spoke with His voice of thunder saying, Â“Lucifer, son of the morning! Michael! Gabriel! Raphael and
Uriel! Rise up from your places, and come hither before the throne of Jah-el!Â” Lucifer stood first and said to Michael, G
abriel, Raphael and Uriel his brethren, "The Lord God Creator summons us. Let us spread these mighty wings that He h
as seen fit to give us, and go hear His commands!Â” Each cherubÂ’s three layers of wings opened in unison to full exten
sion parallel to the floor, making them appear as but eight, revealing their blinding bodies. At first the five angels flexed t
heir wings in slow, tentative up and down movements. Then, as if by instinct, they increased them to a pace of beating t
hat made them blur to the appearance of only four, and then so rapidly that they seemed to disappear.
As they rose into the expanse of the great praise hall it appeared as if they were floating. The remaining angels lifte
d their heads toward the great ceiling of the main hall. They watched as Lucifer and the four covering cherubim flew upw
ards toward the great distance that separated the sea of glass from the vast expanse on which sat Jah-el on His throne.
As Lucifer and the four covering cherubim ascended past the indescribable proportions of the wheels of Jah-el's throne c
hariot, they heard the rumblings of His almighty voice anew. Jah-el decreed unto His angelic subjects, Â“You are My ha
ndiwork. It is by Me that you have come to be. I am God, and your Creator. Because of Me you have been brought into e
xistence. I am your life. From this moment forward, and throughout all eternity to come, you shall be called the stars of J
ah-el!Â” God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy Spirit, together they are complete, and came to be known to th
eir angelic creations by one nameÂ—Jah-el.
Lucifer was the first to reach the platform on which sat the throne of God; the remaining four cherubim following clos
e behind this obvious leader. They streaked across the great expanse of the pulsating crystal firmament, towards the bli
nding presence that sat upon the royal blue throne. Instinctively their shorter, first layer shield wings separated them selv
es and encased their faces. Then their longer foot wings dropped into place, encasing their entire bodies as a shroud an
d wrapping the tips beneath the soles of their feet. Though completely covered, Lucifer and the four could still feel the pe
netrating bombardment of Jah-el's emanating deity and holiness. Jah-el, the greatest of light, the Father of light, for He i
s light, sat peering out at His approaching workmanship. Five powerful angelic spirit creatures were now standing before
Him. They were beautiful indeed, especially the one called Lucifer.
Jah-el spoke to Lucifer and said, Â“Lucifer come hither.Â” Lucifer lifted himself slightly aloft with his mighty golden w
ings and touched himself down before the very presence of God. Jah-el spoke endearingly to Lucifer, Â“Oh Lucifer, thy
bright and morning star. I have created you for My pleasure and special purpose. You shall guard my holiness closely. Y
ou shall lead all your brethren in unceasing praise before Me. You are the chief covering cherub, and at your command I
place a third of the stars of heaven your brethren. Be not wise in your own wisdom O Lucifer, and be not taken with thine
excellent beauty, for you are My creation to do My bidding. Come and take your position on the left hand side of My seat
of power.Â” Little did Lucifer, nor any of the other angels, realize that Jah-el, who spoke to them as one, was in actuality
three.
Jah-el commissioned Lucifer His chief of praise, but Michael He appointed His chief of might. Jah-el summoned Mic
hael and said, Â“Michael you shall be known as the merciful, and as the archangel. Your name means he who is like Go
d. To you I give charge over all the remainder of the stars of heaven, your brethren. Go now and station yourself on the
outermost right front corner of my throne platform, station Gabriel on the far left front corner, station Raphael on the far ri
ght rear corner, and Uriel on the far left rear corner. You, Michael, are my military might. Go and do as I have command
ed!Â” They lifted themselves aloft and touched themselves down, each to his assigned position. Lucifer felt a slight but fl
eeting pang of jealousy towards Michael's more encompassing leadership role. But he soon put it to rest in comparison t
o his own unique beauty and the special position he held in the presence of God. After all, he stood at the left hand of Ja
h-el, while Michael was far removed to the chariotÂ’s corner.
Each of the five covering cherubim were now stationed in their place. These cherubim with their four sides and four f
aces were equipped and ready to do the bidding of Jah- el. They would go forth in future with their face like unto a man
and attest to the mercies of God. They would go forth with their face like unto an eagle and attest to the swift wrath of G
od. They would go forth with their face like unto an ox and attest to the strength of God. And they would go forth with thei
r face like unto a lion and attest to the royalty of God. The covering cherubim were complete. The seraphim and the oph
anim were complete. The kingdom of Jah-el in the heaven of His dominion was complete. Jah-el would soon create dim
ension, matter, space, length, breadth,
depth, height, and volume, dimensions necessary to support the corporeal, His crowning creation. Man.
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Jah-el spoke to Lucifer by command and instructed, Â“Lucifer, son of the morning, lift up
thy voice and call unto all your brethren who are bowed below us on the sea of glass. Tell them
it is nigh time that they should praise, worship, honor, and adore Me for their existence. For
I am God!Â”
Lucifer lifted his voice aloud, and spoke as the blast of a trumpet all that Jah-el had commanded. The ceiling of the
main hall became a spectacle of lightning movements before the throne of Jah-el. Ophanim filled the highest levels farth
ermost away from GodÂ’s presence, and worshiped Him from a distance. For they too are one-sided creatures, having a
face like unto a man, but have neither shield nor foot wings, but only wings of flight. Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, and Uriel
were summoned from their extreme posts to just adjacent the throne. This to allow the twenty-four winged cherubim, an
d six-winged seraphim to stand upon the platform expanse, that they might worship Him as befitting of their winged privil
ege. For if Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, and Uriel are not drawn nigh to the throne of God, away from their sentry post, no
angel in heaven is able to stand before the throne, for there is no admittance to audience before Him unless He calls unt
o Himself the four sentinel corner cherubim.
Lucifer enthusiastically led the praising of Jah-el. The outermost ophanim praised His holy name in one magnificent
choral accord of angelic voices. The twenty-four-winged cherubim and the six-winged seraphim stood upon the platform
expanse around His throne harmonizing, "Holy! Holy! Holy! Blessed be God the Almighty!Â” And the sixteen-winged che
rubim flew around the throne, between the ophanim and the angels on the platform, extolling, "Blessed is the Lord God J
ah-el, the Ancient of Days, and Lord of creation. For He alone is worthy of all praise, worship, and honor. For He is the lif
e giver and Father of all existence.Â” From that time before time the praising of the Most High began in the heaven of Hi
s dominion, and so it would be forevermore.
The Lord God Jah-el was well pleased with His creation thus far. He sat upon His throne relishing the adoration, as
His heavenly hosts ministered unto Him. But still He was not satisfied. He had in mind to create a being that would be lik
e nothing He had created thus far. His intention was to create a spirit being, encased in a corporeal shell. He had create
d all that was His intention in His heavenly dominion, and without any consultation with His angelic creatures, Jah-el spo
ke within Himself. He spoke to God the Son saying, "I have in mind to create a crowning creation, one that will be corpor
eal. We must prepare for him space and matter, a home, and a seat of his own authority. We will make him a little lower
than the angels, but he will be made in Our image, a tangible tripartite reflection of Us. He shall be comprised of spirit, s
oul, and flesh. His race shall be called man, and he will become the father of all mankind. We shall call his name Adam.
I will tell you all that I have in mind to do, and it shall come to pass by the Holy Spirit. I have designated our dominion the
third heaven, the first dimension. And manÂ’s shall become known as the first heaven, the third dimension. Ours is the s
pirit realm, and theirs shall be the corporeal. Our heaven shall become known as the doorway, for it is the division betwe
en spirit and corporeal, between Our dominion and their dominion.Â” The Lord God Jah-el was approaching the time of
His creating a small blue and green sphere, in a galaxy amongst billions of galaxies. He was about to create additional h
eavens and earth, and all therein, and His jewel of creationÂ—man.
In the midst of all the angelic praise and adoration of the Most High, Jah-el commanded Lucifer to silence. Then ther
e was silence in heaven. The Ancient of Days decreed to Michael the archangel, "Command the stars of heaven your br
ethren to lift themselves from before My face. Tell them to position themselves below me on the sea of glass, and I will s
how them marvelsÂ—and the marvel of marvels which I am about to create. When you have done my command then ret
urn you, Gabriel, Raphael and Uriel back to your post, for I am not to be disturbed.Â” Michael did as Jah-el commanded.

When all of the heavenly host were in position Jah-el proclaimed, Â“Stars of the most high, gaze toward the ceiling
of this great hall and behold the magnificence of your Lord Creator Spirit.Â” Jah-el then gave further private instruction to
Lucifer to shield all but his face that is like unto a man, and cautioned him to not look upon Him. Lucifer followed explicitl
y all that Jah-el decreed. He recognized instinctively even without warning to not peer directly into the Shekinah of the M
ost High at such close proximity. And so with his face like unto a man he stared upward in curious anticipation. The ceili
ng had ceased its dazzling activity and was clear.
The angels at a distance could see that the perpetual blinding aura that Jah-el usually emitted had now become wh
at seemed like a softened, dense, gaseous cloud. It was to the angels of heaven as if Jah-el had retracted deep within H
imself, leaving Lucifer with the sense that the Lord of glory was no longer present on the throne platform. Without warnin
g Jah-el's light, already the most intense that any angel had witnessed, resurged with unprecedented, spectacular brillia
nce. His throne room was aglow as never before. His presence was overpowering, overflowing, and all encompassing. T
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he walls, and the floor like unto a sea of glass, were awash in all the colors of the rainbow, opals, and mother of pearl. T
he colors raced back and forth, to and fro, sweeping in waves over His entire house. The view from the outside made th
e city of God appear as one gigantic super nova emitting great long shafts of light from a core of pure cool white and ice
blue. The shafts of light were pastel tones, intermingled with deep emerald, sapphire and amberÂ—breathtaking colors
without name.
Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, and Uriel stood firm at their assigned posts, with their shield wings clenched tightly over t
hree of their faces. But with their face like unto the face of a man, they stared upward and away from whence came the
glory of God. Jah-el was about to create as He had not created before. Lucifer, being the closest to God, heard things th
at could not be understood even by his own supernatural intellect. He heard thunders of three different pitches and tone
s. Â“No it cannot be. It must be due to the great surge of His power,Â” Lucifer pondered. Â“Who can understand the mys
tery and might of the Most High Jah-el?Â” he questioned intimately. Indeed Jah-el had taught Lucifer and His myriads of
the spirit realm many mysteries but not all, especially the mystery of the Godhead. But soon, even that mystery would ha
ve to be revealed.
Suddenly a great wide shaft of pure white light, originating from the sapphire blue throne, shot straight up through th
e immense expanse between the throne platform and ceiling. As it did, wide pulsating rings of pure white energy rippled
from the central source of that power. The angels of heaven stood aghast, transfixed in their places like statues. Little co
uld any of them realize that Jah-el was in actualityÂ—three. Lucifer had not even the slightest inkling that the three pitch
es of thunder were in actuality the conversation between God the Father, Son, and the acknowledging Holy Spirit. Neith
er could he perceive that the super awesome force rumbling forth from Jah-el was in fact the Lord Creator Spirit, the acti
ve-force, and power of the Godhead.
Jah-el was creating. He had spoken within Himself. The angels watched in amazement as the pure white light of Ja
h-el punched through the ceiling expanse and began creating a massive portal in the first dimension through which woul
d come the birth of the corporeal. In the third heaven the Holy Spirit created the alpha portal. This is the doorway betwee
n the spirit realm and the corporeal. At this point is the inner dominion of Jah-el's kingdom. Jah-el gave the command wit
hin Himself, and the Holy Spirit burst through the portal fixed by Himself in the third heaven. He rushed through the porta
l in an ever-widening arc, radiating in every direction from the mouth of the alpha portal. As He did He spewed forth all th
at the Father had commanded, through the Son. He spewed forth space and filled it with galaxies of pre-stars, solar syst
ems, and planets. Amongst these was a small molten mass of matter that would soon become known as Earth, the third
planet from the sun.
The Holy Spirit continued His push forth in His ever-increasing and widening arc. In a circle He perfectly turned back
upon Himself, and fixed the omega portal in the third heaven on
His returning side. The Holy Spirit, by the FatherÂ’s command, made the kingdom of heaven the beginning and ending p
lace of the finite world.
By radiating Himself outward, and circularly in all directions at once through the alpha portal, and returning to Himse
lf through the omega portal, God the Holy Spirit created space. Jah-el had projected, and returned to Himself, to create t
he continuum of space. To retract the finite world all Jah-el would have to do is command the Holy Spirit to release Hims
elf from the omega portal, and redraw into Himself through the alpha portal all that occupies His created space. At this p
oint where the beginning and end, the alpha and omega merge, is the inner dominion of Jah-el's kingdom. The processi
on through the alpha and omega portals of the third heaven will bring anyone entering to the beginning and ending cons
ecutively. The beginning of all things is Jah-el. The finality of all things is Jah-el. The third heaven is the inner sanctum, t
he point where all things end and begin.
Up to this point there was no need for space as we know it. Jah-el and the spirit realm do not exist in the third dimen
sion of space, but in the first dimension of spirit. Jah-el is infinity. There was nothing in comparison to something, as we
humans would come to define something.
In this new creation of space Jah-el continued. He created the divisions of the heavens. He created in the finite worl
d the division between the third and the second heaven. In the beginning God created the heavens. Now had arrived the
appointed time of Jah-el to create the earth and all therein. Jah-el had fixed the boundary of the finite world from the port
als of the third heaven to the end of the second. This is the second division.
The planetary and galactic bodies of the second division of heaven were fixed and would not alter their stations. Jah
-el is perfect order, and across the billions of light years of this division of finite heaven, there was no chaos amongst the
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se heavenly bodies. Within the outermost rim of the finite second division, Jah-el caused a great and massive galaxy to
appear, a galaxy that far into the future would become known as the Milky Way. It is in the very center of this outermost r
im of the finite second heaven that He caused the Milky Way to be. In this galaxy amongst all others was a small and se
emingly insignificant solar system made up of nine planets rotating around a dark pre-star. This was the solar system a
mongst all others that contained the planet that would become home to the marvel of marvels.
This outermost rim of the finite second division was thousands upon thousands of light years in breadth, and house
d innumerable galaxies. Proceeding outward beyond this outermost rim was nothing but the blackness of lightless infinit
y. There are no galaxies, no planets, no stars, just the vacuum and continuum of zero space. Jah-el gave this space of t
he second heaven no boundary, but from its creation it has continued outward, and is still continuing. Jah-el fixed in this
infinite second division of heaven all of the galaxies of stars, planets, and wonders which define finite space.
In the middle of the outermost rim of the finite second heaven, a rim that is in breadth one seven-thousandth of the
entire depth of the finite second division, is the galaxy of the Milky Way. In a nine-planet solar system, on a seemingly in
significant orb of molten matter soon to be called Earth, Jah-el would shortly create the creature that would be made in
His image. In view of all that Jah-el had caused to be since it had pleased Him to begin creation, it seemed an irony that
a corporeal being, in a tangible setting, would become classified as His most miraculous creation. It was as Lucifer had
wondered within himself previously, Â“Who can understand the mysteries of Jah-el?Â”
The ultra-spectacular display of God ceased and He returned to the brightness of light that His angelic hosts had gr
own accustomed. Jah-el reposed upon His throne whilst His heavenly hosts marveled at what was now before them. Th
ere was now an outside world. The angels, overwhelmed with awe, great joy, and admiration, began proclaiming in ecst
asy, "Blessed is the great God and Creator Jah-el. There is none like Him. For He is the origin of all creation great and s
mall!Â” The angelic servants of God were unrestrained in their worship of Him. Then the voice of Jah-el pealed once mo
re from His great seat of authority saying, "Contain thy praises and adorations O servants of the Most High, for these are
but the beginning of marvels. Now shall I make ready to reveal unto you the marvel of all marvels.Â”
Heaven became silent once more. The angels gazed intently at the work of His hands. They trembled at the aweso
meness of His almighty power. Heaven was silent in anticipation of this coming marvel of marvels.
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CHAPTER 2
THE BEGINNING
The Lord God Jah-el turned His attention to the third planet of the nine-planet solar system in the galaxy of the Milky
Way. This planet was at first a molten mass but the Lord God created upon its surface, water to cool its intense heat; the
entire globe was entombed in water.
The earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep, and the Spirit of God moved upon t
he surface of the waters. And God said, "Let there be light.Â” And there was light. All of the galaxies of pre-stars became
stars in their full sense. The entire universe of the division of finite second heaven lit up in its brilliance. Jah-el had spoke
n His light into the murky expanse of second heaven. All of the luminaries were aglow with His light, save that one which
would soon become known as the sun. Its special light was to be spoken into existence shortly.
God saw the light that it was good, and God separated the light from the darkness, distinguishing light and darkness. An
d the beginning and the ending completed His first day of creation on the earth. God said, "Let there be a division in the
midst of the waters, and let there be a division between the waters and the waters.Â” Then God made the expanse, a di
vision between the waters that were to remain on the earth's surface and the waters that were to be stored above the ea
rth; and it came to be so. God called the expanse between the division of the waters heaven. In the midst of the second
heaven around this planet Earth, God caused the first heaven to appear. This heaven was unique in that it was an atmo
sphere capable of sustaining corporeal life, and the marvel of marvels that was soon to be created. In the third heaven e
xisted the spiritual realm. In the second heaven existed the finite world, and the vacuum of endless space. In the first he
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aven, housed in the second, would come to exist the realm of the corporeal. There came to be beginning and completio
n, and the second thousand-year creative day of Jah-el's work on Earth came to its close.
Jah-el had taken the water that He had separated from the surface of the globe and completely wrapped it around hi
gh above the earth. When He would come to create the vegetation of the earth, and give His light to the sun, this encase
ment of water would cause a greenhouse effect. The earth would be warm and tropical from pole to pole. There would b
e no snow or harsh winds. It would be a paradise throughout.
And God said, "Let the waters of the earth be gathered together to one place, and let the dry land appear.Â” And it
was so. And God called the dry land earth; and the gathering together of the waters He called seas, and God saw that it
was good. Then God said, "Let the earth bring forth grass, vegetation full of seed, fruit trees giving fruit according to their
kinds.Â” And it came to be so.
The earth brought forth grass, and vegetation bearing its seed, and fruit trees bearing forth fruit according to its kind.
God saw that this was good, and there came to be beginning and completion of the third thousand-year-day of Jah-el's c
reation upon the earth. Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, and Uriel, along with their heavenly brethren sang songs of joy and pr
aises to the Most High God. He was causing a new thing to come into existence, something wondrous and completely di
fferent.
Lucifer stood in the presence of the Most High, just a small distance from the source of all life. With his head erect,
his eyes were fixed trancelike on what was occurring before him. Instead of being lost in the ecstatic praising of Jah-el w
holeheartedly, as were his brethren, Lucifer's mind was accelerating with question upon question concerning the myster
y and power of Jah-el. Lucifer was standing there, and before realizing it had formulated a vision of himself sitting upon t
he throne of Jah-el. Lucifer was entertaining a treasonous thought against God's theocracy. He mused, "How wonderful i
t would be for me to be just like God.Â” In his supernatural intellect became implanted the destructive seed of covetousn
ess. Lucifer was well aware that he should not even consider such vain imaginings. But instead of casting it from his min
d it became a seed that would continuously develop, until one day sprouting forth as a mutinous actuality. Lucifer was ve
ry much engrossed in his prideful thoughts, when he was snatched back to reality by the thundering voice of the great G
od Jah-el.
God went on to say, "Let luminaries come to be in the expanse of the heavens to make a division between the day a
nd the night; and they must serve as signs, and for seasons, and for days and for years. They must serve as luminaries i
n the expanse of the heavens to shine upon the earth.Â” And it came to be so.
The Lord Jah-el proceeded to give His light to the sun and the moon. The sun dominated the day, and the moon do
minated the night. This small nine-planet solar system was endowed with an eternal light source that was perfect, and w
ould never burn out. It was a special creation of Jah-el for His world of the corporeal. At the end of His third creative day
Jah-el had caused vegetation to come forth. Then at the beginning of His fourth creative day He spoke light unto the sun
, and plant life cloaked the earth flourishing into a global tropical jungle. There was beginning and there came completio
n, ending this fourth day of Jah-el's creative process on His tiny planet. The angelic servants of God were now in store fo
r an extraordinary surprise!
And God went on to say, "Let the waters of earth become filled with living creatures, and let the flying creatures fly o
ver the surface of the earth, and let them fill the heavens.Â” And God proceeded to create the great whales, the giant m
antas, and the like. He created diverse species of fish. The waters teemed with creatures that would reproduce accordin
g to their kind, and every flying creature that would reproduce according to its kind. And God saw that it was good. God
blessed them saying, "Be fruitful and become many, and fill the earth.Â” And there came to be beginning and there cam
e to be completion, a fifth creative day.
Each creative day with Jah-el is as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day. Thus five thousand years h
ad passed in His creation. Five thousand years of His angels intermittently dividing their existence between praising Him
, and observing the progression of His visible creation. Jah-el was now about to embark upon the sixth.
These are the generations of the heavens and the earth when they were created, in the days that the Lord Jah-el m
ade Earth and the heavens. The earth gave forth in abundance its vegetation, and there came up a mist from within the
earth that watered the ground. It did not rain, for the earth was encapsulated in water. The earth was lush and green. Th
e earth was tropical in all its extent, encased in its global cocoon of water. Toward the third dayÂ’s ending the Lord God
had spoken into existence a variety of greenery. He clothed His earth in cycads, ginkgoes and conifers, amongst them la
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rch, cedar, spruce, hemlock, fir, cypress, juniper, yew, and araucarias. He created ivies and vines, ferns and flowers, in
abundance. He created the vegetation in bounty and variety to feed the inhabitants of Earth. He created in proliferation p
roduce-bearing trees and vines laden with edible savory succulent fruits and vegetables.
At the fourth dayÂ’s onset Jah-el had given light to the sun and the moon. The sun shone through to the earth in a h
aze. The water canopy that surrounded the earth diffracted the light of the sun, so that it appeared as a great fuzzy orb. I
t was due to this canopy that the earth's temperature was tropical throughout, for it held the heat from the sun within. Th
e entire earth was beautiful and warm. A perfect place.
On the fifth day Jah-el had spoken into existence all the great wonders of the waters. He had spoken into being all t
he winged creatures of the air, and they flew within their levels. Within the waters Jah-el had caused to appear three cla
sses of creatures. He had created those amphibious that lived between water and earth. And in proliferation all types of l
ife that lived under the waters, amongst these crustaceans and gill-breathing fish. He created oysters, abalone, clams, lo
bsters, sea urchins, trilobites, and the like. He created grouper, sea trout, angelfish, salmon, and tuna. He spoke into life
sturgeon, pike, and muskellunge. The rays, skates, sharks, squid, octopus, and latimeria were all products of His creativ
e imaginings. The Lord Jah-el filled the waters of His earth with wondrous and amazing creatures as it pleased Him. He
caused to come into existence a class of creatures that although air breathers, were bound to Earth's ocean. These wer
e sea-going mammals. The great whales, amongst them the sperms, grays, humpbacks and the enormous blue. These
creations were the denizens of the watery deep and navigated the ocean in freedom and peace. Off the shores of the oc
ean were other manifestations of the handiwork of Jah-el, amongst these were the playful acrobatic porpoises, dolphins,
and the awe-inspiring cryptoclieds and plesiosaurs.
Amongst the multifariousness of vegetation dwelt the fowl of the lower levels of the first heaven. The dodo, emu, ost
rich, pheasant, peacock, and the like dwelt on or near the earth's floor. The tiny sparrow, wren, hummingbird, finch, and
parakeet dwelt in the lower branches of gingkoes and conifers. Great-billed toucans and parrots nested in the upper bra
nches of the towering cycads. The forest was alive with the activity of the fowl of the air. Cockatoos displayed their impre
ssive crests. Birds of paradise darted from branch to branch, their iridescent plumage in tow. Jah-el was well pleased! Al
ong the edges of Earth's rivers and lake shorelines dwelt stilted herons, ibis, and flamingo. Graceful swans glided over t
he surfaces of still water, as well as many varieties of duck and geese. Along the shores of the ocean dwelt the gulls, ter
ns, sandpipers, and the like. In the high places of the earth dwelt the great condor, and the strangest airborne creatures
of all, the quetzals, pterans, and pterads. These were unfeathered flying creatures, with wingspans of up to forty feet. All
this Jah-el had accomplished in five creative days.
From the time of their creation the creatures of the deep and those of the air had obeyed GodÂ’s command. They h
ad been fruitful, and they did multiply and fill the earth. Jah-el had created all creatures in pairs, male and female He cre
ated them. All higher forms of corporeal animate life stemmed from this union, and they multiplied. He had commanded t
he creatures of air and water to procreate and fill His earth. Jah-el, in His perfection, would not and could not have the e
arth overpopulated with any of His creatures. Within them He had implanted a regulator triggered by a law of territory, a l
aw of proximity. In all His lower life forms would Jah-el implant this governor, for the earth was to be a place of comfort f
or all that dwelt thereon. When the earth was populated to perfect balance, all procreative activity would cease. As an an
imal would reach Jah-el's predetermined life span for its species, it would simply expire. It would cease its breath and ret
urn to the dust from which it was made. At which point the procreative response in that particular species would become
active to fill the void. Because of the earthÂ’s perfect environment, the life expectancy of all creatures was long, but only
God's crowning creation would have the capacity of eternal life.
In the beginning there was but one ocean. There were no Pacific, Atlantic, Arctic, or Indian oceans. All these oceans
of the future in the beginning were occupied by the dry land of one vast continent, the Pangaea. Jah-el had created this
vastness of land at the separation of the waters, to assure ample living space for a multitude of offspring from His marvel
of marvels.
Everything was according to the plan of the Lord of spirits. In the midst of His reviewing came the beginning of the si
xth creative day. All that He had accomplished thus far was good in His eyes. And the Lord God continued, saying, "Let t
he earth bring forth the living creatures after their kindÂ—cattle, reptiles, insects, and all beasts of the earth after their ki
nd.Â” And it was so, and God saw that it was good. He created the cattle, the herding and grazing animals of the field, a
mongst these the buffalo, antelope, zebra, and the like. He created the reptilesÂ—lizards, crocodiles, alligators, spinos,
dimetrodon, ankylos, and the like. He created the serpent. Jah-el produced in profusion countless varieties of insectsÂ—
cicadas, grasshoppers, termites, beetles, wasps, flies, and bees; ants, worms, foot-long cockroaches, and dragonflies wi
th thirty-inch wingspans. He spoke into existence beautiful multicolored butterflies and moths, a potpourri of buzzing, clic
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king life.
Of the beasts of the earth Jah-el created the great cats. He created bear, tusk hog, badger, and groundhog. He crea
ted the rodents, the opossum, ferret, squirrel, and mice. From the tiny shrew to the magnificent apes, the Lord Jah-el cre
ated. In the vast forest of greenery dwelt the elephant. Along the shores of the rivers were the hippopotamuses. All creat
ures, in Jah-el's perfect order, were primarily herbivores, with the exception of the carrion eaters. From the massive to th
e miniature it was their duty to accelerate the dust-to-dust cycle. It was Jah-el's natural order for dead flesh to be expedi
ently re-assimilated, but live flesh was not to be eaten, for blood was not to be spilt in pursuance of sustenance. The inte
ntional spilling of blood was taboo, and did not cross the instincts of God's creatures in His perfect order.
The great apesÂ—the gorilla, orangutan, gibbon and chimpanzeeÂ—sat perched in fruit laden trees dining on their
produce. Beneath the trees discarded pits littered the forest floor, in preparation for continuing its genus of vegetation. C
olorful birds of different species diligently pecked apart multi-seed-pocketed pomegranates. Hummingbirds drank from th
e sweet syrupy nectar of magnolia blossoms, while gigantic pterodactyls glided high overhead. As the vegetation grew in
abundance, the animals of the earth fed in abundance, from the smallest insect to the largest sauropod. Jah-el had creat
ed an environment that was to be self-sufficient. He had created a planet that in His perfect order would sustain itself for
ever. He had created a factory of perpetual life, whose existence was based solely on the vegetation of the earth. While
Jah-el had created an array of small to moderate-sized creatures, He had also created the earth moversÂ— creatures w
hose range in size volleyed from the massive to the outrageously colossal. These were the gentle but gigantic gardeners
and custodians of the earth. These were the eating machines by which tons of greenery and dead animal flesh would be
transformed anew into rich life-propagating fertilizing manure. All animal life had their individual contribution to sustaining
mother Earth, but none contributed to her richness as did the ponderous creatures that far into the future would become
known as the dinosaur.
These creations were not just merely overgrown lizards, but an integral and important element of Jah-el's creation.
These creatures were unique not only as to type, but also in appearance and purpose. They were the most fascinating o
f the land rovers; different, a category of beast all to themselves. Amongst these Jah-el created the sauropods, camaras,
brontos, alamos, diplidocus, laplats, branchios, haplocanthos, memenchis, and the like. These were great beasts that d
welt in herds. With long sweeping ostrich-like necks, lizard-like tails, small heads, and massive bodies, they would walk t
he earth on all fours, their tonnage sending shock waves as their huge elephant-like feet pounded the ground. Ranging i
n lengths of fifteen to eighty-five feet, and weighting from one to forty tons, these creatures would both clear and browse
mature forest. They could eat the leaves, nuts, and fruit of trees as far up as thirty-five feet. Or they could wade belly de
ep into rivers and lakes and scoop up great mouthfuls of aquatic vegetation off the bottom. Their fecal matter in water w
ould provide the aquatic life with an abundance of partially digested sustenance. On land this same waste matter would
provide great deposits of manure, from which undigested seeds would spring to new life. Browsing steadily from river an
d forest alike, these creatures would convert a prodigious mass of vegetation into rich fertilizer. With the movement of su
ch creatures they would transport a wealth of this life-motivating commodity from one range to the next, replenishing the
earth. This was the chief duty of these great beasts of the earth, to give renewed richness to the soil from which would g
row new generations of vegetation.
The Lord God Jah-el spoke into existence in this sixth creative day the ornithopods, iguanodons, pachycelphalos, ot
hnielis, sceidos, callovos, heterodonotos, tanontos, fabros, psittacos, allos, tyranos, meglos, albertas, demonychus, allor
amus, phobosochus, and the like. These were they that walked on two legs, having also stunted fore legs with small talo
n like claws. These ranged in height three to forty feet, and weighed ten pounds to eight tons.
Jah-el created the genus Ceratopsian with their elaborate bony frills that covered much of their necks, back, and tail
s. These were also endowed with horns, much like those of the rhinoceros. He created the genus Hadros, and that of St
egos. The Lord Jah-el had created them also in pairs, and all the beasts of the earth lived in His harmony, and in one ac
cord.
The Lord God planted a garden eastward, called Eden. In this garden, out of its ground, Jah-el caused to grow ever
y tree that is pleasant to the sight and good for food. In the middle of this garden Jah-el planted two special trees. One w
as called the tree of life. This tree is a very fragrant tree. Its aroma is beyond that of any vegetation that the Lord God cr
eated. Its leaves, blossoms, and wood are eternal, and never wither. Its fruit is beautiful, glowing, and resembles the dat
e of palms. The second tree that Jah-el planted was the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. This tree is in height like
the fir, its leaves like those of the carob tree, its fruit like the clusters of the vine; exquisite, and its fragrance penetrates a
far.
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There was a river issuing out of Eden to water the garden, and from this place of origin it parted and became four he
ads. The first riverÂ’s name is Pison, and encircles the entire land of Hav'ilah, where there is gold, bdellium, and the ony
x stone. The name of the second river is Gi'hon. The third river is the river Tigris, which runs toward the east of Assyria,
and the fourth is the river Euphrates.
It was now the twilight of His sixth creative day. Jah-el sat upon His throne, and from the time of the planting of Ede
n, was once again mysteriously silent. For a space of time His creative activity had ceased. His power had ceased to sur
ge. His angels sensed, that from the walled creation of Eden, something stupendous was about to transpire! All eyes in t
he third heaven were fixed upon the blinding presence occupying the throne chariot.
Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, and Uriel stood transfixed at their corner posts, awaiting what Jah-el would decree next.
Lucifer stood fascinated in his inner sanctum position, attempting to anticipate just what Jah-el would purpose next. Sud
denly, without warning or explanation, Jah-el spoke a baffling command to Lucifer. He said to His magnificent cherub, "L
ucifer I have in mind an added duty for you. It is My decree that you and all the angels under your command should go t
o My new creation, Earth. I am about to place within the walls of the garden My marvel of marvels, and when I do I shall
send Michael with further instruction to you. Go now to the area that is the fountainhead of the four rivers. Go to the plac
e called Eden.Â”
Lucifer was perplexed and somewhat incensed. Why should he have to leave his position from the left hand side of
God? After all, he was Lucifer the beautiful, the bright and morning star. Why should he have to leave the third heaven, t
ravel through finite space, and station himself in the first heaven surrounding this tiny planet Earth? True, it was a specia
l planet, but it was so far beneath him. It was so far beneath Jah-el and His seat of authority. Why him? Why not Michael
, who was less beautiful than he?
Lucifer lifted himself aloft on his great golden wings. He summoned all that were placed under his command. He an
d his brethren flew through the throne room of God, through the great vestibule, and through the portal of the third heave
n that separates the spirit and finite realms. Lucifer traveled through space at reckless velocity, his brethren finding it diffi
cult to keep up with him. "If I am to be ordered below my status, then I shall not obey such commands. I
willÂ—" Lucifer caught himself. These thoughts were dangerous. After all, these thoughts were contrary to the will of Go
d. Lucifer had discovered himself. He had discovered his will, and it was completely opposite to the will of Jah-el. Little di
d Lucifer realize that Jah-el was not only all-powerful, but all-knowing as well. His deviant thoughts were not as private a
s he believed. Jah-el in His triuneness had spoken concerning him prior to his being created. He was soon to become th
at spirit creature who would cause chaos amongst all that Jah-el had created. Lucifer and his command reached their de
stination, entered through the earth's water canopy, and placed themselves above Eden. They with supernatural sight p
erused the landscape and all that Jah-el had placed in this corporeal existence.
Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, and all the angelic hosts of God stationed on the sea of glass below heard Jah-el d
ecree in a mighty voice of thunder, "Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness, and let them have in subj
ection the fish of the sea, the flying creatures of the heavens, and the beasts of the earth, and everything that moves up
on the surface of the earth.Â” The angels of heaven were puzzled. Why did the great Jah-el speak in the plural, for throu
ghout all creation He had not been inclusive before. Was He speaking of them? What could be the meaning of this? Jahel proceeded to create man, His marvel of marvels, in His own image. Jah-el proceeded to form man out of the dust of th
e ground and to blow into his nostrils the breath of life, and man came to be a living soul. Jah-el created His marvel of m
arvels, a spirit being encased inside a shell of flesh, and called his name Adam. Lucifer and his command were overwhe
lmed by this surprise! To be in the presence of Jah-el when He spoke into being was one thing, but to watch creation ap
pear without introduction was somewhat disconcerting.
Lucifer found this creature unnerving, as he was overcome by an inexplicable sense of threat. "What is this creature
that Jah-el has formed? How does it fit into His plan?Â” Lucifer pondered uncomfortably. "Whatever this earth creature is
, it is certainly different from all others. There is something unique about this creation,Â” he mused. He didn't know how
or why, but there was something about this new creation that most assuredly disturbed him.
The angels in heaven upon seeing Adam rejoiced greatly. They were astonished by this marvel of marvels. Here wa
s a creature: corporeal, intelligent, perfect, and made in the image of God, a tangible reflection of the Most High God Hi
mself. Jah-el took the man Adam and settled him into the Garden. He told Adam this was his home, and that he was to c
ultivate and take care of it. And the Lord God commanded the man saying, "Of every tree of this garden you may eat to
your satisfaction, but of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you must not eat; for in the day that you eat of it, you
will positively die.Â”
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Out of the ground Jah-el formed every living thing on Earth. And over time He brought them all before Adam, to see
what Adam would call them. Adam gave names to every living thing that crept upon the earth. God created each species
male and female that they might procreate. Jah-el had created in pairs. It was now time for Him to create the help-mate
of his crowning creation.
The Lord caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam. While Adam slumbered, God the Father gave the command by G
od the Son, and the Holy Spirit opened Adam's side and took from him a rib. And Jah-el proceeded to build around that r
ib which He had taken, a woman. From the dust of the ground Jah-el created Adam, but from the rib of man did He creat
e woman. God caused Adam to rise from his deep sleep, and brought to him his woman. Upon seeing her Adam cried o
ut in adoring joy, "This is at last bone of my bone, and flesh of my flesh. This one shall be called woman, because from
me was she taken. She shall be called Eve.Â” They were both naked, the man and his wife, but there was no shame. All
was perfect, and the way that Jah-el had planned. Jah-el blessed them and said to them, "Be fruitful, and multiply, and fil
l the earth and subdue it. Have in subjection every living creature that is upon the face of the earth, whether in the heave
ns above, or in the waters below. I have provided for you all vegetation and fruit-bearing trees upon the surface of the ea
rth, that it may serve you as food. To the lower forms of life that inhabit your earth, I give them the green vegetation for f
ood.Â” It was the duty of the man to see to it that his wife learned the statute of limitation that Jah-el had placed upon th
e tree of knowledge. Adam fulfilled his duty, and told Eve all concerning this.
Lucifer had been deprived of the third heaven through all of the time it had taken from man's creation till this point. It
was clearly obvious to his command that by now Lucifer had become strangely uneasy. Lucifer seethed as he and his co
mmand hid behind their cloaks of invisibility, but he kept his discontent silent. He knew that the reasoning behind his bei
ng at this place was somehow connected to this new creation, but how? All that Jah-el had decreed had come to be, an
d He looked upon it from His throne and saw that it was good. The completion was now setting upon this sixth day of cre
ation, the stilling of all the works of His hands, and the beginning of the new day brought one that was like no other. The
heavens and the earth were at their completion, and all that was to be therein. This new beginning brought forth the sev
enth day.
God blessed this seventh day and sanctified it. It was designated a sacred day because on this day Jah-el was now
at rest. The period of creation was finished, issuing forth what was to be an eternity of bliss. The intensity of Jah-el the cr
eator was concluded. He called to Himself Michael, and the other corner cherubim. Upon their gathering around His thro
ne the Lord God spoke and said, "Michael, call forth your brethren from the sea of glass below which are like unto yours
elf, and also all of the seraphim. Have them station themselves in my presence that I may speak to them.Â” Michael did
as Jah-el commanded. The twenty-four-winged cherubim and the seraphim took their places respectively, while the oph
anim and the sixteen-winged cherubim remained stationed on the sea of glass below. When all were in order, Jah-el iss
ued a new decree. God demanded saying, "Behold the man Adam, the marvel of marvels, he that is My crowning creatio
n. He alone is created in My image. You shall therefore be his servants also, to minister unto his needs. You will watch o
ver them, the man Adam and his wife. It is My decree that you serve the man who is created in My image, but never is h
e to serve you. For I am the Lord God Jah-el, and I have spoken.Â” The angelic hordes of God began praising the Most
High. They bowed low before Jah-el in worship, and before His image Adam in semblance of their servitude. Michael wa
s the first in obedience of His Lord God's command.
In the midst of the celebration in the third heaven, the dominion of Jah-el, the Lord God called Michael to Himself. J
ah-el gave Michael, His angel of might, a special assignment. He said, "Michael, go by way of the portal that separates s
pirit and finite. Travel the distance of the second division of heaven to the first, and deliver this instruction to Lucifer your
brother. Tell him that I have decided him Chief Watcher over paradise, he and all his command. Tell him that he is to be
chief guardian of the man Adam and his wife. Tell him that he is to serve them as he would serve Me, for the man Adam
is created in My image. Tell him it is My will that both he and his command bow before, and serve the marvel of marvels,
My crowning creation. Man.Â” Michael sped away from before the throne of God, across the sea of glass, through the m
assive vestibule, through the portal of the third heaven and into the finite world. Michael flashed through the space of the
second division of heaven, spanning the cosmos as only a cherub of his order can. He arrived to find his brother Lucifer
and his command watching the human pair from behind their cloak of invisibility.
Michael's arrival caught Lucifer completely by surprise. Michael confronted the startled Lucifer, the magnificent ange
l of light, "Lucifer my brother, this is what the Lord Jah-el has decreed for you. You are to be the servant, you and your c
ommand of our brethren, to the man Adam. He is the image of Jah-el Himself, and you are to minister unto him and his
wife. Now bow before the image of God in semblance to your acceptance of Jah-el's decree. It is the will of God.Â” Lucif
er convulsed in anger. His pride rose up and erupted from his mouth and he blared, "I am Lucifer, the bright and morning
star. I am he that is created most beautiful amongst all angelic creatures. My place is in the third heaven, beside the thro
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ne of Jah-el!Â” Michael interjected, "Be careful my brother Lucifer. For your place is wherever our Creator decrees it to b
e. Be careful that you not test Him.Â” Lucifer's vexation had now catapulted into vehement rage and he sneered, "I have
no need to subjugate myself to Adam. Why do you entreat me to serve this inferior creation? I will not serve him, for he i
s a younger creation than myself! I am his senior in creation! Before he was made was I already made. It is his obligatio
n to bow before me!Â” Michael immediately rebuked Lucifer saying, "Be careful in what you say Lucifer, for Jah-el has s
poken from His seat of authority that we are to be servant unto man, but never is he to be servant unto us. Be careful th
at you not test our God.Â”
Still Lucifer remained adamant. In self-righteous indignation he retorted, "I will not serve this creature Adam or his wi
fe. I care not that Jah-el may find displeasure with me. If Jah-el will be angry with me then I shall ascend into heaven, an
d I will exalt my throne above the stars of God. I will sit upon the mount of the congregation in the sides of the north. I wil
l ascend above the heights, and I will be like the Most High.Â” Michael, upon hearing this, recognized the madness of hi
s brother Lucifer. The angels that were under LuciferÂ’s command, upon hearing the declaration of their leader, also ref
used to obey the order of Jah-el. Michael stood in stunned disbelief at the insanity of Lucifer and his followers. Before he
embarked on his journey home, Michael, saddened by the choice of Lucifer and his band, said in remorse, "Lucifer, my b
rother of great beauty, your vestige is your downfall. Your fate is surely sealed, and your doom shortly to follow. I go now
to make known your error before His throne.Â”
Michael returned before the Lord Jah-el and relayed to Him all that had occurred on Earth. The angels of the third h
eaven quaked in great fear for their brother Lucifer and his following. How could he sin against the decree of Jah-el Him
self? What could he possibly gain? Could the created overthrow the Creator? What would Jah-el do to Lucifer, and what
fate belied their angelic brethren for also choosing to disregard His edict? These and countless other questions plagued
the supernatural intellects of the angelic hosts of God. Jah-el dismissed Michael from before His presence with this instr
uction, "When you see Lucifer coming through the great vestibule return you, Gabriel, Raphael, and Uriel to me. Allow L
ucifer and his cohorts audience before Me, for I have commanded them hither by My own voice.Â”
Lucifer soon arrived through the great opening between the vestibule and throne room of God, his command of ang
els trailing behind. Michael, upon seeing them gave the order. The shield wings of he and the other three covering cheru
bim shot into place. They moved into their audience positions in closer proximity to God. Jah-el peered forward and obs
erved Lucifer boldly coming toward Him, his golden wings shimmering. What gall this creature had, to disobey Him and t
hen come unrepentant before His throne. Jah-el was incensed. He knew that before Him was approaching the beginning
of chaos. He would deal with this creature in a way that would completely disavow his rantings as gross error. He would
allow Lucifer the opportunity to prove his boastings, before inflicting final judgment upon him. With Lucifer proven impote
nt in his ability to be just like Himself, Jah-el would never again tolerate such a creature whether in the spirit or corporeal
realms. So that there would be no doubts amongst His angelic hosts as to whether Lucifer could make good his threats,
Jah-el would allow Lucifer a modicum of time. The throne room of God was mute. Not one of the angels of heaven uttere
d a sound, as Lucifer set himself down before God. Jah-el thundered in a measured demand, "Lucifer, what is this that y
ou have refused My command?Â”
Lucifer remained silent, thinking that his insolent entrance had already brought Jah-el to the brink of speaking upon
him instant retribution. Jah-el thundered anew, this time less reserved, "Lucifer thou wicked and unappreciative cherub,
what is this that you have refused to obey My command?Â” Lucifer, sensing no endearing, forgiving, or empathetic tone
in the voice of Jah-el, was bolstered to renewed obstinacy. This was his point of no return, and so Lucifer lifted his head
in arrogance and replied, "Jah-el, there is no reason that I should recount to You all that I have said. I am sure that Mich
ael has reported all that took place in the vicinity of the garden on your planet Earth. I am Lucifer, the bright and morning
star. It is beneath me to serve that inferior being that You call man. I will not obey Your order, nor will my angels with me
.Â”
Jah-el's voice was extremely calm as He spoke rebuttal to the treasonous cherub. Jah-el responded, "Lucifer, you h
ave taken a great task upon yourself. You have purposed yourself to be just as I am. If we are equals, then before this c
ongregation take down your shield wings and let us speak face to face.Â” Lucifer shuddered at the thought, bringing a re
defined perspective to his present situation. He could not look directly into the face of God. Jah-el was humiliating him, d
iminishing his stature in the presence of his fellow angels. In seconds that seemed to Lucifer like eons, he intimately que
ried Jah-el's toleration of his rebelliousness as to what would happen to him and his angelic command. He did not have t
o wait much longer for the decree of punishment from the great God Jah-el.
Jah-el reared back in His seat of power, pointing an accusatory finger toward Lucifer and proclaimed,
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"You have decreed that My command means nothing to you, and that My wrath towards you is unimportant. You have v
owed in your vanity to ascend into My heaven, and exalt your throne above your brethren. You have vowed to establish
yourself upon the mount of the congregation in the sides of the north. You have vowed to raise yourself above the height
s, and to become just like Me. How foolish you are O Lucifer. You have brought to an end your pattern of wisdom. Your
beauty is blemished, and your glory is brought to an end. You were once holy, but now you are stripped of your holiness.
In My Garden of Eden I commissioned you to be. I created you more magnificent than all your brethren. You were the an
ointed cherub of covering. You were mine to appoint as it pleased Me. In the midst of your brethren you went about in yo
ur great beauty. I admonished you from your beginning to be not wise in thine own wisdom O Lucifer, and to be not take
n with thy excellent grandeur. You were once faultless in all your ways, until this unrighteousness was found in you. You
have done a deed unprecedented. You have caused chaos and doubt amongst your brethren concerning Me. For this wi
ll I cast you as profane from before My presence, and I shall remove you from the midst of your brethren. Your demeano
r became haughty due to thy beauty. You brought your wisdom to ruin because of thy beaming splendor. Onto the earth
I will cast you, Lucifer. I shall make you ashes upon the earth, before the eyes of all who look upon you. You are banishe
d from your permanent residency here O Lucifer, but I shall tolerate your audience before Me until I decree it be no long
er. You are banished to live in the finite and corporeal heaven, outside My heaven. My plan and My purpose were set lo
ng before you and your brethren were created. It was set when I was alone, and there was nothing. My word does not a
nd will never return unto Me void. I am granting you a segment of time O Lucifer, to make good your idle threats. I am gr
anting to you a period of time to bring to rest any doubt amongst your brethren, that you might be able to carry out your v
ile rantings. Then Lucifer, upon your failure shall you be abyssed throughout all eternity from before their faces.Â”
Jah-el commanded Michael to take hold of Lucifer. Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, and a multitude of faithful angels were c
ommanded by Jah-el to take hold of all their brethren that had followed Lucifer. Jah-el demanded, "Remove these your f
allen brethren to the portals of the third heaven, and cast them out into the finite world. Station guardians at the mouth of
the portals that they may never again, enter into this realm. These are banished forever, except for their leader Lucifer.Â
”
Adam and Eve were unaware of the beginning of sin and chaos in the third heaven. They were unaware that an ang
el named Lucifer was in the vicinity of them when he had refused an order from Jah-el. Adam did not realize that at that
moment, Lucifer and a third of the stars of heaven were being cast out into the finite world. He was oblivious to the fact t
hat soon his wife would be confronted, by this very angel. There was nothing to be concerned about, for Adam personall
y knew and was spoken to directly by Jah-el. The only wrong that either could possibly do, was eat of the forbidden tree.
He would never do such a thing. After all, Jah-el had warned against this infraction with His own voice; and besides, Ada
m knew that in the day he ate of this tree he would positively die.
Lucifer and his command had made themselves outcasts. They had erroneously exercised their freedom of choice. I
t was their prerogative to do so, but at the cost of forfeiting their holiness. They were now profane, abased, and Jah-el c
ould no longer tolerate their presence in His holy realm. They had become the fallen stars, the sons of darkness. Lucifer
Â’s sin was self-contained. He had not gone out of his way to persuade any of his command to follow his insubordination
. Jah-el had spoken the order to His arch-cherub Michael. Michael relayed that order. Lucifer's command of the angelic s
ervants of God had willfully chosen to follow him in disobedience. It was not out of any great love for this fallen cherub th
at Jah-el had not imprisoned him into oblivion, but out of justice. Lucifer's punishment would befit his crime. He had diso
beyed his Commander in Chief, and was therefore judged, stripped of his rank, and dishonorably discharged from the ki
ngdom of Jah-el.
Lucifer hovered, fixed upon nothing, in the cold vacuum of finite space, he and his angels with him. His hatred blaze
d. He hated Jah-el for what he had come to perceive as His slight to his former position, but above all he hated that imag
e-creation Adam. Lucifer had quickly become the most demented force in the cosmos. He was outraged! His screams of
vengeance echoed throughout the finite chasm of the second heaven. He made a vow within to destroy all that was the
perfect order of Jah-el. He hovered, his eyes fixed upon the now-guarded portals of the third heaven. The cherubim of th
e guard wielding the swords of the Spirit that turned continuously, blocking entrance. The third of the stars of heaven tha
t fell with Lucifer were not as belligerent as he. They found themselves in exceedingly great discomfort and turmoil. They
would never be allowed home again. They were banished forever!
Lucifer whirled to face them, testily re-asserting his dominance by ridiculing their fear. "We are not conquered,Â” he
bellowed. "This is but our beginning! I will prove to Jah-el that I am not to be classified a small matter. I am Lucifer, the b
right and morning star!" Lucifer rallied his forces, and gave his first unholy command as dark lord. They were once again
to return to the vicinity of Earth. Just outside EarthÂ’s atmosphere, at the top of its northern pole, Lucifer placed his invisi
ble kingdom and seat of authority. Lucifer was proving to be a charismatic leader, and soon soothed the disquiet of his a
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rmy. He said to Semjazael and Azazel, two of his generals, "We have become a power within ourselves. I have set myse
lf in opposition to everything that is Jah-el. I shall convince Him that Lucifer is a force to be reckoned with. I, and all my a
ngels with me. I have in mind to cause Jah-el great pain and grief, and it shall be wrought through that disgusting creatur
e He calls man.Â”

Re: Book Contest - posted by Matthew2323 (), on: 2004/6/29 18:36
Rahman,
Here is a writing contest put on by World magazine for Christian fiction. I doesn't appear to apply directly to your book,
but perhaps it would be an inroad...
(http://www.worldmag.com/newsite/content/subscriber/displayArticle.cfm?ID9128#) Contest
Also the book publisher in this contest is a subsidiary of Thomas Nelson dedicated entirely to Christian fiction.
(http://www.thomasnelson.com/consumer/dept.asp?dept_id270000&TopLevel_id270000) West Bow Press
God bless,
Matthew
Fascinating - posted by Jimm (), on: 2004/7/3 20:56
Rahman
That book is simply amazing! I have come across bits and pieces of some of the things you speak of but I have never di
scovered the source this information. It also ties in very nicely with the Bible. It seems authentic but where did you get it?
It is also, as you say, very controversial. No doubt, there are other thoughts on this subject but I speak for myself when I
say that your book is fascinating! I would love to read the rest of it.
James

Re: - posted by Rahman, on: 2004/7/11 12:47

Thanks brother Matt!
Re: Fascinating - posted by Rahman, on: 2004/7/11 13:23
Thanks brother Jimm,
It's God that makes it amazing, because it's all about Him and there is no one or anything more amazing than He ...
As I've stated being raised in the religions of Catholicism and Jehovah's Witnesses, by the time I came to Christ (29) I w
as pretty well confused about God's history, story and plan ... But It was because of my diverse religious background tha
t the Holy Spirit, once I'd accepted Christ and could be indwealt by Him, that the Holy Spirit could put it all together in me
... I soon came to see the whole history, story and God's plan of the Bible in greater clarity, and I soon developed a burni
ng desire to share my understanding with others.
It was soon after a study of 1 Corinthians and Ephesians that I began to pray continuously for the gift of prophecy (revel
ation/illumination/exhortation), and that God would provide me both means and opportunity to share my epiphany of His
story/plan in a way that would be clear to other confused "seekers of truth" ... I kept praying to God, Lord please use me
in some sort of way to make Yourself and your story plainer and more simply understood, because most folk have no ide
a of the "blood theme" that runs thru our Bible ... He
answered the "means" part of my prayer when in 1985 (at age 35) He sparked my search with a small pamphlet entitled
Â“The Rules of War between the Sons of light and the Sons of DarknessÂ”, divinely placed for me at my local laundrom
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at ... This took me on an inspired search to the Rare Books Department of our main library and the Holy Spirit uncovered
to me books that I never knew existed, Epigraphic writings, many recently translated from the Dead Sea Scrolls ... The H
oly Ghost by my faith took me thru volumes of ancient works and history, and seperated for me the wheat from the chaff
...
Soon after He provided me two years off (with pay) from my job in which to write, and then began to constantly speak (in
wardly) to me. I could see everything He showed me, and the writing just began to flow. It was like taking dictation. It wa
s the best experience of my life (other than my baptism) to date! At the end of those two years I had manuscripts for two
instalments of a trilogy, and much of the research accomplished for the third! You have been blessed from the first instal
ment .... "THE CALLED".
Now why I can't seem to find a publisher is the part that has had me, like my favorite post flood OT saint Jacob, really wr
estling with God ... I've said to Him on many occasions, "Ok Lord you gave me the means to share your story via using
me to write, but now what about the opportunity to share via publishing"? ... Nothing I've done in the past has been succ
essful from sending the manuscript to hiring a literary agent ... I have been told it's a fascinating work, but that I'd have to
be someone important like Dr. Jerry Falwell, or Pat Robertson to even be concidered for publication ... In other words no
body would want to read a novel by a nobody ... But most recently it's really dawned on me that it has nothing to do with
any of that, but has all to do with these ... God's perfect timing and His perfect will ... If it is at all the Lord's will, and if in
fact this novel is from Him, when He decides to open up the door of publication it will be at the time when folk will be mo
st hungry for it's truth ... I've pursued publication on my own in the past but I don't know if I've been so right in doing that
... Often I've felt like Sarah and Abraham trying to hurry along God's promise of Isaac via Hagar and Ishmael, and we all
know what a mess they made of things when they did that ... I can safely say that God has not allowed this in my behalf,
and since I've recently stopped wrestling with Him about it, I've rested in either having His "blessing" of a publication for t
his work, or not... All I can say is that IF it is to be, He is the only one that can make it so ... And IF or WHEN He does I'll
be sure to let you know, for I'd love for you (and millions of others) to be able to read it entirely also ...
I fully realize that whatsoever is not of faith is sin, and everything that I've done on behalf of this novel has been done ou
t of the fire of that extra gift measure of FAITH and The Called stands on that faith ... But I get goose bumps just thinkin
g about the major controversy and dialogue this small novel would cause, focusing common folk, intelectuals, scientist, p
hilosophers and religionist all on GOD (Father, Son and Holy Ghost) ... What greater use could any Christian be put to u
se for than that of a tool of The Holy Ghost to lift up God and focus all men to Him?

Re: THE CALLED - by Rahman Reuben - Chapter 3 ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2004/7/27 9:02
Brother Jimm,
I've been inspired by your expressing to want to read more, to sit down a word process a chapter a week ... Hope yo
u enjoy chapter 3 ....

CHAPTER 3
THE FALL OF CREATION
Heaven was not ignorant of the schemes of Lucifer. Jah-el was well aware of the coming attack directed toward His
son Adam. It was for this reason that He had given Adam the command concerning the tree of the knowledge of good a
nd evil. Not only was Jah-el aware, He was also cognizant of the outcome. This scheme of LuciferÂ’s would soon prove
to his detriment, providing Jah-el ample justification to condemning him to eternal imprisonment. Jah-el had given both t
o His angelic creation and His image-creation, the freedom of choice. He had not created them robots, but free moral ag
ents. Like Lucifer, AdamÂ’s destiny was a matter of decision. No one had coerced Lucifer to rebel; it was solely his choic
e. ChoiceÂ—the word that would soon come to mean eternal delight or eternal damnation to all mankind. It was this six-l
etter word that would soon cost Lucifer his freedom.
The four rivers whose origin was from Paradise each ran their own course, watering the Garden planted by God Hi
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mself. Rainbow and golden trout, iridescent bluegill and silvery Minnows, propelled themselves amongst the tall rushes t
hat swayed back and forth in a gentle breeze. Dragonflies darted about, skimming the surface of still water in their nervo
us style. The fragrances of countless varieties of flowers intermingled with the heavenly aroma of the tree of
the knowledge of good and evil. Adam and his wife wandered past it, without even stopping to consider it. This tree was
the sole property of Jah-el; He had given them every tree of the Garden for food, it was not necessary for them to have t
his one also.
Butterflies flittered across the open meadow, which was a virtual sea of clover and multi-colored morning glories. Be
es buzzed about, lending the humming of their wings to the symphony of chirpings from gaily colored song birds and the
continuous din of cicadas. Nearby, on one of the lakes, birthed by the excess of waters from the four rivers, swam alaba
ster white and indigo black swans. Mallards and geese intermingled in harmony upon the surface, tending their young. S
tilted whooping cranes and pink flamingos waded amongst its water lilies. In the shallows a tree had fallen; it was alive w
ith salamanders and newts. A painted turtle at its upper end dropped lazily into the water, just prior to Adam and EveÂ’s
arrival.
Adam and his wife stood a little ways off from the fallen tree, enjoying the breathtaking panorama of the Garden of E
den. In the near distance was a great forest of pine trees, their pointed tops steepled toward heaven. They stood as tall
dark green silhouettes against the aquamarine sky. Small rolling hills could be seen just to the left, jutting from the earth
like camel humps. Along the shoreline were creatures of all sorts, wading and drinking. Near the bullrushes amid a sprin
kling of partially submerged boulders peeked the face of a lone crocodile, eyes periscoped from just below the surface.
Adam took his wifeÂ’s hand and they continued their stroll about their home. They passed a family of lambeos sittin
g upon their haunches; with their smaller forelegs bracing against a pear tree they picked its fruit. How beautiful they wer
e with their umber bodies, viridian stripes, and bony head crests.
The Garden was host to some of the more massive beasts that Jah-el had created. There were hippopotamuses, el
ephants, and rhinoceroses. There were ceratopsians, stegos, a few species from the genus Ornithopod and Hadros. Th
e more massive and colossal beasts such as the sauropods, and the larger ornithopods Jah-el caused to be outside of t
he Garden. Jah-el had said to Adam that he should be fruitful, multiply, and populate the earth with humankind. Jah-el h
ad also informed Adam to enlarge the garden condition of Eden to encompass the entire Pangaea. In time it would be so
, but in the meanwhile Jah-el had prepared well for the earth. Adam and Eve would cultivate the land inside the Garden,
and the gigantic sauropods and the like would do so outside. As man would multiply and cover the face of the earth, the
se gigantic creatures would cease to exist. It was the will of Jah-el. He had placed within them a procreative regulator, tri
ggered by territorial stress. This regulator would act upon the birth process of these huge beasts. The closer man in their
proximity, the more the waning of their procreation. As man covered the face of the globe, these great beasts would eve
ntually and peacefully die out.
All animals died. Only man had the capacity of everlasting life. Its retention rested solely on his choice to obey the m
andate of Jah-el. Jah-el had decreed, Â“Of every tree of this Garden you may eat to your satisfaction, but of the tree of t
he knowledge of good and evil you must not eat. For in the day that you eat, you will positively die.Â” Adam and his wife
knew the meaning of death. They had seen animals die. In one moment they were and in the next moment they were no
t; lifeless, only a shell remaining. How perplexing and shrouded in mystery was this thing called death.
Eve stopped to cuddle a newborn fawn. She stooped, and the infant licked her face and hands. Adam stood alongsi
de the buck and doe, feeding them a clutch of tender grass. All of the animals of the earth loved Adam and his wife, and
they them. Eve stood, turned, and embraced her husband. She was happy, and together they shared the joy given them
by God. They continued on their way, toward a path that would lead them to one of their favorite spots in their Garden h
ome.
The first human pair walked naked, and without shame, being at peace with their Creator and their surroundings. Th
ey moved away from the lake and pursued one of its tributaries upstream. They walked beneath the fan-leafed gingkoes
that grew in abundance. The sun hazed through their leaves like a great fuzzy orb. They approached a favorite haunt. Ju
st ahead of this racing brook, which coursed over smooth granite rocks, was a large clear pool. Here the deer, springbuc
k, and zebra came to sip the refreshing water. Families of serpentine-trunked elephants stripped succulent leaves from o
verhanging trees. There were large boulders strewn along the perimeter of the pool, upholstered in yellowish green liche
n. Upon these were perched fin-backed dimetrodons, and white egrets in proliferation. Wading in the pool a lone stegos
refreshed itself. Playful monkeys swung about overhead, and the birds of paradise nested in the conglomeration of moss
-laden trees. There were parrots of every hue, great beaked macaws, and crested cockatoo. Peacock strutted their brigh
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t plumage. The songbirds performed their acrobatics as they winged from branch to branch. Adam and Eve frolicked, sm
iled, and laughed together. They praised Jah-el, for they knew He was worthy of praise.
Jah-el had provided food in fantastic array. At armsÂ’ length there were bananas, peaches, dates, grapes, and figs.
There were melons of every variety in the open fields. There were apples, plums, every sort of citrus fruit, and more, mu
ch more. A tiger panted lazily as he lay beneath the shade of a spreading schefflera, taking occasional glimpses at the a
ctivities going on about him. There was life everywhere, and all things operated within the perfect order of Jah-el.
The angels of the Most High ministered to Adam and his wife. They appeared to them, and brought messages from
their God. At times Jah-el would speak to Adam directly. Adam was perfect, holy, and unblemished before Jah-el. With t
heir heads held erect, Adam and his wife worshipped and praised the Lord of spirits. They proclaimed, Â“You are the onl
y wise and true Creator Jah-el, and we are your children. Find favor with us always, for we are truly in paradise.Â”
As they praised the name of Jah-el, the birds of heaven sang praises with Eve. The beasts of the field surrounded Adam
, and reclined, manifesting their subjection. Jah-el had created man in His own image, and he was master of his home E
arth.
Of all the beasts that roamed the face of earth, the serpent proved to be the most subtle. It was an intriguing creatio
n with its long slender body, and with small curled claws affixed to short scampering legs it was adept to climbing. It had
on its back two folds of skin, that when stretched out enabled it to glide from tree to tree. Not only that, but like some of J
ah-elÂ’s creations of the heavens, the serpent could talk. It was capable of mimicry. Jah-el had provided it two tiny but k
eenly sensitive ears that stood atop its triangular head like little horns. It was a shy and elusive creature, and would scurr
y and hide whenever anyone or anything would approach. Serpents fascinated Adam and Eve, but especially Eve. As th
e serpents learned more and more of the human language, they could be heard throughout the Garden repeating all that
they learned. This brought Eve tremendous joy. Â“What clever little creatures,Â” she mused. She would spend hours be
neath a tree in which a serpent dwelt, her beaming face tilted upward, pleading in her most coaxing feminine voice, Â“C
ome down little serpent, come down and show yourself. There is no need for you to hide. Come down that I may teach y
ou many wonderful things to say.Â”
Lucifer sat restlessly on the throne he had prepared for himself atop the northern pole of the earth, just outside its at
mosphere. From there he observed the activities of the human pair. He watched Adam and Eve as they carried out the d
ecrees of Jah-el. He watched the comings and goings of his brethren, the angelic servants of Jah-el, as they ministered t
o Adam and Eve. Lucifer sat upon his dark throne, in his dominion of gloom, contemplating his revenge.
Suddenly, added wickedness arose in the heart of the fallen cherub. He summoned one from amongst his ranks, an
angel named Gadreel. Lucifer said to Gadreel, Â“I have come upon a plan, one to cause great grief and discomfort to Ja
h-el. I shall lead astray the man that is called Adam, I shall accomplish it through his wife Eve, by means of the serpent
which she adores so much.Â” Gadreel mused over the statement of his dark lord for a moment, then inquired of him in b
ewilderment, Â“How shall you accomplish this scheme lord Lucifer, and how is the serpent involved?Â” Lucifer became
possessed of sinister joy, as he roared forth great peals of diabolical laughter. Lucifer boomed forth the name of his com
rade Gadreel saying, Â“Through the serpent I shall deceive Eve, and through her I shall cause the fall of that creature A
dam. I shall become master of the earth and all therein. This is what we shall do Gadreel. When the angels of Jah-el hav
e departed, and returned to the third heaven to worship before His throne, I shall appear unto Eve and convince her to e
at of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. When I appear before her disguised as an angel of light, you Gadreel sh
all maneuver into place the elusive serpent. Come closer Gadreel and heed my command as to what you are to do.Â”
Tomorrow was the seventh day. Jah-el had decreed that since the demise of Lucifer, no holy angel in the vicinity of t
he earth could stay beyond six earth days. On the sixth day the holy angels on earth must return to the third heaven to w
orship before the throne of Jah-el. It had come such a time for Uriel and Saraqael. They bade Adam a fond farewell until
their return, then they lifted themselves on their magnificent wings and ascended into heaven.
Adam once again set himself to the work prescribed him by Jah-el. The Garden of Eden was being transformed by t
he creative whims of its occupants. Adam reflected over the words of Jah-el delivered to him by Uriel and Saraqael, esp
ecially their repeated admonishments of total obedience to the Ancient of Days. As Adam carried out his work in the nort
heast segment of the Garden, Eve was walking about in the southwest portion near the wall surrounding the Garden. He
re Eve was intrigued by a small flock of female animals, feeding them the vegetation of the earth from her hands.
Lucifer and Gadreel arrived in the Garden of Eden. After making certain that Adam and Eve were apart, Lucifer com
missioned Gadreel to seek out a serpent, and after possessing that serpent to meet him in the southwest segment of the
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Garden by the wall where Eve was. Gadreel went forth and did as his dark lord commanded. He found a serpent and pri
or to entering him said, Â“Rise up, come that you may serve the purpose of Lucifer. You are the most cautious and wise
of all beasts. You are to be the vessel of Lucifer and through you shall he speak words to deceive the woman Eve, for yo
u are a special creation of Jah-el and she will believe you.Â” Gadreel entered the serpent and immediately caused it to g
o to the place foreordained by Lucifer.
As Eve continued in her leisure, she became aware she was not alone. She heard singing, singing like that of the a
ngels of Jah-el. She stood still, attentive, attempting to locate the direction from which this sweet voice was coming. The
animals that surrounded her bolted in all directions. Â“What a strange way for them to act,Â” she thought. The hymn of p
raise was now being sung at a higher decibel. She knew the direction from which it came. It was coming from near the w
all about thirty feet away, behind a cluster of hedges and willow trees.
As Eve approached, to her amazement she was met by a sight of intense beauty. She had seen the angels of Jah-e
l before, but none like this one. As she stepped forth into the clearing Lucifer cooed, Â“Are you Eve?Â” Eve answered in
a state of mesmerization, Â“Yes, I am Eve.Â” Lucifer moved closer. He glided forth as if lifted by a gentle breeze, rested
his great golden wings, and with his face like unto a man continued to question her saying, Â“What are you doing here in
Paradise?Â” Eve responded, Â“The Lord God Jah-el has made us and set us over the Garden that we may cultivate it, a
nd eat of its produce. That we may multiply and become many and extend this garden over the entire earth, for He has g
iven it as our home.Â”
Lucifer had Eve exactly where he wanted her. He had successfully engaged her; now he would put into effect the tr
ump of his malicious plan. He would question her even further but not by his own mouth, but with the mouth of her favori
te creature, the elusive serpent.
Gadreel within the serpent had set it in the exact location predetermined by Lucifer. The serpent sat clutched to the
wall in an upside down position peering out at Eve. With all the skill of a perfect ventriloquist, Lucifer threw his voice into
the serpent saying, Â“You are provided for well, but you do not eat of every tree that is in your garden?Â” Eve spun in tot
al amazement toward the direction from which this new voice emerged. She could not believe her eyes. There before he
r was a serpent, the evasive and vastly fascinating little creature she had so often pursued. Here was one before her, tal
king to her. Eve had taken her eyes away from Lucifer, and fixed them firmly upon the serpent. She naively answered, Â
“We eat of all of the trees of this garden save for one only, which is the tree that is located in the middle of the garden, w
hich is the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. It is the tree that is exclusively the property of the Lord Jah-el. He has
said we must not eat from it, nor even touch it, for in the day that we eat thereof we will positively die.Â” The serpent spr
ead its glide wings and sprang from the wall of Paradise onto a low branch of a young sycamore. Eve was spellbound. S
he completely forgot about Lucifer, and cast her full attention on the serpent. The serpent purred back sage-like, Â“May
God live, but on your account am I sadly grieved; therefore, I shall not have you ignorant. Come closer, listen to me, and
I shall tell you of the value of the tree that you may eat of it.Â” Eve recoiled in shock. Â“I cannot eat of the tree that is Jah
-elÂ’s, for fear that He will be displeased with me.Â” The serpent left its perch and presented itself on the ground, standi
ng before Eve, gazing up at her with its tiny eyes, and said to her in a tone of unequivocal assurance, Â“Fear not Eve, fo
r as soon as you eat of the tree, you shall be just like Jah-el Himself, in that you shall know the difference between good
and evil. The reason that Jah-el has commanded you not to eat of the tree is because He does not want you to be like H
imself. His motive is entirely selfish. Do not be afraid, follow me to the tree, and I shall give you of its fruit.Â” Eve opened
to the suggestion of the serpent; it made sense. Â“Why shouldnÂ’t I be like God?Â” she thought.
The serpent scampered ahead of Eve, leading her to the tree in the middle of the Garden. Eve was now addicted to
this idea of the serpentÂ’s. He had deceived her into placing her will above that of Jah-elÂ’s. Eve saw the serpent, but w
hat she did not see was the evil and invisible force behind the serpent. She had totally dismissed the presence of Lucifer
. Lucifer was ecstatic in his vileness. He had pulled the perfect switch. Eve was about to become his implement against
Adam. So far his plan was working.
Without warning, the serpent stopped dead in its tracks. It turned and said to Eve, Â“I have changed my mind. I will
not give you to eat of the tree until you swear unto me an oath, that you will give the fruit also to your husband Adam.Â”
By this time the thought of being like Jah-el was embedded firmly in the heart of Eve. She stammered to the serpent, Â“
What sort of oath shall I swear?Â” She grasped at all that she considered sacred, save the name of Jah-el, and formed t
hem into an oath, saying to the serpent, Â“By the throne of the Master, and by the cherubim of the tree of life, I vow to gi
ve to my husband Adam also from the forbidden tree.Â” With that the serpent continued to the tree of the knowledge of g
ood and evil. It climbed into it, found a low-hanging branch, and bent it down so Eve could grab a cluster. Lucifer, throug
h the serpent, poured upon the fruit the poison of his wickedness, which is lust, the root and beginning of every sin. Eve,
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intoxicated with her wantonness, plucked and ate the forbidden fruit.
At the instance she ate of the fruit her eyes were opened. She was stripped of the innocence of her perfection, and
knew she was naked. Eve wept bitterly, hurling accusation at the serpent pleading, Â“Why have you done this evil thing t
o me, depriving me of the glory in which I was once clothed?Â” The serpent did not answer, but disappeared into the low
-lying brush. With its work completed, Lucifer released the serpent. Eve was now frantic; she was naked, she must cover
up! At the moment she had partaken of the forbidden fruit, the fruit and blossoms of the trees surrounding her fell rotted t
o the ground; from the leaves of a fig tree she fashioned a covering.
Eve gathered the remainder of the cluster of fruit, remembering her oath, and set out to find her husband Adam. Sh
e began calling out to him, Â“Adam, Adam, where are you?Â” Upon finally hearing her voice Adam answered, Â“Here I a
m.Â” Eve continued saying, Â“Adam! Stop whatever you are doing, and come to me that I might show you a great secret
.Â” When Adam arrived, she opened her mouth and the voice of Lucifer proceeded from her lips. Eve said, Â“Come clos
er to me my lord Adam. Listen to me, and eat of this the fruit from the forbidden tree of Jah-el. For at the moment you ea
t of it you shall be just like Jah-el Himself, knowing the difference between good and evil.Â” Adam recoiled, Â“I fear to do
such a thing Eve, lest Jah-el be displeased with me.Â” Eve placed the forbidden fruit in her husbandÂ’s hand coaxing, Â
“Fear not.Â”
In the instant Adam ate of the forbidden fruit, his eyes too were opened. But something even more devastating occu
rred. Creation fell. The flowers and fruit of every variety of vegetation throughout the entire Pangaea, save the two trees
of Jah-el, dropped rotted to the ground. The living creatures of the earth were thrown into instant confusion. From the tin
y ant to the gigantic sauropods, creation was in chaos. Sweet-throated songbirds began to screech. Elephants began to
trumpet. Lions began to roar. The herds began to stampede. The earth began to creak under the strain of imperfection.
Adam cried out in discovered pain, Â“Oh wicked woman, what have I done to you that you have deprived me of the glory
of God?Â” Adam blamed his wife, but deep down inside he knew it was his fault that he was no longer in perfect standin
g with the Lord Jah-el. Adam, upon realizing his nakedness, understood the reasoning behind his wifeÂ’s covering of lea
ves and hastily followed suit. He came to understand the meaning of both good and evil. True they had become as Jahel in this regard, but what they did not immediately understand was that from that moment they had begun to die. Adam
and Eve ran to the remotest part of the Garden in an attempt to hide them selves. They had never experienced this gna
wing sensation that was guilt. They were ashamed, and they hid. It was in this sad state of decline that Adam came to k
now his wife, to propagate his new-found imperfection to his offspring. In a now-imperfect world, in an unholy imperfect s
tate, Eve became impregnated with the continuance of mankind in sin.
The third heaven was in an uproar. The angelic servants of Jah-el bemoaned that which had occurred before their e
yes. They had watched the entire scenario from the kingdom of the third heaven. Jah-el had not interfered. Lucifer had c
hosen of his own volition to sin against Jah-el, but now he had tricked the human pair with his supernatural power and in
tellect. Had the human pair withstood the test, and rebuked the fallen cherub, Jah-el would have had ample reason to pu
nish Lucifer on the spot. But he had not failed. Lucifer had now successfully persuaded the first human pair against JahelÂ’s seat of authority. Lucifer had become a lying, deceiving, murderer. Because of his deceptive tactics, Lucifer had ca
used the death of the first human pair. By Adams own forfeiture was Lucifer now lord and ruler of the earth. The angels
of heaven were appalled, and screamed for LuciferÂ’s instant annihilation. Michael stood before his Creator awaiting the
command of war, but there came no such decree. Lucifer had won this battle, but all intelligent creation was clueless tha
t LuciferÂ’s scheme had activated the plan of Jah-el set from before the founding of the world. This plan included the co
ming of a great and final future war between the sons of light and the sons of darkness, a war that Lucifer could never wi
n, to recompense him fully for his villainy.
Jah-el thundered an assembly call of His heavenly host. They took their positions around His throne and He spoke,
Â“You have witnessed the fall of man, and the fall of creation. You have seen the deception of the woman, by he who is
the father of chaos. Lucifer has raised his hand against what is not his own, therefore he has raised his hand against Me
. He has challenged My crowning creationÂ—man, and it is through them that I shall bring Lucifer to his knees. Adam ha
s lost Paradise, but I shall give his offspring the opportunity to regain it. Within the womb of Eve is already living the fruit
of man. From mankind shall I also replenish to this My dominion, those that are fallen with Lucifer. I have not created the
earth simply for nothing. Lucifer is already defeated, and has been since before the setting of the foundation of the world
. This is but the beginning of the war between the called and the sons of darkness.Â” Jah-el summoned Michael and sai
d, Â“This is My decree. Proclaim to all of the angels of heaven that we are going to earth that I might pronounce judgme
nt.Â”
Michael did as Jah-el commanded. The four cherubim of the wheels lifted the throne chariot of Jah-el from the sea o
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f crystal. They slowly guided the craft from the main hall, through the great expanse of the main doors of the vestibule, a
nd into the outer reaches of the third heaven, a trail of billions upon billions of shining sparkling angels at the rear. The th
rone chariot moved toward and through the alpha portal. Jah-el entered into the finite world of the second heaven, He a
nd his multitude of angels. Once outside, Jah-el gave His command, and with the movement of lightning the four cherubi
m of the wheels streaked the throne chariot to its destination.
The throne chariot of Jah-el stopped just short of entering earthÂ’s atmosphere, the first heaven. Jah-elÂ’s chariot h
overed above the vast sea of water that was suspended around the earth. At His command a multitude of the angelic bei
ngs of God passed through into the first heaven, blasting trumpets, singing hymns, and praises, announcing the coming
of the Creator of the universe. The Lord Jah-el caused His chariot to set down in His Garden, over the tree of life, and w
hen He did every form of vegetation on the earth burst forth into flower. Jah-el called out to Adam saying, Â“Adam, wher
e are you? Can the house be hidden from the very presence of its builder?Â” Adam sheepishly answered, Â“I hear Your
voice my Father, and it is not that I do not wish to come before You, but I am afraid because I am naked.Â” Jah-el spoke
again to His crowning creation saying, Â“Who has told you that you are naked? Have you eaten of the tree of which I co
mmanded you not to eat?Â” Adam attempted to shift the weight of his guilt to his wife, and to Jah-el Himself saying, Â“T
he woman that You gave me Lord Jah-el, she gave me of the fruit and of it I ate.Â” Eve was not to be outdone, and she
passed the guilt to the serpent saying, Â“Lord Jah-el, the serpent deceived me, and I ate of the tree.Â”
Jah-el turned His attention to the very serpent chosen of Lucifer, and pronounced upon it a judgment that would als
o impact every serpent throughout creation. Jah-el decreed, Â“Because you were the instrument of Lucifer, you are curs
ed above all cattle, and above every beast of the field. Upon your belly you will crawl, and dust shall you eat all the days
of your life.Â” Jah-el stripped it of its legs, wings, ears, and power of speech. Jah-el split the serpentÂ’s tongue. There w
as no mercy in this decree of the Lord of hosts.
At this point everything on earth was silent. Nothing dared to make a sound as the God of the universe pronounced j
udgment. Adam and his wife stood before their Lord, heads dropped low, tears streaming down their cheeks. As Jah-el c
ontinued to rumble forth His divine displeasure, Eve sobbed uncontrollably. She sought the closeness of her husband for
security, as they wondered of their outcome in complete terror. Before their eyes the physical form of the serpent had be
en radically altered; it was horrid. What was once a proud and special creation of Jah-el was now nothing more than an
oversized worm, writhing and twisting on the ground before them. Jah-el paused for a moment, Adam and Eve cringing
and locked in fear at this sliver of silence. Without warning the Creator of all things raised His mighty hand and brought it
crashing down on the arm of His sapphire-blue throne, bellowing forth in summons the name Lucifer. Adam and his wife
fell to the ground, trembling uncontrollably, bewildered, their faces smashed into the earth, their arms and elbows locked
about their heads.
There was silence, eerie silence. Adam peeked upwards from beneath the protective shielding of his hands. He gat
hered enough nerve to raise himself to a kneeling position. There above him, and all around him were the angels of Jahel. On either side of Him were stationed two cherubs. The angels of Jah-el stood or hovered in their places, their faces fi
xed upon what was now an invisible throne of Jah-el. It was obvious to Adam that they could see what he could not. He
could hear the voice of God, but he could no longer see His blinding presence. What was to occur next was not for the e
yes of the first human pair. It was meant only for the invisible realm. Jah-el had summoned someone that Adam and Eve
did not directly knowÂ—Lucifer and all his following, to pronounce judgment.
The Lord Jah-el lifted His head at the sight coming toward Him. Â“Still the same Lucifer,Â” He thought as He remem
bered a similar meeting in the third heaven. How proud and defiant this cherub named Lucifer. Lucifer kept his distance,
for Michael, Gabriel, Raphael, and Uriel were stationed at the extremities of the throne platform. Lucifer and his host hov
ered before Jah-el. Jah-el peered forth at His fallen cherub and said in a voice exuding doom, Â“Come a little ways forw
ard thou wicked serpent.Â” In the invisible realm Lucifer proceeded closer to the throne. In the visible realm Adam watch
ed as the serpent snaked closer to the location of the now invisible throne chariot. Adam was amazed, as he pulled his
wife to her knees he whispered, Â“Eve, witness this event, for the Lord Jah-el is not finished with the judgment of the ser
pent.Â” Jah-el raised His mighty voice to the pitch of thunderclaps, His finger pointing toward Lucifer in a gesture of cond
emnation. Â“I shall put enmity between you and the woman, and between your seed and her seed. He shall bruise you i
n thy head, and you shall bruise Him in His heel.Â” In the invisible, Lucifer and his host, and all the angelic beings of Jah
-el were puzzled as to this statement by Jah-el. In the visible, Adam and his wife shared the same bewilderment, Â“What
woman? What seed? What enmity? What bruising?Â” Lucifer hovered before the Lord of hosts, agonizing over the mean
ing of this mystery spoken by God, and then it began to happen. The throne of Jah-el took on a fiery pulsating glow as h
ad not been seen by the angels since Jah-el created the portals of the heavens and the finite world. The shield wings of
the twenty-four and sixteen winged cherubim instinctively shot into position, as well as those of the seraphim. The ophan
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im backed further away from the presence of the Most High. The fallen angels cowered in increased fear, but Lucifer sto
od his ground. Lucifer had a front row seat to the answer of a mystery he had wondered about when he was yet in his po
sition of glory in the third heaven. The mystery of the three pitches of thunder was about to be revealed.
The cherubim and seraphim peeked from behind their shield wings. The ophanim looked on from their place of safet
y. The fallen angels and their leader Lucifer stared in statue-like awe at the spectacle transpiring before their eyes. Jah-e
l was splitting apart, di-viding, no tri-viding! Jah-el was in actuality three! All present in that spiritual realm witnessed the
mystery of mysteries. They began to understand what Jah-el meant when He had said, Â“Let Us make man in Our own i
mage.Â” Jah-el was three in one, and one in three. The angels of the Most High burst forth in song and praise. They bla
sted their trumpets and praised the mystery that was Jah-el. In the visible realm Adam and Eve, once again upon their fe
et, stood motionless, wondering at such a commotion. Invisible before that assembly stood God the Father Jah-el, His fa
ce glowing the white-hot color of heated iron, His face ineffable, marvelous and terrible to look upon, emitting sparks and
rays that far surpass even the brightest star. To Jah-elÂ’s right stood another being, one who was in appearance like a s
on of man whose face was full of graciousness. This one was in appearance as adorned in the purest of white, and His c
ountenance shone as the brightness of the sun. To Jah-elÂ’s left stood yet another being whose definition was formless,
but who radiated untold power and might, a spirit beingÂ—an intelligent entity of personality and character, a formless fo
rce. Lucifer recoiled in trepidation, his followers disbanded in alarm as the three separate entities reunited into their onen
ess, and the voice of Jah-el commanded, Â“Serpent, be gone! No longer shall thou name be called Lucifer, but Satan, th
e devil, for thou are a liar, the father of the lie, a murderer, and a manslayer. Satan, be gone!Â” In the visible, Adam and
his wife watched as the serpent slithered away, puzzled with the names by which Jah-el had addressed it.
At that moment the Lord Jah-el reappeared before Adam and his wife. The instantaneous transfusion of His brightn
ess to the eyes of the first human pair sent them crashing to the dust on their knees, their faces encased once again in t
he protection of their hands. Jah-el was not compassionate for His edict had been disobeyed. He fired forth His judgmen
t upon Eve and decreed, Â“Eve, because you have transgressed the mandate set forth from My mouth, I will greatly mult
iply your sorrow in your conception, and in sorrow and pain shall you bring forth your children. Your longing shall always
be after your husband, and he shall rule over you.Â” Then Jah-el turned His attention to His marvel of marvels, the man
Adam, His image, and said, Â“Adam, because you did listen to the voice of your wife and have eaten of the tree of which
I commanded you not to eat, cursed is the ground because of you. In sorrow shall you eat of it all the days of your life. T
horns and thistles shall the earth bring forth for you, and you shall eat the herbs of the field. By the sweat of your labor s
hall you eat bread till you return to the ground from whence I made you, for out of dust were you taken, and to dust you s
hall return!Â”
After the pronouncement of judgment upon the first human pair, the Lord Jah-el made coats of skin to cover their na
kedness. The Lord Jah-el spoke within Himself saying, Â“Behold the man has become as one of Us, knowing good and
evil. Let Us cast him forth out of the Garden lest he put his hand forward and partake of the tree of life and live forever.Â”
Then Jah-el spoke and commanded a contingent of angels to cast Adam and his wife from the Garden of Eden. As they
were being driven from the Garden, Adam and his wife wailed aloud in dire lamentation. Adam begged the angels not to
cast him from his home without allowing him to first make entreaty to Jah-el for mercy. The angels, moved with pity, cea
sed to drive Adam out. Adam came forth and threw himself before Jah-el, begging and pleading for the pardoning of his
sin. Then Jah-el
directed His attention to his angels and said, Â“Why have you ceased from driving this wicked man from Paradise? Why
are you not casting him out? Is it I who have done wrong? Or is My judgment judged badly?Â” Then the angels of Jah-e
l bowed themselves low on the ground of Paradise and worshipped Jah-el saying, Â“You are just O Lord, and your judg
ment is righteous.Â” Jah-el turned His gaze to Adam, sniveling before Him and decreed, Â“I will not suffer you from this
moment forward to be in Paradise.Â” Adam returned saying, Â“Please grant me O Lord of the tree of life that I may eat o
f it, before You have me cast out.Â” Then Jah-el answered His corporeal son explaining, Â“Adam, you shall not eat of th
e tree of life now, for I have commanded the cherubim with the flaming sword that turns every which way to guard it from
you that you may not partake. My son, you are now involved in a war in which your adversary has caused you to be. If w
hen you are gone out from this Paradise you should keep yourself from further evil as one about to die, when the resurre
ction shall come to be, I will raise you up from death and allow you to partake of the tree.Â” Jah-el once again ordered th
e ousting of Adam and his wife, but Adam continued his weeping and protest. The angel closest to Adam sympatheticall
y burst forth in a question of impotence asking, Â“What would you have us do Adam? The Lord Jah-el has decreed!Â” A
dam, through his anguished tears, pleaded saying, Â“I know that you must cast me from my home, but I pray you to allo
w me to take fragrant herbs from this place that I may make an offering to Jah-el after my expulsion.Â”
The angel looked toward the seat of God with pity in his eyes, because the angels of Jah-el loved the human pair. T
he angel cried out in a loud voice beseeching saying, Â“Jah-el, Eternal King, please command me your servant that ther
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e be given to Adam your son, sweet incense of odor from Paradise.Â” And Jah-el bade Adam to take with him from Para
dise four kinds of fragrant herbs they being crocus, nard, cinnamon, and calamus. After taking these were they cast from
the Garden.
Adam and Eve stood outside of what was once their beautiful home. There was nothing on the outside to compare
with that on the inside. The vegetation was in tumbled disarray. There were no well-kept paths, and outside of the Garde
n lived animals of gigantic proportion. Because of their sin, creation had fallen. At the moment Adam ate of the fruit, all o
f the produce had fallen to the earth rotted. The animal life of earth had begun to act strangely. There was now discord i
n the earth. It was now the domain of Lucifer, and the perfect balance of Jah-el ceased to operate at full capacity. Throu
ghout the jungle could be heard cries of pain, as the larger animal life took advantage of the smaller. Because of the sho
rtage of food and the imbalance of imperfection, many of the beasts of the earth would deviate from their normal diet. Ca
rrion eaters and some herbivores alike would become live flesh eaters. With no berries or seed pocketed fruit to sustain t
hem, the fowl of the air began to prey on insects. The character of sea life was changed that it began to devour one anot
her. It would not wax better as time progressed, but worse. Jah-el knew that Adam and his wife would and could survive
outside the Garden. He knew that they would multiply, fill, and replenish the earth. He knew that some would serve Him
as their Master, while others would follow the path of mutinous Lucifer. He knew everything, and from those He knew wo
uld serve Him would be chosen the called, those whom He would use throughout this crack in infinity to perpetuate His p
lan, the plan that would eternally right the wrong. Adam and his wife stood there as if rooted in that spot, just outside of t
he entrance of Paradise. There was no way for them to return, for stationed at the entrance were two cherubim and a fla
ming sword spun around the Garden at indescribable speed, causing a field of energy that would mean certain death to
anyone attempting to penetrate. As they stood there in this foreign world they heard the angels of Jah-el blast their trum
pets, and with the swiftness that is unperceivable to the human eye Jah-el departed His planet Earth. Save for the staid,
mute cherubim at the gate of Paradise, Adam and Eve were now completely alone.

Re: Chapter 4 - posted by Rahman, on: 2004/8/18 10:05
edited: 03/22/06 ...
If your spiritual appetites whetted ... GET THE BOOK! ... ;-)
Please click on this link for more info:
AMAZON (Reviews & Search Inside the Book - Amazon members can also search: Surprise Me!)
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1597814644/103-6637566-9019013?v=glance&n=283155&_encoding=UTF8&v=gla
nce
BOOK FINDER 4 U (THE CALLED - available in 5 countries)
http://www.bookfinder4u.com/IsbnSearch.aspx?isbn=1597814644&mode=direct
Br. R ... :beard:
Re: Chapter 5 - posted by Rahman, on: 2004/8/18 10:08
edited: 03/22/06 ...
If your spiritual appetites whetted ... GET THE BOOK! ... ;-)
Please click on this link for more info:
AMAZON (Reviews & Search Inside the Book - Amazon members can also search: Surprise Me!)
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1597814644/103-6637566-9019013?v=glance&n=283155&_encoding=UTF8&v=gla
nce
BOOK FINDER 4 U (THE CALLED - available in 5 countries)
http://www.bookfinder4u.com/IsbnSearch.aspx?isbn=1597814644&mode=direct
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Br. R ... :beard:
Re: - posted by Abide, on: 2004/10/19 10:41
Mr. Rahman this is good, knowledge is good.
But, I was led by the Spirit of God to stop and ask a question, for learning purposes.
My question is... if these angels have fallen, in one way or another, hypotetically speaking, individuals. Can't the heavenl
y angels redeem, conqueor, as in the ancient days of old?
There is so much of his WORD bubbeling up inside of me at this moment. Where if I ..) I would speak of the old and the
new, and from the new to the old and in between.
Re: - posted by Rahman, on: 2004/10/19 12:53

Abide you wrote;
Quote;
"My question is... if these angels have fallen, in one way or another, hypotetically speaking, individuals. Can't the heaven
ly angels redeem, conqueor, as in the ancient days of old"?
i'm not quite understanding your question, can you clarify?
Re: - posted by Abide, on: 2004/10/19 16:55
Feeling a tad discouraged, pardon my joining in, but answering your question...

What I meant with my question, is that, as I am reading your theology, my spirit is leaping and running to the old testime
nt, and then rushing back to the new testiment and in between.
I see the word Called, and Fallen and Angels, and Satan, and I get angry within because Satan Yes, he may have POW
ER, but he is not God, he is not sitting on the Throne in Heaven. I refuse to believe that he may come in and one is not a
ble to be restored, captured, redeemed, delivered, freed, and saved. I agree and believe that we are living in the End Ti
mes, but do we focus on what satan is doing, or do we focus on redeeming the time?
Again, my apologies for joining in and asking my silly questions.
I find this site so fasinating and can't help responding when, my spirit leaps within me.
God Bless You All!!!

Re: - posted by Rahman, on: 2004/10/19 17:31
Abide,
Be of good cheer! ... and you don't have to apologize for joining in? ... That's what we're supposed to do ... Joining i
n, discussing, and listening to champion sermons is why our Lord used brother Greg to set SI up in the first place ... SI is
an oasis in a parched and dried wilderness ...

Ok, you wrote;
Quote;
"I see the word Called, and Fallen and Angels, and Satan, and I get angry within because Satan Yes, he may have PO
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WER, but he is not God, he is not sitting on the Throne in Heaven. I refuse to believe that he may come in and one is no
t able to be restored, captured, redeemed, delivered, freed, and saved".

Amen, i also agree with everything you said ... We all have the ability to be restored, uncaptured, redeemed, delivered, fr
eed, and saved, via God's love toward us thru His only begotten Son Jesus Christ ... "For God so loved the world, that H
e gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever shall believe in Him, might not perish, but have everlasting life" ...
"The Called", that i directed you to is about how, and why we've all come to need the benefit of the above scripture ... Th
e only way Satan has any power over our salvation is if we choose to give it to him by rejecting Christ ... Over those of u
s who've already accepted Christ (it's my belief) that satan has no power over me as regards my salvation, but i've got to
be ever on the watch in my Christian walk because he, and his horrid hordes, are always there trying to trip me/us up ...
That's why the Ephesian's says that we're to PUT ON THE WHOLE ARMOR OF GOD! ... We're all in a constant battle w
ith satan in our flesh and minds, that's why we're admonished to meditate on His Word day and night, and to become re
newed in the spirit of our minds ...

You also wrote;
Quote;
"I agree and believe that we are living in the End Times, but do we focus on what satan is doing, or do we focus on rede
eming the time"?

Personally i focus on both, i focus on "doing" when it comes to redeeming the time, and i focus on "watching" circumspe
ctly when it comes to satan ... Of course i'm of the belief that if we as the church of Christ was truly focused on "redeemi
ng" the times, there would be less evil to be on the watch for ... But as the world, and the condition of Christ Church stan
ds now, there's much to be on the watch for regarding satan ...

Re: - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2004/12/27 13:12
bro. Rahman
I have been reading the book and I've just finished the 5th chapter and it is simply amazing. There is so much we don't k
now about as far as how things came to be as they are and we are fed a lot of foolishness by so-called expert theologist
s or clergymen which is often contrary to the Word. Will you be posting the rest of the book on the forum?
Thank you for your prayers for our little church here in Galveston.

Re: End of step #3 - posted by Rahman, on: 2004/12/29 12:08
Ironman you posted;
"Will you be posting the rest of the book on the forum"?

No i won't be posting the rest of "The Called" but am waiting on the Lord to pitch to me it's publisher ...
The Lord has given me a vision regarding this book, that it will be published as a means towards His final harvesting of
His souls, that it will be a controversial best seller and screenplayed into a major mega box office movie with all the bells
and whistles of todays big budget special effects, but in the vein of "The Ten Commandments" as a film to surely bring h
onor and praise to the Lord of glory ...
This has been my most intense year in Christ in all my 25 years of salvation, and He's taught me so much that at times t
hru the past year it's been mind boggling ... He's adjusted me in a way this past year that has certainly changed me for
His better ...
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Twenty years ago i believe the Lord answered my heart felt prayers of wanting to write a novel explanation of His story f
or those who are now as confused about His plan as i once was and so He gave me "The Called", and then i believe He
placed His "thought" in my heart, soul and spirit that He'd one day do all that i've mentioned above ...
Just recently He gave me a confirmation thru a sermon i heard about Joseph's dream of the sheaves, to not lose faith in
my vision, but to just keep on believing tho it's been 20 years, tho all the odds still seem against it, and tho i have no sup
port in my vision faith from any other saints around me ... The pastor said these things about a vision given us by God ..
.
- First off it has to be a vision from God ...
- Second, that all visions from God to men are designed to increase His harvest of souls
- Third, that there are five stages that a person blessed with a vision from God must go thru, and that vision from God fir
st begins with His putting a thought in your mind ...
1 - i thought it ... (Whoa Lord ... is my vision really from You?) ...
2 - i bought it ... (Yes Lord, my vision really is from You!) ...
3 - i sought it ... (Ok Lord i believe You and am really persuing my vision) ...
4 - i caught it ... (Thank You Lord, You finally made my vision a reality) ...
5 - i taught it ... (Thank you Lord, now You can use me to really exhort by example other struggling visionaries) ...
i believe that i'm so close to point #4 that you (and the world) won't have to wait much longer to read the rest of "The Call
ed" as a published book ... i'm expecting great things from God from 2005 on out in regards both my vision for "The Call
ed", and that of my vision for His final Revival, particularly with my church ... ive diligently struggled, i've desperately wre
stled, been dawned on and crippled by God, and prevailed is the personal word of blessing i've recieved from the Lord in
these final weeks of 2004 ... For the first time in my life i know what "assured expectation" is ...
You also wrote;
"Thank you for your prayers for our little church here in Galveston".
As with all prayers of intercession (another thing i learned this year) it's my pleasure! ... May God bless your little Church
in Galveston exceedingly in bringing in His sheaves ... Amen

Re: - posted by i1cu_yellow, on: 2004/12/29 16:13
Abide,
Words of Encouragment to you...
Do not ever STOP asking questions, for the desire to learn and to study has been given to you by heaven above. In due
time it will be Revealed.
It is better to ask and obtain knowledge, wisdom, and understanding, then not to ask at all.
May the lord strengthen you in this area, more and more and more, as you seek him (Col 1:9) and may the Peace of Go
d that surpasses all understanding accompany you always.
God Bless You.
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Re: - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2005/1/9 19:22
bro Rahman
I thank you for your response and will be looking forward to the rest of that book. I have learned much from it but I think t
hat my spirit has learned more than I know. God has been doing much with us here in Galveston. We have been workin
g and blistering speed and God has been teaching us a lot. The spirit comprehends all these things but the flesh is over
whelemed because these things are foreign to the flesh.
I pray God's blessing on you in this new year.
Re: Finally! ... Thank you Jesus~! ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2005/10/3 12:17
Well Bro. Ironman ... i'm finally across the bridge! ...
THE CALLED: is published! ... :-D
Please click on this links for more info:
AMAZON (Reviews & Search Inside the Book - Amazon members can also search: Surprise Me!)
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1597814644/103-6637566-9019013?v=glance&n=283155&_encoding=UTF8&v=gla
nce
BOOK FINDER 4 U (THE CALLED - available in 5 countries)
http://www.bookfinder4u.com/IsbnSearch.aspx?isbn=1597814644&mode=direct

Next stop: BABYLON! ... ;-)
Bro. R
Re: - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2005/10/3 15:15
bro R i guess we can both now say "on the road again" and indeed i shall see you in babylon.
Re: "THE CALLED" - by Rahman Reuben ... Chapters 1 to 3 ... - posted by philologos (), on: 2005/10/25 18:49
Quote:
-------------------------As firmly believed by the author this Â“novelÂ” is a divinely inspired compliment to the first 32 chapters of Genesis, intent only on m
aking GodÂ’s story/plan clearer to Â“truth seekersÂ”.
-------------------------

I am going to be the dissenting voice again I fear. When Rahman first posted some chapters of his book here he introdu
ced them with these words quoted above.
I presumed that by 'comple-ment' Rahman means something which comple-tes something that without it would be lackin
g. To make the assertion that a 'novel' is divinely inspired is a dangerous line which we have met before here on SI in ot
her contexts. To suggest that a 'novel' complements the scripture is outrageous.
There is no evidence that the Book of Enoch was written by Enoch and certainly no suggestion from the scripture that th
e non-canonical book of Enoch should be regarded as scripture or a complement to scripture.
Re: "THE CALLED" - by Rahman Reuben ... Chapters 1 to 3 ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2005/10/26 11:22

Br. Ron (Philologos) wrote;
"I am going to be the dissenting voice again I fear."
Brother Ron i say this without any animosity whatsoever, but i've been wondering what has taken you so long ... :-P
Brother Ron it's my hope that your "dissenting" voice is but the first of many, for the larger the clamor of "dissent" the mo
re discussion about God ...
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i pray that even bigger more learned theologians than yourself, well known Bible scholars and evolutionist scientist will "
dissent" this novel straight to #1 on the NY Times Best Sellers list and beyond ... So please don't fear ... DISSENT, DIS
SENT and DISSENT some more ... In fact i hope you get the "novel" so you can begin to take it apart first hand ... :-D
We all have a job to do so if yours is to "dissent" i pray that you do it with as much tenacity as my holding on to the faith t
hat one day this "novel" would be birthed into the world ...
Br. R
PS - Ever since you banished me a while back to my "prayer closet" for adressing the devil in rebuke on a post, i've bee
n praying this prayer in regard to you ... That our Lord would melt the Christ in your head down to the warming of your h
eart, and that He would gather it in your belly as a pool of fire that He may be able to catapult you foward as a vessel of
REVIVAL in that spiritually cold, dark and dank place that England has regressed to ... :-?
Religion in England
https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?viewmode=flat&order=0&topic_id=4936&forum=35&post_i
d=&refresh=Go
If you think me travelling a "dangerous line" then please keep me in prayer that our Lord will extricate me and set me ari
ght, because Lord knows that's my constant prayer for you ...
Agape and philos to you Br. Ron ... In the meanwhile in regards us both
"Above all, love each other deeply, because love covers over a multitude of sins" (1 Peter 4:8) ... ;-)

Re: - posted by philologos (), on: 2005/10/26 13:56
Quote:
-------------------------Ever since you banished me a while back to my "prayer closet" for adressing the devil in rebuke on a post,
-------------------------

The explanation of this comment may be found in
(https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?viewmodeflat&order0&topic_id4891&forum35&post_id&ref
reshGo) this exchange on SI.
Re: - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2005/12/7 22:38
the book filled in a lot of blanks for me and i have a good idea why the devil had the book of enoch buried for so long...pr
aise the Lord it's not so any more!
Re: - posted by philologos (), on: 2005/12/8 5:03
It was not the devil who 'buried' the book of Enoch. It was simply not accepted as part of the Christian scriptures by thos
e who knew that, although there is some truth in it, it is mostly fantasy and was certainly not written by Enoch.
Re: Book of Enoch Info: - posted by Rahman, on: 2005/12/8 10:25
Book of Enoch
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
(The Book of Enoch)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Book_of_Enoch
The Book of Enoch is a work whose position in the Bible is disputed even though it's attributed to Enoch, the
great-grandfather of Noah. Other than the Ethiopian Orthodox Church and the Essenes, some also accept the book as
inspired Scripture. Many scholars however consider it pseudepigraphal. The currently known texts of this work are
usually dated to Maccabean times (ca. 160s BC).
Most commonly, the phrase Book of Enoch refers to 1 Enoch, which survives completely only in Ethiopic language as far
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as we know. There are also 2 other books called Enoch, i.e. 2 Enoch (surviving only in Old Slavonic, c. 1st century; Eng.
trans. by R. H. Charles (1896) ) and a 3 Enoch (surviving in Hebrew,, c. 5th-6th century.) The remainder of this article de
als with 1 Enoch only.

History
The book, apparently as a Greek language text, was known to and quoted by nearly all Church Fathers.
There was some dispute about whether the Greek text was an original Christian production or whether it was a translatio
n from an Aramaic text; the chief argument for a Christian author was the occurrence of references to the Messiah as th
e Son of Man. But the majority opinion favors a 3rd century BC Jewish authorship for its earliest parts considering that a
few Aramaic texts of Enoch were discovered at Qumran among the Dead Sea Scrolls.
The book is referred to, and quoted, in Jude, 1:14Â–15 (KJV):
And Enoch also, the seventh from Adam, prophesied of these , saying, Behold, the Lord cometh with ten thousands of hi
s saints, To execute judgment upon all, and to convince all that are ungodly among them of all their ungodly deeds whic
h they have ungodly committed, and of all their hard speeches which ungodly sinners have spoken against him.
Compare this with Enoch 1:9, translated from the Ethiopian:
And behold! He cometh with ten thousands of His holy ones To execute judgement upon all, And to destroy all the ungo
dly: And to convict all flesh Of all the works of their ungodliness which they have ungodly committed, And of all the hard t
hings which ungodly sinners have spoken against Him.
A number of the Church Fathers thought it to be an authentic work particularly Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Origen, Clement
of Alexandria and Tertullian based on its quotation in Jude. However some later Fathers denied the canonicity of the boo
k and some even considered the letter of Jude uncanonical because it refers to an "apocryphal" work.
After being struck from the Hebrew Scriptures by the Sanhedrin at Yavneh c. 90 AD, the book was discredited after the
Council of Laodicea in 364; subsequently the Greek text was lost. The latest excerpts are given by the 8th century monk
George Syncellus.

Rediscovery
Outside of Ethiopia, the text of the Book of Enoch was considered lost until the beginning of the 17th century, when it wa
s confidently asserted that the book was found in an Ethiopic translation there, and the learned Nicolas-Claude Fabri de
Peiresc bought a book that was claimed to be identical to the one quoted by the Epistle of Jude (and the Epistle of Barn
abas) and by the Church Fathers: Justin Martyr, Irenaeus, Origin and Clement of Alexandria. Hiob Ludolf, the great Ethi
opic scholar of the 17th and 18th centuries, soon proved it to be the production of a certain Abba Bahaila Michael. Better
success was achieved by the famous Scottish traveller James Bruce, who in 1773 returned from six years in Abyssinia
with three copies of a Ge'ez version. One is preserved in the Bodleian Library, another was presented to the royal library
of France (the nucleus of the BibliothÃ¨que nationale), the third was kept by Bruce. The first translation of the Bodleian
MS was published in 1821 by Richard Laurence, afterwards archbishop of Cashel. The first reliable edition appeared in
1851 as Liber Henoch, Aethiopice, ad quinque codicum fidem editus, cum variis lectionibus edited by A. Dillmann, and t
he famous R.H. Charles edition was published in 1912.
European scholars and academics consider the Ethiopic version is a translation from the Greek, although this is veheme
ntly disputed by Ethiopian scholars and clergy, who insist that, since the only complete text of Enoch to surface so far is i
n Ethiopic, it proves their claim that this was the original language written by Enoch himself. In the Ethiopian Orthodox vi
ew, the following opening sentence of Enoch is the first and oldest sentence written in any human language, since Enoc
h was the first to write letters:
"Qale bereket zeHÃªnok zekeme barreke hiruyane wetsadqane 'ile helew yikunu be`ilete mindabÃª le'aseslo kwilu 'ikuya
n weresi-`an."
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"Word of blessing of Henok, wherewith he blessed the chosen and righteous who would be alive in the day of tribulation
for the removal of all wrongdoers and backsliders."
In the early period of Ethiopian literature, before the introduction of Arabic influence, there was considerable translation
activity of much Greek literature into Ge'ez by Ethiopian theologians. Because of this, there are many texts for which bot
h the Ge'ez translation and the Greek original are known, so that the Ge'ez translation of the Book of Enoch allows a rea
sonably good reconstruction of its Greek text that it had allegedly been copied from, although occasional misunderstandi
ngs on the part of the translators cannot be excluded.
Since Bruce's discovery, an Old Church Slavonic translation has been identified, Greek fragments (En. 89:42Â–49, Cod
ex Vaticanus Cod. Gr. 1809) as well as two separate fragments of a Latin translation. Fragments of papyri containing pa
rts of the Greek version were recovered by a French archeological team at Akhmim and published five years later in 189
2. Seven fragments from the Book of Enoch in Aramaic have also been identified in the Qumran Cave 4, among the Dea
d Sea scrolls .

Content
The Book of Enoch describes the fall of the Watchers who fathered the Nephilim. The fallen angels then went to Enoch t
o intercede on their behalf with God. The remainder of the book describes Enoch's visit to Heaven in the form of a vision
, and his revelations.
The book contains descriptions of the movement of heavenly bodies (in connection with Enoch's trip to Heaven), and so
me parts of the book have been speculated about as containing instructions for the construction of a solar declinometer (
the Uriel's machine theory).

The book is made up of five sections:
* 1. Book of the Watchers (Ch. 1-36)
* 2. The Book of Parables (Ch. 37-71) (Perhaps at one point, instead of this was the "Book of
Giants")
* 3. The Book of Luminaries (Ch. 72 - 82)
* 4. The Dream visions (83-90)
* 5. The Epistle of Enoch (91 - 108)
Influence from the book has been traced in the Hiberno-Latin poem Altus prosator.

The book of Enoch depicts the interaction of the fallen angels with mankind: "Azazel taught men to make swords, and kn
ives, and shields, and breastplates, and made known to them the metals ?of the earth? and the art of working them, and
bracelets, and ornaments, and the use of antimony, and the beautifying of the eyelids, and all kinds of costly stones, and
all colouring tinctures".. "Semyaza taught enchantments, and root-cuttings Armaros the resolving of enchantments, Bara
qiel astrology, Kokabel the constellations, Chazaqiel the knowledge of the clouds, Araqiel the signs of the earth, Sha
msiel the signs of the sun, and Sariel the course of the moon" 1 Enoch VIII v 1. Later Michael, Uriel, Raphael, and Gabr
iel look down and see the lawlessness caused by the fallen angels and make a petition to God to act. Uriel is sent to No
ah to reveal to him the flood that is coming. Raphael is sent to bind Azazel, while Michael is sent to bind the associates
of Shemyazaz (also called Samyaza or Satan).

The Book of Enoch
tr. by R.H. Charles
http://www.sacred-texts.com/bib/boe/index.htm

BIBLE DICTIONARY
PSEUDEPIGRAPHA
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http://scriptures.lds.org/bdp/psdpgrph
The word refers to certain noncanonical writings purported to have come from biblical characters, and refers to books of
ancient Jewish literature outside the canon and the apocrypha. The writings purport to be the work of ancient patriarchs
and prophets, but are, in their present form, mostly productions from about 200 B.C. to A.D. 200.
These writings have at times been popular with some branches of Christianity, but by their very nature there is no accept
ed fixed limit to the number of writings that are called pseudepigrapha, for what one person or group regards as canon a
nother may call pseudepigrapha. Some of the writings originated in Palestine and were written in Hebrew or Aramaic; ot
hers originated in North Africa and were written in coptic Greek and Ethiopic. These include legends about biblical chara
cters, hymns, psalms, and apocalypses. Things relating to Enoch, Moses, and Isaiah are prominent.
Although not canonized nor accepted as scripture, the pseudepigrapha are useful in showing various concepts and belie
fs held by ancient peoples in the Middle East. In many instances latter-day revelation gives the careful student sufficient
insight to discern truth from error in the narratives, and demonstrates that there is an occasional glimmer of historical ac
curacy in those ancient writings. The student may profit from this, always applying the divine injunction that Â“whoso is e
nlightened by the Spirit shall obtain benefit therefromÂ”.
The Pseudepigraphical Book of Enoch
http://www.mystae.com/restricted/streams/scripts/enoch.html
The Pseudepigrapha
http://pws.prserv.net/cuttingedge/Psuedo.htm

Re: - posted by philologos (), on: 2005/12/8 14:05
'pseudepigrapha', for any who might wish to know, is the the historical way of explaining 'fakes'. A man who wanted to p
ropogate the teaching of another would write a work and call it by the name of the first teacher. Some scholars believe t
hat 1 and 2 Peter are pseudepigrapha; that is, they do not believe Peter wrote them. They think the letters are 'pious fak
es'. Sometimes the 'fakes' were not so 'pious'.
The Book of Enoch is judged, by all, to be pseudepigrapha, ie all historians, without expecption, believe that is is a fake.
It is not even a 'pious' fake. This is not the 'teaching' of Enoch reproduced in another format. It is a mixture of legend an
d fantasy. It has absolutely no biblical significance, and Rahman's nonsense just adds more nonsense to the book of En
och. The more credible it seems, the greater the lie.
Re: - posted by Warrior4Jah (), on: 2005/12/8 16:56
Did Enoch even wrote things then?
If so, is it possible that these writings got lost over time?
Paul does write something about Enoch, so this guy really existed. And by what I read about Enoch (in the complete
Bible we have now) he must have been pretty special. Writing about Enoch however is different then quoting Enoch. So
this gives no guarantue that the so called lettres of Enoch we do have now are real and/or untampered.
It wouldn't surprise me if these so called lettres of Enoch contains teachings which are unique and not taught in the rest
of the Bible.
How often do we want to know everything?
As a dear brother once said to me:

Quote:
-------------------------We only know like 0.00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001 % of what the Bible contains! :-P
-------------------------

It is more then complete. :-)
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Re: - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2005/12/8 20:49
bro Ron
what if it is the historians and experts that are in error and the Lord is using a foolish thing (as He likes to do) to confoun
d the wise?
Re: Enoch - posted by crsschk (), on: 2005/12/8 21:48
Was originally under the impression that this was a sort of fictional account (That which Rahman had written). And while
being truly happy for one of our 'own' here was able to get a Christian work out into book form, think that a lot of light is b
eing shed here and much is to be considered. One thing about fictional works is the possible notions that can be brought
into things, especially when those things are the scriptures. Seems a great deal of care is warranted here.
Re: - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2005/12/8 22:08
bro Mike
i agree wholeheartedly that much care needs to be taken here. as with all things we should seek the Lord's counsel and
i have no doubt that bro Rahman did so concerning this work. He advised me to the same about reading not only the call
ed but also the book of enoch and so on. there are nuggets of truth to be found if we're willing to dig.
Re: UK Christian Magazine Reviews Novel: THE CALLED ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2006/4/4 15:39
i'm overjoyed at recieving this review but i must admit i'm a little nervous in posting it here on SI because of the heat my
"novel" draws, but then again if i've walked in this by faith thus far now is not the time to be withering under heat ... So
i'm trusting in Jesus for His "fire-proofing" ...
As my grand-mom used to say, "God works in mysterious ways His wonders to perform" ... As an American i would have
never thought in a million years that THE CALLED's first magazine review would be done in the UK ... You can read it
here;
SOTERIA MAGAZINE
http://www.soteriamag.co.uk/Reviews/Books/RRcalled.htm

For those who don't know what THE CALLED is, you can search thru the "novel" here;
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1597814644/103-1033858-9810200?v=glance&n=283155&_encoding=UTF8&v=gla
nce
And read the first 3 chapters here at the beginning of this thread ...

As i've stated to a few of my detractors "if THE CALLED is truly of our Lord He will flourish it, if it's not then He wont" ...
The success of the majority of self published works are pretty dismal, so as far as i'm concerned only God can make this
grow ...
So far since 10/05 till present (4/4/06) 50 copies have been ordered;
USA - 34
UK - 8
CA - 1
GER - 4
FR - 3
If THE CALLED grows anywhere near my faith vision i will concider it a "miracle", anything past that i will concider a
"mandate" ...
His will be done!
Bro R
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MY REBUTTAL LETTER TO SOTERIA'S REVIEW ...ReplyEdit this post

3/4/06

Dear bro. Rob,
i thank God for Soteria's review of THE CALLED, and look forward in great anticipation as to how He will apply Rom. 8:2
8 to said review.
Yes THE CALLED is controversial, i had no idea how much so until of recent. It's funny, thus far it seems learned men a
nd Bible scholars would like to tar and feather me for its penning, while more simple folk as myself seem to be inspired b
y it. In fact i just recently had a sister lavish praise on me because it's reading has rekindled in her lukewarm Christian h
usband a renewed interest in searching Scripture, as well as a renewed reminder of the majesty, sovereignty and aweso
meness of our God. i had to quickly let her know that i wasn't deserving of any such praise, but that every good and perf
ect gift comes strictly from above.
You are so correct in your statement that i consider THE CALLED divinely inspired. The receiving of this book brings chil
ls to me every time i think about the experience, and yes i too believe that our Lord showed me the cover which i explain
ed to Xulon Press's Art Department.
For the record "the purpose of THE CALLED is as a more un-intimidating introduction to the story/plan of God, and that
via its reading HeÂ’ll subsequently draw especially the un-saved into actual Bible study and salvation in Christ." Yes and
while no one should add or subtract from Scripture this warning that is quoted in your review is in specific to The Revelat
ion itself. i was very relieved at your line "However, Reuben does not in any obvious way contradict anything in the Bible
and is keen to use Bible references to back up his writings.". Contradicting the Bible or our God is the very last thing i'd e
ver want to do, that's why THE CALLED is presented as a "compliment to the first 32 chapters of Genesis". Also THE C
ALLED is not "a direct attempt to rationalise the events as described in Genesis", but more so a composite of info regard
ing these subjects derived from Dead Sea Scroll material such as The Book of Enoch, The Book of the Secrets of Enoch
, Jubilees and Adam and Eve, fleshed out over the skeleton of canon Scripture. THE CALLED is a work woven from wha
t has already been written, the inspiration i speak of is that i believe Holy Spirit used this foolish and unlearned vessel to
do this work. Yes i had the desire for the unsaved' sake to do such a work, but when i go back and read through the wor
k itself it becomes most obvious to me that i could not have done this on my own. i pray our Lord Jesus Christ that no re
ader would ever begin to listen to me, or put their trust in me in any way, above God. The very thought of such a possibil
ity fills me with fear, and because of your review if it's God's intent to flourish THE CALLED i will make a point to address
this issue every time!
i have but this rebuttal to the final part of your review'
Quote;
"Alternatively Reuben may have good intentions, but nothing more. At worst he could be perceived as a wolf in sheepÂ’s
clothing seeking to distract and lead people away from God toward himself for his own ends. We must remember that w
e are commanded in the Bible to put our trust in God first, gain a head knowledge of Biblical principles, and stay clear of
those who would seek to deceive us (unwittingly or knowingly)."
The Word says that "whatsoever is not of faith is a sin". Everything that i've done in the area of THE CALLED, as with ot
her aspects of my Christian walk with Christ these past 27 years has been done out of total faith. When i was a very you
ng saint in our Lord my pastor used to always admonish us to seek God for His ultimate purpose for our earthly lives. i to
ok that admonishment very seriously. In that quest i've heard our Lord say two things to me in my spirit ... #1 - I will mak
e you a spokesman first to my Church, and then to the nations ... #2 - When your ministry takes off it will take a multitud
e with it.
i believe that THE CALLED is His introduction for the ministry He has for me to do, His ultimate purpose for my life. i onl
y have inklings of what this ministry entails, and used to really fret about the details but have been brought by Him into a
place of rest knowing that He knows - and that's all i need!
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Thanks again for being His vessel of the first review of THE CALLED! ... Blessings to you and Soteria in the matchless n
ame of our Lord Jesus Christ.
IHS,
Bro. Rahman
THE CALLED is now available on line in about 5 countries ...
US - CA - UK - GER - FR ...
PS - Here's a web-site to search for the cheapest prices and shipping;
http://www.bookfinder4u.com/IsbnSearch.aspx?isbn=1597814644&mode=direct
i would really like to talk to Tim LaHaye to find out if he too encountered such questionings of his motives at the onset of
his LEFT BEHIND series, as i seem to be drawing with THE CALLED ... i just wonder? ... :-?
Re: STICK ME WITH A FORK I'M (UN)DONE ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2006/4/12 10:39

A few of my friends after reading Soteria's review of THE CALLED couldn't quite figure out why i was so excited about it.
.. They pointed out that it didn't seem exactly "glowing" ...
i admit this also, but in light of Rom: 8: 28 & 31 i choose to be more optimistic and think like whoever it was that said, "Th
ere's no such thing as bad publicity "... But here's why i'm undone ...
In doing some further messing around on Soteria's website i found that they also review video games, DVD's and CD's,
and not just Christian ones ... i went over to the CD reviews and lo and behold i find a review for Prince's new 3121 (whi
ch honors God in no way) ...
http://www.soteriamag.co.uk/Reviews/Music/P3121.htm
i was not only shocked to find it in a Christian Magazine review in the first place, but even moreso when i read such a "p
ositive recommendation" for it as opposed to their "guarded recommendation" of THE CALLED (which i believe is all abo
ut honoring God) ...
Apparently Soteria is a magazine geared toward younger British Christians, and i surely don't want to appear ungrateful f
or it at least taking an interest in THE CALLED ... But at the risk of going off on a tangent and coming across as some le
galisticaly, extremist Christian, worshiping at the idol of revival, to me something just seems very wrong with this picture
...
As far as i'm concerned the Body of Christ in America (and Britain) are suffering serious spiritual constipation with all of t
he demonic worldly junk we've taken in and assimilated, and are in dire need of a spiritual purging (revival) of our blocka
ge ... And before any one of us attempts to dismiss ourselves from this need by reasoning that it's "them" and not "me"
please understand that if one member of the Body is sick then "we all" have a problem ...
Does anyone think that in the sad shape Christianity is portrayed in today that we'll ever become a glorious Church witho
ut spot or blemish without Revival? ... And i'll go on to be so bold as to say if anyone thinks everything in Christ Body (pa
rticularly in the US, UK and lets not forget Canada) is ok as it is and in need of nothing, then you're as spiritually blind as
a Laodicean!
A key phrase in sis D's post over on the: "Balance, Not Tangents" thread that struck me is "When people donÂ’t rest in
Christ, GodÂ’s plumb line" ... Our Lord has me right now in probably the most peculiar place i've been in thus far in the 2
7 years i've been saved ... i call it "The Waiting Room" ... It's sorta like a "wilderness" experience in that it's only Him an
d me, but unlike a wilderness experience it's neither lonely in the sense of my feeling all by myself, or gritty and dirty in t
he sense of His exposing and expunging some obvious sins in me that need be demolished, or revelatory in the sense o
f believing the recieving and commisioning of a special outward mission as was my case in the past ... On the contrary t
his "Waiting Room" is spacious, pure-clean and white, with ample provision of all kinds of spiritual food, has in the midst
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of it a most plush-big-comfortable chair which faces a door before it that's locked, and a door behind it that i can still ope
n, with but only one instruction i'm hearing from our Lord, "Rest in Me", and i know that the door in front of me will not be
opened until i've learned to rest in Him ...
i keep hearing our Lord tell me to rest in Him, and i know why He's saying this to me ... In my own little part of the world,
in my own little assignment, i've been on a long mission toward sounding the alarm for our need of repentance, revival, a
nd that things in the Body of Christ are totally out of wack in some serious areas, and then early last year i heard our Lor
d say, "Cease, I will handle it from here" ... Well to be honest i've had trouble ceasing, which means i'm having trouble in
resting in Him ... Why? ... It's not because i don't believe our Lord can and will fix us, it's more of when, which says i hav
e a problem with thinking God is slow ... Bless Him that this is something He cannot tolerate in His servants, and so ther
efore the best remedy to this unfaithfulness is having to learn to wait/rest in Him until it becomes as natural as breathing
... It also means that now i'm in danger of operating out of perspiration (my own power) instead of His power (unction) an
d that's something that i don't want to do, plus it's dangerous ...
i thank Him that He's been ministering to me as of late via sister Diane's post (the pendulum or the plumb line) over on t
he: "Balance, Not Tangents" thread:
https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?mode=viewtopic&topic_id=10071&forum=35&start=40&vie
wmode=flat&order=0
... and in particular from this scripture sister D posted;
"Do not be overrighteous, neither be overwise - why destroy yourself? Do not be overwicked, and do not be a fool why die before your time? It is good to grasp the one and not let go of the other. The man who fears God will avoid all ex
tremes." Ecc. 7: 16 - 18

Then sister D also posted;
"ItÂ’s about the pendulum vs the plumb line. The plumb line is GodÂ’s perfect standard in all things. A plumb line doesn
Â’t swing, but a pendulum does.
In the Old Testament, the plumb line referred to God's immovable, unchangeable standard for Israel. Living by this stand
ard would protect them from harming themselves, and also keep them close to God. God declared, Â“I will make justice
the measuring line and righteousness the plumb line.Â” Isa 28:17 In other words, God measured the success of his peo
ple according to his fixed standards. Sadly, Israel got completely out of plumb. So God said, I am setting a plumb line a
mong my people Israel; I will spare them no longer.Â” Amos 7:7 Because they refused to center their lives on God's plu
mb line, they reaped the consequence and experienced tough times."

This got me to thinking ... Is the Body of Christ today, particularly in the Western first world, toeing God's plumb line, or li
ke ancient Israel are we now completely out of plumb? ... If we believe that God is the same yesterday, today and foreve
r, can we as the Body of Christ expect Him to not fix us if we're not living up to His standards? ... Sis D quoted Amos' wa
rning to Israel, in which book it is also says God will not make a move unless He telegraphs it via His extremist (prophets
) first ... This got me to thinking that even today there are men burdened with God inspired "tangents" and God inspired
"extremism" in attempts of destroying the satan inspired "tangents" and "extremism" that after awhile most folk immerse
d in such demonic delusion can't even see it anymore ... God in His infinite love would much rather deal with His people
via pro-active repentance who've repented via the word of His earthly spokespeople, than out of "re-active" repentance t
o our having to pay the wages of gross error, which we tend to call His judgment or correction, when in fact we've broug
ht it upon our own heads ... God help us!
But in the midst of all this i've found a key regarding God inspired extremism that's very important and it's this, "When He
says cease ... then cease" ... i praise Him that He's teaching me my most hardest lesson in Him thus far ... to simply "res
t in Him" ...
i'll be glad the day He graduates me from "The Waiting Room" ...
Christ blessings!
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Bro R

Re: He has sent me another "mustard-seed" of encouragement ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2006/5/11 12:23
Below is the first review posted on Amazon by someone i don't personally know (and i'm doing a Holy Ghost dance on m
y insides right now) ... Thank You Jesus!!! ... :-P
*****
WOW! THE GREATEST BOOK I'VE EVER READ
May 10, 2006
Reviewer: K. Cernik "kc"
And we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love him, who have been CALLED according to his
purpose. For those God forknew he also predestined to be conformed to the likeness of his Son, that he might be the firs
tborn among many brothers. And those he PREDESTINED, he also CALLED; those he called, he also justified, those he
justified, he also glorified.Romans 8:28
I have a total of 3 copies that I bought. Im currently passing out to all my friends and family members. Everyone is filled
with the Holy spirit when reading this book. It puts things together so amazingly.
Actual review:
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/customer-reviews/1597814644/ref=cm_cr_dp_pt/103-9879511-0484629?_encoding
=UTF8&n=283155&s=books

The reviewer said "Im currently passing out to all my friends and family members. Everyone is filled with the Holy spirit w
hen reading this book." ...
This is exactly why i believe our Lord gave me this book , as a means of in-gathering to His final harvest, and of future
material provision to His Church, commision and charity ...
Blessed be the name of the Lord!!!
Re: - posted by Xtian (), on: 2007/1/17 23:56
Very interesting read so far.
I like the visual story that is painted in these first two chapters. Good stuff, but I have a question... I hope you dont mind
if I pick out small part that bothers me (I am not being decisive, just want to give my two cents on a topic).
1.
Quote:
-------------------------Each creative day with Jah-el is as a thousand years, and a thousand years as one day. Thus five thousand years had passed in Hi
s creation.
-------------------------

I dont see that each day of creation was a 1,000 years (its not stated as such). The bible says in genesis it was a single
day as seen here... Gen 1:3-5 "And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. And God saw the light, that it was g
ood: and God divided the light from the darkness. And God called the light Day, and the darkness he called Night. And t
he evening and the morning were the first day."
The majority of explainations show that it is literally the time space between dawn and dark, or the whole 24 hours; literal
ly (from sunrise to sunset, or from one sunset to the next).

I know the verse you pulled as a ref for this, 2 Peter 3:8 and it says...
(ESV) But do not overlook this one fact, beloved, that with the Lord one day is as a thousand years, and a thousand ye
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ars as one day.
(KJVR) But, beloved, be not ignorant of this one thing, that one day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a thousa
nd years as one day.
(YLT) And this one thing let not be unobserved by you, beloved, that one day with the Lord is as a thousand years, an
d a thousand years as one day;
These translations seem to show (to me anyway) that its not stating that a day is a thousand years, but that being with
God is outside of time itself and/or that His glory is so powerful and overwhelming that time is not an issue or even consi
dered (when we are in His pressence). It is completeness in the fullest. Lets look at other places where "thousand" was
used...
The term "thousand" is also used in the OT to indicate completeness rather than an actual number, such as seen in Psal
m 50:10 which says "For every beast of the forest is mine, and the cattle upon a thousand hills." If we take it literally then
the cattle on hilltop # 1,001 are not God's. This we know is not true, they ARE all His. So this term thousand is not literal,
but rather an old Jewish way to indicate God's completeness by showing stating the extremes (one beast vs thousand).
Make sense?
So by looking at other scriptures (let scripture interpret scripture) I can say that 1,000 years is not a day (but that being
WITH God is what is important). Besides if an entire day was 1,000 years that means the daylight part would be 500 yea
rs and the night also would be 500 years.
Common sense tells me that all the plants created on the third day would die from lack of sunlight (500 years of night) b
efore the forth day came around. This would effect the rest of the creation in that all plants, animals, insects, etc would
all die from a 500 year night (IOW that dog just dont hunt). So from what I read, God said He created the world in 7 (24 h
our) days and I have to take it at face value.
Like I said, its just my 2 cents, and wondered if you ever thot or seen this "thousand" explained in such a way (or the liter
al 7 day creation). Again no offense intended - I am looking forward to tomorrow so I can read chapter 3 (its late & I am
not feeling too good today). Matter of fact I might even order it :-)
THE 1,000 YEAR CREATIVE DAY CONCEPT? ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/18 16:17

Hi bro (Steve) Xtian ...
You wrote;
"Very interesting read so far. I like the visual story that is painted in these first two chapters. Good stuff, but I have a
question... I hope you dont mind if I pick out small part that bothers me (I am not being decisive, just want to give my two
cents on a topic)."

--- Praise God ... And no i don't mind the questions because the asking of questions, and discussion of God and matters
eternal, are why i believe THE CALLED is published in the first place ... i believe thru this Forum our Lord is preparing
me ahead of time for the Q&A's i believe forthcoming due to the controversial subject matter of this novel ...
i want to preface my answers by first reiterating the continual faith walk this novel is for me, as i'm still learning about it's
subject matter ... THE CALLED is a writing that i don't claim authorship to, tho in publication rules my name appears as
such ... It's my belief that God chose me as but a scribe, preparing me from birth (1950) to be schooled in things spiritual
i needed initial knowledge of and then to finally lead me (in 1985) to the point of discovery of the books that are fleshed
out on the skeleton of Canon Scripture to produce THE CALLED ...
THE CALLED is really a compulation of Genesis chapters 1-32, 1 Enoch, The Book of Adam and Eve, Jubilees, and
what i believe to have been divinely inspired visions/imaginings He blessed me with in bridging the gaps ... Much of the
joy of recieving THE CALLED were the visions that made me feel like i was there ... Often when i re-read those same
visions come back to me ... Anyhow if you read the following books you'll find the same in THE CALLED ...
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Wesley Center Online 1 Enoch
http://wesley.nnu.edu/biblical_studies/noncanon/ot/pseudo/enoch.htm#
The Book of Adam and Eve
http://wesley.nnu.edu/biblical_studies/noncanon/ot/pseudo/adamnev.htm
Jubilees
http://wesley.nnu.edu/biblical_studies/noncanon/ot/pseudo/jubilee.htm

i've caught some grief for believing/stating this novel to be divinely inspired, but if not for the moving of Holy Spirit in it's
behalf i see no way that i could have done this myself ... i look at it sometimes and it gives me goose-bumps to even be
associated with it ... Before this i'd written nothing, and when He caught me up it sent me on a most amazing mission ... i
was 35 when it started, and i won't go into details because that's already spelled out at the beginning of this thread, but t
he whole experience was like taking dictation ... i felt like a secretary ... i recieved stuff then that i had no idea the contro
versy it would cause decades later - tho in my peer group my stating that God was talking to me and the subject matter c
aused fear and concern ... And neither did i get a better understanding of the history of these books and the influence th
ey had on the Jews (prior to and) in Christ time until just recently ... You might want to check this thread out too ...
With No OT Explanations How Did NT Jews Understand NT Descriptions of Hades, Gehenna & Tartarus? ...
https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?topic_id=13837&forum=36&8

i'm about to get to your 1,000 years as a creative day question(s) but i want to point out something else here i find intrigu
ing ... 1 Enoch states that God originally gave him 366 books to pass on to Methusalah and the righteous at that time, bu
t by the time we get to the period of the Maccabees (2nd century before Christ) apparently that number had really dwindl
ed, then in 96 CE the Rabbis banned it, then the Church of Rome in the 4th century, then it disappears save for surving
copies in the Ethiopian church, and by the time they pop up again in The Dead Sea Scrolls (20th century) there are only
1 to three fragments ... My research says that most scholars believe 1 Enoch to be the purest and the one from which Ju
de quotes ... But the thing that i find fascination is that tho banned it pops up again in the 20th century, and what part of
it survives? ... The part that speaks of and explains heaven, sheol, Gehenna, tartarus, fallen angels, demons, and the cu
lmination of the age that so identifies with the Revelation ... Coincidence? ... i think not ... Coincidence that it should find
it's way to such a non descript, unlearned, nobody vessel like myself, and tho thru much personal anxiety and anguish w
ind up finally a published work? ... i think not ...
i believe THE CALLED will be very instrumental in the prompting of discussion, dialogue and debate amongst Christians
of subjects we have no clear understanding of as apparently did the Jews and early Christians, as i also believe it will se
rve in renewed warning as the primary pointing to the fiery and awful eternal consequence of being a part of the Revelati
on's second death ... On this God and time will tell, but i was encouraged that in the first week of 2007 twenty-three copi
es were bought ... To God be all the glory! ---

ABOUT THE 1,000 YEAR CREATIVE DAY ...
Bro Steve you wrote ...
"I dont see that each day of creation was a 1,000 years (its not stated as such). The bible says in genesis it was a single
day as seen here ...I know the verse you pulled as a ref for this, 2 Peter 3:8 and it says...
(KJVR) But, beloved, be not ignorant of this one thing, that one day is with the Lord as a thousand years, and a thousan
d years as one day.
Common sense tells me that all the plants created on the third day would die from lack of sunlight (500 years of night) b
efore the forth day came around.

--- Amen ... you're right that 2 Peter was the basis for my initial 1,000 year creative day concept ...This was already in m
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e from being raised a JW ... There was a time when i used to detest all that was of my JW raising, but after i came to rea
lize that God had me exactly where He wanted me in His bringing me to Himself, that and my short stint in Catholicism f
ormed me in order to be able to percieve THE CALLED ... Even at kindergarten age was my concept of angels, satan an
d demons formed in the catholic tradition, then reinforced in the JW ... All i know is that had i not been raised the way tha
t i was i don't believe i would have been conceptually readied to recieve THE CALLED ...
But it wasn't until i started delving into Jubilees then, and the recent unvieling from a historical perspective now, did i real
ly become aware that the 1,000 year creative day was a Jewish concept which can be traced back to at least the 2 centu
ry BC, before Peter was inspired by Holy Spirit to pen it much later ... Jubilees is concerned with chronological history an
d has all to do with time in measurements ... Here's the passage;
Jubilees 4: 29 - 31 "And at the close of the nineteenth jubilee, in the seventh week in the sixth year thereof, Ada
m died, and all his sons buried him in the land of his creation, and he was the first to be buried in the earth. And
he lacked seventy years of one thousand years; for one thousand years are as one day in the testimony of the h
eavens and therefore was it written concerning the tree of knowledge: 'On the day that ye eat thereof ye shall di
e.' For this reason he did not complete the years of this day; for he died during it.

From research i suspect that such books as 1 Enoch, Jubilees, etc., had their origins much earlier than the second centu
ry BC ... One thing that just drives me bonkers is when i listen/read where so called ancient history experts say that the
writings of the Jews on such subjects as Sheol, hell and angels were subsequently adopted from Sumerian, Zoarastrian
s, Assyrians, and Babylonian mythology/legend when i believe not only is it the other way around, but that Jewish/shemit
ic history is the actual oldest of all mankind beginning with Enoch's writings being passed down as the first scribe/prophe
t, and from it did all other nations adapt it to becoming their own mythologies and legends ... The longest lineage of impo
rtance to the entire world is the one from the first Adam to the last (Jesus Himself) ...
i in fact suspect that the info in 1 Enoch is derived from the same Enoch that was translated to heaven, and that when M
oses wrote Genesis the reason he didn't write all that is contained in 1 Enoch anew is because they were already familia
r with the writing (or at least the oral history), and so Genesis came out a synopsis of a much broader material ... i see th
e Enochian writings as a pre flood version of our Bible to their benefit, as ours is to us today ... Many Bible scholars toda
y have no such tolerance for such suspecting, but historically speaking one can't end run the fact that these books (and/
or oral history) formed a knowledge around Jews and early christians that seem lacking in us today ... No matter tho, Go
d give me the opportunity i'll be putting my reasonings forth in hopes of spurring much talk about God, His plan, etc ... i h
ad a vision up at the Rockefeller Estate of a roundtable of men of God all together, in prayer to Holy Spirit, seeking deep
er understanding of the mysteries of Him ... i believe it forthcoming ...
Anyhow i did some research in the OT to find if there was a corresponding concept to Peter's stating a day with God is li
ke a 1,000 years but could find none ... So it must be that again the Jews in Christ time had an understanding, via much
like the writing in Jubilees, that God's creative day was a 1,000 year period ... Also i find it corresponding to the significa
nt concept that Christ reign is stated as actually 1,000 years ...
But you said something of this that i think incapsulates it all ... You said, "Common sense tells me" ... On this you're bett
er than myself bro Steve because "what my common sense tells me" and "what God does" seems to be diametrically op
posed ... God makes no common sense to me at all in what and how He does things from His sacrificing Christ from bef
ore the setting of the foundation of the world, to His creating even tho He knew Adam would fall, to His final solution at th
e Revelation's end, and all the thousands of years of satanically infected human struggle, suffering and death in betwee
n ... But i've seen the Hubble images, and that alone for this puppy is enough to let me know that i don't have to underst
and Him, what He does, or how He did anything ... All i have to know is that He's my God, my Lord and Savior, and i'm
His creation, a chosen vessel of mercy put here to acknowledge Him in prayer, praise and thanksgiving!!! ... Oh bless Hi
s Holy name!!! ...
i don't know how God did what He did in 1,000 year creative day intervals, i as a Christrian just like the Jew of old just be
lieve that He did it because it's written ... i do know that our common sense has a tendency to be based on after the fact
science of the whole creation being here, but we have no idea what steps God took in order to bring things about to the
point that He got to see that it was good ...
Blessings in Christ Jesus! ... :-D
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Re: THE 1,000 YEAR CREATIVE DAY CONCEPT? ... - posted by philologos (), on: 2007/1/19 6:49
Quote:
-------------------------It's my belief that God chose me as but a scribe, preparing me from birth (1950) to be schooled in things spiritual i needed initial kno
wledge of and then to finally lead me (in 1985) to the point of discovery of the books that are fleshed out on the skeleton of Canon Scripture to produce
THE CALLED ..
-------------------------

It's my belief that it is nonsensical fiction which will confuse people who have not studied the scriptures on the topics. To
claim to be 'a scribe' is to claim the same kind of inspiration that underlies the scriptures. This is as dangerous and false
an assumption as your claim to be a 'prophet'.
Just a Little While Longer Brother Ron ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/19 9:58

Hi bro Ron (Happy 2007!) ...
You wrote;
"It's my belief that it is nonsensical fiction which will confuse people who have not studied the scriptures on the topics.
To claim to be 'a scribe' is to claim the same kind of inspiration that underlies the scriptures. This is as dangerous and
false an assumption as your claim to be a 'prophet'."

---You know when you first came at me on this subject i didn't know as much as i know abour it now and i was very
intimidated by you ... Notice i didn't say you were trying to intimidate me, i was just intimidated, and frankly scared to
broach this subject, as well as my belief that i'm called of God as a NT prophet in His Church ...
Well i'm neither scared, or intimidated anymore, and as i've said before God and time will shortly tell ... But in the interim
i continue to espouse in the same vien of faith that i've been on for so long and grant that you are entitled to your "belief"
about this novel and myself, but it will not deter me one iota from backing down on my own "belief" ...
What i write about is my experience in the Lord, which obvously is much different than your own, but both of us have to
do as we believe led of Holy Spirit ... You believe yourself used of Him to go to the Himalayas, i believe myself used of
Him to write, publish and discuss The Called ... i don't expect you to be anything less to your faith, and if you think you or
anyone else can disconnect me from mine you're sadly mistaken ... Only God can do it, and that's why i pray if i'm on a
wrong track that He will free me from it ...
i was really hoping that you'd address the other thread ...
With No OT Explanations How Did NT Jews Understand NT Descriptions of Hades, Gehenna & Tartarus? ...
https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/newbb/viewtopic.php?topic_id=13837&forum=36&8
i've asked you before if you've read 1 Enoch and Jubilees, but you never answered ... Have you? ... If so can you please
tell me what in these writings you think will confuse people? ... In my research i've found that had you been born a Jew
when Christ was here you'd not have such suspicions of these books because they were read and believed ... That's hi
storical ...
i even said that i hope you'd read The Called, so that you could at least attack it from a first hand knowledge ... Have you
? ... i know brother Robert has, perhaps he could comment on whether there's anything so confusing in it ... Soteria Mag
azine reviewed it and said they couldn't find an instance in it that went against scripture ... That's an even better track re
cord than The Left Behind series ... All the christian folk that i personally know who have read it have been prompted to
ask questions and delve deeper into Bible study ... The few unsaved folk that i know, and know of from others, who have
read it have come and asked me, or the person that gave it to them, where such info is found in scripture (especially reg
arding the afterlife) ... The whole premise of The Called, if you read the jacket, is pointed toward telling God's story/plan,
pointing to the Bible itself, and prayerfully subsequent salvation in Christ to the reader ... i'm hearing nothing but good re
ports, but based on your beliefs you fear it will confuse people? ... Come on bro Ron, God has not given us the spirit of f
ear but of power, love and a sound mind ... Again may i implore your putting your sound mind to reading The Called befo
re pitting your fear against it ...
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In closing on this subject, and what i believe my calling, you remind me a lot of the F. Murray Abraham character in the
movie Joshua ... If you haven't seen it it's about a guy who comes into a community and begins doing wondrous things t
hat really upsets the status quo ... i personally think that God is in the process of upsetting the status quo, and historicall
y how does he always do that? ... By introducing a controversial figure with a controversial message ...
Bro Ron you are wise, i am foolish, if God and time proves me misguided you already knew it of me, but if God and time
proves me (and The Called) of Him, then you're on the road to being confounded ...
In the meanwhile i praise Him for His use of you in my refining ...
Blessings in Jesus! --- :-D

Re: Just a Little While Longer Brother Ron ... - posted by Xtian (), on: 2007/1/20 12:22
Hi Rahman,
I appreciate the reply and I thot I would keep my reply short but as I looked deeper at the subject this will not be the
case. Honestly I am more concerned with the bible and what it says because it is the standard Â– the bible is not "a
skeleton" on (as you stated) which we build our faith and beliefs on, it is complete in every way, shape and form. To
state otherwise indicates that the bible is lacking in doctrine and that it is an unfinished work (not true). I believe the bible
is the inspired word of God and there are no contradictions (I used to think there were but after proper research, the
bible has again and again proven to have no contradictions, and will last for eternity). In light of this, everthing should be
held to this standard.
So how do I see other works of antiquity, like the ones you mentioned? If they donÂ’t mesh with the bible, there is no
reason to pursue it further or give it the same credence and authority as the bible (as you have), even if it was
supposedly written by other bible characters (most of which are "false" texts as Ron pointed out). I donÂ’t accept any
belief or writing just because itÂ’s old, or because Jews of old believed such things back then (that is sloppy
hermeneutics). If it was banned then obviously it was for good reason (probably because it caused problems with other
scriptures found in the bible). For me everything should be held up against the bible (itÂ’s THE standard to which we
measure everything by). Anyway on to your statementsÂ…

Quote:
-------------------------... you're right that 2 Peter was the basis for my initial 1,000 year creative day concept ...This was already in me from being raised a
JW ... There was a time when i used to detest all that was of my JW raising, but after i came to realize that God had me exactly where He wanted me i
n His bringing me to Himself, thatÂ…
-------------------------

The problem by pulling 2 Peter out of context for your 1,000 year day (aside from banned works AND teachings from a f
alse religion) beyond the obvious is that there is no biblical support or direction for using it in the Genesis creation. No w
here in the bible does it say that Â“1 day IS a 1,000 years during creation (rather its Â“one day WITH the Lord is LIKE a t
housand yearsÂ… still you disregard the obvious). The bible does not say that the verse in 2 Peter is the key to unlockin
g the creation described in Genesis (IOW you are pulling it out of context; and the key to scripture interpretation is "conte
xt, context, context"). You have also forgotten the Golden Rule of Hermeneutics, which is "If the plain sense makes com
mon sense, seek no other sense." This is something that has long past the test of time and God's standard, the bible.
You also state that your 1,000 year creative day comes from the JWs (Jehovah Witnesses)...
UmmmÂ… last time I checked there was no redeeming doctrine that came from the JWs. ItÂ’s a false religion that directl
y opposes GodÂ’s word (the bible) and the deity of Jesus Christ our Lord. ItÂ’s a man centered, works oriented religion t
hat misses the mark and is leading millions to Hell. Just because you were raised a JW doesnÂ’t mean you should take
what they teach and try to add it to biblical doctrine. Your logic that Â“God had me their so I can use it", is faulty logic an
d reason Â– especially when it cause problems with the bible as I will point out later on.
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Quote:
-------------------------But it wasn't until i started delving into Jubilees then, and the recent unvieling from a historical perspective now, did i really become
aware that the 1,000 year creative day was a Jewish concept which can be traced back to at least the 2 century BC, before Peter was inspired by Holy
Spirit to pen it much later ... Jubilees is concerned with chronological history and has all to do with time in measurements ... Here's the passage;
Jubilees 4: 29 - 31 "And at the close of the nineteenth jubilee, in the seventh week in the sixth year thereof, Adam died, and all his sons buried him in t
he land of his creation, and he was the first to be buried in the earth. And he lacked seventy years of one thousand years; for one thousand years are
as one day in the testimony of the heavens and therefore was it written concerning the tree of knowledge: 'On the day that ye eat thereof ye shall die.'
For this reason he did not complete the years of this day; for he died during it.
-------------------------

Oh boyÂ… the above non-scriptural, banned text does not say that each creation day was 1,000 years. Mater of fact IT
CONTRADICTS ITSELF!
If you assume such you are in grave error Â– you see that if each day was a literal 1,000 years then Adam would be mu
ch older than 930 years old. IOW the non-biblical text you choose for your support CONDRADICTS itself when you insist
that it proves a 1,000 year creation day!
The text you gave again uses extremes to prove a point, (again back to proper hermeneutics - specifically in the area of
OT figures of speech) 1,000 indicates how impossible it would be to report on the fullness and completeness of our God
which is in heaven &/or His completeness and awesome Glory, power, etc, which is overwhelming.
Rahman, if you use non-canonized sources to build doctrine and beliefs, which contradict the bible, why are you holding
fast to it? It obviously creates problems, not only in the bible but in your non-scriptural texts as well (your sloppy hermen
eutics is evident even in the banned texts as I pointed out). According to you, itÂ’s because it was an old Jewish concept
from 2 BC, but just because itÂ’s old or Jewish doesnÂ’t mean it should be considered or condoned as proper, Christian
doctrine, especially when it creates more problems later in scriptureÂ…

For instance: you say each creation day was 1,000 years. This causes numerous problems in the bible (which effects bo
th Christians and the Lost)Â… If the days of creation were 1,000 years each...
1. The author of Genesis made a mistake in his writings proving that itÂ’s not the inspired word of God (hard to convince
the lost itÂ’s inspired when there are errors, or build up the saints for the same reason).
2. Then the creation in Genesis is in error. Plants, animals, etc died due to the 500 year nights which would require God
to re-create everything after each day Â– including Adam (also not recorded or addressed); This is another major assaul
t on GodÂ’s word (and the common sense He gave to His children who study His word Â– just because you donÂ’t unde
rstand some things about God doesnÂ’t mean you shouldnÂ’t discount common sense either). Again you choose to forg
et that Â“"If the plain sense makes common sense, seek no other sense."
3. Then Genesis chapter 5, verse 5 is also wrong (Adam lived nine hundred and thirty years: and he died). According to
you Adam should have lived @ 2,430 years instead of 930 years; again showing that Genesis/the bible is a work of error
s and contradictions, and not to be trusted.
4. If the years that Adam lived are in error, then the whole 5th chapter of Genesis is also in error.
5. If Genesis has multiple errors then itÂ’s also possible that the verse Â“In the beginning GodÂ…Â” is also in error and t
hat the whole bible is nothing more than just a collection of fables and fairy tales. So how can anyone believe that the bi
ble is the inspired word of God when the first book is filled with so many errors?
*Note: More serious problems arise in scripture by changing the seven (24 hour) days of creation, because some discipl
es and even Jesus himself quotes Genesis (this calls into question where Jesus quoted from an errored source an
d thus committed a sin!) I wont go into more detail because the point is extremely clear. If you look for all the times so
meone quoted or refered to Genesis, the problems caused are huge (If you dont see this, then there is not much else for
me to say, but I will continue with the rest of my reply anyway).
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So Rahman, does the insistence of having a 1,000 year Â“dayÂ” during creation warrant creating such errors, contradicti
ons and heresy? Does weakening the faith of believers and giving the Lost a reason to NOT believe worth the insistence
? Does the implication that Jesus knowingly used an errored source (a sin of ommission or commission), and thus provi
ng His lack of deity, worth it?
The answer is a resounding and thundering NO!
The bible and its lack of contradictions and errors, when used by itself, is something that I and millions of other Christian
s throughout history have relied on when we defend the faith &/or witness to the Lost. It has withstood the test of time, w
hich far surpasses your meager time and experiences here on earth. Unfortunately you would rather stick to your guns r
egardless of what other believers warn and scripture says. UmmmÂ…
The end result: if there are multiple errors in just the first book of the bible, then it calls into question not only the inspirati
on and authority of Genesis but als the entire bible; it also calls into question the very deity of Jesus Christ - His life, deat
h and resurrection; sin, repentance, redemption, Heaven, hell, judgment, sanctification, etc. ItÂ’s just not worth the troubl
e to insist on a 1,000 year creation day; it causes too many problems and doing so basically calls God a liarÂ… gee, ma
ybe that is why the texts you adore so much are banned. Yep I do believe that is why.

Quote:
-------------------------Anyhow i did some research in the OT to find if there was a corresponding concept to Peter's stating a day with God is like a 1,000
years but could find none ...
-------------------------

BINGO! You just admitted that scripture doesnÂ’t support it! SO WHY ARE YOU STILL INSISTING ON USING IT? Perh
aps there is hope for you after allÂ…

Quote:
-------------------------So it must be that again the Jews in Christ time had an understanding, via much like the writing in Jubilees, that God's creative day
was a 1,000 year period ... Also i find it corresponding to the significant concept that Christ reign is stated as actually 1,000 years ...
-------------------------

UmmmÂ… You have missed the point and what the bible commands.
It doesnÂ’t matter what some Jews of that time believed, it could be that they were wrong - its actually proven by these t
exts being banned (you seen to discount this Â– despite the bibles warnings that there would be many false religions, fal
se ChristÂ’s, false gospels, beliefs, etc). The best way is to see if they were wrong is not to embrace their writings and tr
y to make them fit in the bible, but to hold it against the standard God gave us, the bible, and measure it accordingly. In
my opinion, and apparently to many others, this 1,000 year day of creation, among other things, has proven to be more
destructive than anything else (its an assault on the deity of Christ and His sinless life).

Quote:
-------------------------But you said something of this that i think incapsulates it all ... You said, "Common sense tells me" ... On this you're better than mys
elf bro Steve because "what my common sense tells me" and "what God does" seems to be diametrically opposed ... God makes no common sense to
me at all in what and how He does things...
-------------------------

InterestingÂ… so youÂ’re saying that because God doesnÂ’t make sense to you in some cases, that all common sense
should be discounted? Wow, talk about faulty logic and sloppy hermeneutics (it seems to be a recurring theme in your re
plies)... God throughout His word, and His creation, is full of common sense, wisdom, reason, logic, knowledge, wonders
and mysteries, but because one does not know everything God did, it does not mean we are to discount all common sen
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se, reason, logic, etc. Nowhere in the bible does it say or suggest such nonsense.
Again you miss the Golden Rule of HermeneuticsÂ… "If the plain sense makes common sense, seek no other sense."
Which has been proven as true over thousands of years.

Quote:
------------------------- i as a Christrian just like the Jew of old just believe that He did it because it's written ...
-------------------------

First of all a NT Christian and an OT Jew are not the same thing.
You say you believe a 1,000 year creation day because it was written somewhere besides the bible? You say you believ
e just like the Jews of old, but your not believing what was written IN THE BIBLE. Again just because some Jews of old
believed it, doesnÂ’t make it right or biblical. There are many examples of OT Jews who has beliefs different from God's
word and they paid a terrible price for falling away from His truth. ThatÂ’s dangerous territory Â– no wonder you are enc
ountering resistance to your book and beliefs.

Quote:
-------------------------Â…we have no idea what steps God took in order to bring things about to the point that He got to see that it was good ...
-------------------------

True we donÂ’t know the exact steps, but we do know for a fact that each day of creation took 24 hours - if you take the
creation account at face value there are no contradictions whatsoever. If we say otherwise it causes errors and contradic
tions throughout the rest of scripture and that is something the bible does not do.
I would suggest Rahman that you depend more on the bible than any other work out there. We know for a fact that if we
follow the bible there is no error and we are secure in our salvation in doing so; BUT we are not assured the authority or
correctness of any other works which you presented. The NT warns many times to not heed Â“other gospelsÂ”, or "other
messages", and those who go after new revelations (the final revelation what the of Jesus Christ); I would have to agree
that you are walking on thin ice. My question to you, if what you believe, which is not in the bible, results in Jesus telling
you at the seat of judgment to Â“Depart from Me I never knew you!Â” instead of believing the bible and being welcomed
into Heaven, why take the chance? To me you are playing with fire.

As for you logic (my comments in bold)Â…
1. Â“You basically say "Its my experience of so it must be trueÂ” This is not what the bible calls us to do Â– it calls u
s to continually assess ourselves, and then we should look to His word to see if we are following His standard,
not to rely on what we think, feel or believe.
2. Â“Â… it will not deter me one iota from backing down on my own "belief" ...Â” Strange I thot we were to follow the b
eliefs and doctrines that we find in the bible, and to not lean unto our own understandings... for the heart of ma
n is deceitfully wicked and cannot be trusted.
3. Â“Â…that's why i pray if i'm on a wrong track that He will free me from it ...Â” The problem here is that your volunta
rily heading away from the bible towards banned works and damning beliefs (JW). You have purposely strayed f
rom the bibleÂ’s established doctrines and state that no man will ever deter you. If you wonÂ’t listen to the war
nings of fellow believers (as commanded in the bible), why do you think that God will supernaturally bring you b
ack from this voluntary error? This is not seen in scripture.
4. Â“What i write about is my experience in the Lord, which obvously is much different than your own, but both of us hav
e to do as we believe led of Holy Spirit ...Â” Your assuming that your being led by the Holy Spirit, but if that is true,
then why did the Holy Spirit allow you to believe, write and publish a concept/beliefs that go against the bibleÂ
… which causes contradictions and calls into question the deity of Jesus Christ and His atoning work?
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5. Â“He sparked my search with a small pamphlet entitled Â“The Rules of War between the Sons of light and the Sons o
f DarknessÂ”, divinely placed for me at my local laundromat ...Â” Your assuming it was God. You totally discount tha
t Satan can appear as an angel of light and is the ruler of this world? IOW we are strangers in a strange land -be
cause we are invading Satan's territory with God' word (to teach and preach the Good News). Do you not think t
hat Satan can place heretical books and the like, to keep people from the narrow path of salvation? You need to
look at who we are up against brother.
6. Â“I fully realize that whatsoever is not of faith is sin, and everything that I've done on behalf of this novel has been don
e out of the fire of that extra gift measure of FAITH and The Called stands on that faithÂ” The bible also says that if an
yone preaches a gospel different than the one we find in the bible, it is also sin, and more importantly that we s
hould flee from such things. Your statement demands that your faith supercedes the authority and teachings of
the bible, and that is wrong. Our faith and beliefs NEVER supercede the authority and standards as set forth in
God's word.
7. Â“It's funny, thus far it seems learned men and Bible scholars would like to tar and feather me for its penning while mo
re simple folk as myself seem to be inspired by it.Â” So you discount the learned men who have studied the bible ex
tensively and have warned you of its error, but you side with the simple folk who are not, all because they are in
spired??? Rahman, I would take the correction of the bible scholars and learned men over the praise of simple
and foolish folk. Your statement that if anyone is "inspired" then any written work or belief that contradicts the
bible is acceptable; that inspiration supercedes the authority and standards as set forth in God's word... is so w
rong.
8. Â“i consider THE CALLED divinely inspired.Â” The only book that is divinely inspired is the bible - but that is jus
t me, and apparently many learned and bible scholars think the same. Perhaps the main reason I am so adaman
t that we should only stay true to the bible, is what Jesus Himself said Â“Heaven and earth will pass away, but
my words will not pass away.Â” Luke 21:33. Since the teachings of banned works contradicts the bible, commo
n sense, and God's word, says to hold fast to what will last forever.
9. "Â… (The Called) does not in any obvious way contradict anything in the Bible and is keen to use Bible references to
back up his writings.". Contradicting the Bible or our God is the very last thing i'd ever want to do,Â” Now I have shown
that it does contradict the bible in a BIG way, and that its very obvious, and that its very dangerous. I used in co
ntext scriptures to do so (along with many others). If you are a man of your word, you will take this correction a
nd stop this nonsense, if not, you will have to give an account for your actions. I pray you make the right choice
.
10. Â“Soteria Magazine reviewed it and said they couldn't find an instance in it that went against scripture ...Â” Your ass
uming that they compared it to the bible (and the person who reviewed is knowledgable of the bible and its doct
rines). I have pointed out some serious faults and errors by insisting on a 1,000 year creation day and how it do
es go against scripture at its core. As I read this thread, others have also voiced their concerns with solid script
ural support, but despite their warnings and mine, you choose to hold fast to your beliefs, which are not found i
n the bible. For me an my house we are going to hold fast to GodÂ’s word, because it is the one thing, that I kno
w for a fact, that will last for eternity. I suggest that you do the same.
11. "... i'm called of God as a NT prophet in His Church ..." I extremely disagree in light of your sources and how yo
u deal with scripture (the bible). I would like to see just one godly prophet in the bible that used banned texts, w
ho borrowed ideas from false religions, who used false concepts and teachings, and was a prophet of God. The
answer is quite clear... there is NOT ONE minor or major prophet who has ever done this in the bible. If you seri
ously study the word of God you will see that when God did use contraversy it NEVER conflicted with His word
(the bible); it only conflicted with the ways of idle and foolish men. IMHO (and quite sadly I might add), you are s
traying from the faith, or at least God's word.

In closing, I want to again point out that my reply is not meant to be mean spirited or meant as a personal attack (no ad
hominems were thrown at you), I posted it with much study and prayer. I originally thot that this error of a 1,000 year day
of creation was a minor affair but as you can see it calls into question the whole of scripture. My reply is a correction bas
ed solely on GodÂ’ word (the bible). Your beliefs, the documents and false religions you get them from, cause obvious p
roblems when compared to God's standard, the bible, but as of yet you have chosen to disregard the warnings and try to
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force these things into scripture and it just doesnt worl. If you continue on this path, the only thing I can do is pray that yo
u will heed the bible and its words.
I just hope that you dont take this as "refining" as you have said to others, where you ignore your errors and continue to
depart from scripture. The errors and contradictions are clear, but you still hold fast to what is false. I know that you are s
incere and that you have had deep spiritual experiences in the past, but in light of the bible, you are sincerely wrong. Bei
ng wrong can have some serious and eternal consequences. Please take time to aline yourself with the bible and the bib
le alone.
My thots and prayers are going out to you.

i'm Trusting Him to Work This Out to my Good ... i Know He is ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/22 15:09

Hi bro (Steve) Xtian ...
"You wrote" ...
"the bible is not "a skeleton" on (as you stated) which we build our faith and beliefs on, it is complete in every way, shap
e and form."

--- That's not what i said, but no matter because it seems not many hear clearly what i say/write and the more i try to clar
ify the more muddier the waters get ... i felt led of our Lord to say to another brother: Peace, be still ... Sounds like good
advice for me to ...
You asked me why my belief on a 1,000 year creative day and i told you, now you've told me why your disbelief ... So to
this i can only say ok ... i assembled The Called exactly as i heard it, saw it, was led to, and really didn't question much ..
. If you were to talk to anyone who knew me then they'd tell you i was on a single minded mission ... Think what you will
about the writing it still does not cancel out the fact that i understand more about this novel now than i did then (which in
retrospect to me seems really odd), and now am at a loss as to how i could have ever concieved of and put together suc
h a thing on my own ... If i did i'm way more talented than i have knowledge of ---

Bro Xtian you wrote;
"I just hope that you dont take this as "refining" as you have said to others, where you ignore your errors and continue to
depart from scripture. The errors and contradictions are clear, but you still hold fast to what is false. I know that you are s
incere and that you have had deep spiritual experiences in the past, but in light of the bible, you are sincerely wrong. Bei
ng wrong can have some serious and eternal consequences. Please take time to aline yourself with the bible and the bib
le alone.
My thots and prayers are going out to you."

--- You know bro Steve i had an agonizing time of prayer and seeking our Lord's feet over this weekend ... Kind of a pity
party actually, asking Him why i'm in this regarding my believed calling by Him and the writing of this novel ... i told Him a
gain i didn't ask for this, how my initial salvation experience seemed normal enough - then wham! ... i know to write/talk
about my experiences eventually draws ire, but i can only communicate what i live, and what i believe i hear Him telling
me ... Horrible place to be actually because it fits no norms ... i don't try/want to be different, i want to fit in, be accepted,
but soon after my salvation i found myself saying things that really irked folk ... Stuff like anti-denominationalism, love am
ongst brethren regardless of denomination, the word about final Revival, the massive need for Joel chapter 1 & 2 repent
ance, the writting of The Called and God On Earth, and a promised ministry ... At first it started out like some great spirit
ual adventure, then it began to turn into nothing but pure pain ... i began to feel like Jeremiah, that somehow God had fo
oled me, putting me in places of fire that i began to rebel against, to the point that like Jonah i really tried to run away fro
m it, but His ever constant pursuit dogged me, till i wound up doing the very things that i believed i was hearing Him say
do ...
One of the main reasons i concider others wiser than myself is because they're so "sure" against what i believe as being
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from God in my Christian experience, and i'm not ... i was foolish from the start because i didn't know any better, which i
s why i believe Holy Spirit caught me then before i became wise enough in learning how not to believe that He could ope
rate in me in the capacity i'm experiencing ... See i was initially taught that Holy Spirit would operate in me, but when my
experience began surpassing others parameters it began to get dicey ... Over the years i've tried to wisen up, but i'm still
hopelessly foolish and so i continue to hold on and operate in this capacity of faith that i just can't shake on my own ... i'
m a pretty tenacious guy, a trait which i believe God is using in me to His glory and a huge reason why i have a tendenc
y to keep holding onto what i believe He's had me do, say and write ... That is why i said only God can free me if i'm in e
rror ...
So as far as "refining" is concerned i'm learning not to take what is painful as being less than positive, and thus far every
thing it seems our Lord has me involved in brings me much pain ... Rejection, always rejection, it's like i've been groome
d to be rejected ... But God says that "ALL things work together for the good of we that love Him and are called accordin
g to His purpose", so i have to trust Him that He's got a good finish ... i certainly see Rom. 8:28 working towards my refin
ement (good) in this arena, as it is with you, and others "called" ... We may not be able to see HOW just yet, but faith say
s that it's SO anyhow ... So if i'm in need of being clarified to an error of my ways all this is still working toward my good,
a refining if you will of the elimination of my errors ...
Thank you for your thoughts of concern, and i really mean this from the bottom of my heart ... And thank you bontifully fo
r your prayers on my behalf ...
Blessings in Christ Jesus ... :-D ---

Re: i'm Trusting Him to Work This Out to my Good ... i Know He is ... - posted by ilive4only1 (), on: 2007/1/22 16:23
"As firmly believed by the author this Â“novelÂ” is a divinely inspired compliment to the first 32 chapters of Genesis, inte
nt only on making GodÂ’s story/plan clearer to Â“truth seekersÂ”."
From Wikipedia
Complement means to accompany helpfully (help+full).
A thing is said to be "a complement" to something else, if it is helpful to the other thing.
A hamburger and ketchup complement each other, because they taste good together. The two things are complementar
y.

2Ti 3:16, 17 All scripture given by inspiration of God, and profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instructio
n in righteousness: That the man of God may be perfect, throughly furnished unto all good works.

2Ti 2:15 Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the word
of truth.

When any person writes something that they acclaim as being "divinely inspired" and a "complement to the bible" it must
be tested against the word.
a few questions - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2007/1/22 21:47
brethren
for all the detractors to what bro Rahman believes he has heard from our Lord, i've not heard anyone address a few que
stions:
1) how come the Ethiopian Orthodox Church has the books on which the called is based as canon scripture? it is interes
ting to note that they more closely followed after the Jewish traditions than the western Church. not sure how much of a
help that is but perhaps something to consider?
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2)how come what Jude wrote concerning the angels in the holding place isn't found in the canon elswhere?
3)how come Abraham's bosom isn't mentioned anywhere in the canon but Christ spoke of it not as a parable but as a re
al place which the disciples knew of?
if nothing else, surely we should at least investigate more closely what is in these apochryphal books?
4) why did God allow such a difference in the development of the canons of the western and eastern churches?
5)perhaps they eastern church has asked themselves this but, is it them (the eastern Church) or is it us (the western Ch
urch) which is deceived about all this?

This is a bunch of Blasphemy! - posted by DREi, on: 2007/1/22 23:26
Sorry Rahman Reuben but my spirit which coexists with the Holy Spirit is telling me that you have written a bunch of bla
sphemy! Jesus even said himself that false prophets like you would arise that TRY TO ADD AND DEDUCT FROM HIS
WORD(Bible). You're trying to tell me that some secret books of Enoch were given to you and that God hid those books,
give me a break. I have one word for you. REPENT!

Re: a few questions - posted by BeYeDoers (), on: 2007/1/23 0:28
Quote:
-------------------------1) how come the Ethiopian Orthodox Church has the books on which the called is based as canon scripture? it is interesting to note
that they more closely followed after the Jewish traditions than the western Church. not sure how much of a help that is but perhaps something to cons
ider?
-------------------------

Part 1 Ans: I don't know. Not really sure how it's relevant, either.
Part 2 Ans: So what if they followed Jewish traditions? I can see where you are going, but Jesus and the Apostle Paul di
dn't have much regard for Jewish traditions. Peter did, so much so that Paul rebuked him. Not sure how this is relevant e
ither.

Quote:
-------------------------2)how come what Jude wrote concerning the angels in the holding place isn't found in the canon elswhere?
-------------------------

Ans: how many times does something have to be found in scripture to be from God? 1? 2? 3? Christ's millenial reign is o
nly taught once but we aren't questioning that doctrine and searching for "hidden" books.

Quote:
-------------------------if nothing else, surely we should at least investigate more closely what is in these apochryphal books?
-------------------------

Ans: nope. there is a reason they were not canonized. they did not meet the criteria used by the Jews in the compilation
of the Hebrew Bible and then by the early church for the canon we have. They had to claim inspiration, be fully accurate
in history and geography, be narrative or prophetic in nature (with the lone exception of Proverbs), to name a few.

Quote:
-------------------------4) why did God allow such a difference in the development of the canons of the western and eastern churches?
-------------------------
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Ans: again, irrelevant (at least in this discussion). Why did God allow Joseph Smith to write what he did? It doesn't answ
er anything.
Now, I have not read Rahman's book, so I'm not going to make premature assumptions and pronounce anything upon hi
m...I'll leave that up to the Judge on that Great and Terrible Day. I just know I wouldn't want to claim something I wrote a
s being divinely inspired...I'll also leave that to God and stick to the 66 divinely inspired "novels" He already gave us :-)
Rahman: As for your claim that God brought you through JW and RCC so you could use it, that is one of the most ridicul
us things I have ever heard. I'm not saying that there aren't wisps of truth in those systems (although belief that Jesus ex
isted and died is about as far as "truth" goes in either one of those religions). But to use those experiences as a proof for
something you believe? Come on. Experience must agree with scripture. And JWs and the RCC has little to do with scri
pture. I did many despicable things as an unbeliever. I'm not going to accuse God of putting me in those situations. It wa
s wrong and it's on my head, not His. He had the good grace to save me and teach be DESPITE such experiences, not
because of them.
Grace and Peace
Re: This is a bunch of Blasphemy!, on: 2007/1/23 0:36
Quote:
-------------------------if nothing else, surely we should at least investigate more closely what is in these apochryphal books?
-------------------------

I have a copy of the Anglican deuteronical book, The Apocrypha - which is included between the Old and New Testame
nts of the Catholic and Anglican Bibles. The reason they aren't included is because some of the early church fathers dou
bted they were "inspired"... but they included them in the Catholic Bibles because of their value as "Wisdom Literature". I
've read the deuteronical books a few times - but they won't save my soul.
The "Book of Enoch" is not this kind of apocrypha.
The apocryphal "Book of Enoch" floating around the internet and bookstores today is a "gnostic" work. "Gnosis" means "
knowledge" and the gnostics were a sort of mystery school that claimed true wisdom and real spirituality was passed do
wn secretly through initiation rites.
You can spot (and avoid) gnostic "gospels" easily by recognising their "fish-hook" lie; that Jesus, Moses, Thomas, and e
ven Enoch secretly taught "mysteries" to their "initiates" that the uninitiated, unwashed masses couldn't possibly underst
and. You know you're involved in a gnostic lie when:
(a) you can't make heads or tails of a supposed parable; WHEREAS JESUS EXPLAINED HIS PARABLES. CHRISTIAN
S DON'T HIDE LANTERNS UNDER BUSHELS AND NEITHER DID JESUS.
(b) spiritual truths are only available to the elite, wherein divine secrets are told in an ascending system of degrees; GO
D IS NO RESPECTOR OF PERSONS AND EVERYONE CAN BE SAVED
(c) overabundance of detail given to things of a spiritual nature (time, space, colour, number, smell, taste, feeling, hearin
g); THE PROPHETS SAY "WAS LIKE UNTO" AND "HE WHO READETH, LET HIM UNDERSTAND" WHEN DESCRIBI
NG HARD-TO-DESCRIBE SPIRITUAL DETAILS
(d) you are coddled into thinking you're the chosen one (they love telling you you're going to be a messiah); THERE IS
ONLY ONE SAVIOR AND TAKING ANY OTHER PATH LEADS TO DAMNATION
(e) someone "discovers" a secret tomb or scroll that "gives God, faith, and the Bible new meaning" or "enhances the Bibl
e's meaning and purpose"; THERE'S NOTHING WRONG WITH MY GOD, MY SAVIOR, OR MY BIBLE. IT AIN'T BROK
E.
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Sorry about the all-caps folks >;')
Theosophists, Anthroposophists, and occultists (occult=hidden) of every stripe use this desception to lure the curious int
o their web. People read gnostic literatiure out of interest, get confused, walk into a "gnostic bookstore" or a "mason hall"
to ask for enlightenment, the fellow he asks tells him about a club that meets once or twice a week... at a lodge, maybe..
. and he digs deeper and deeper into the "mysteries", and joins this "literary society" or that one... the next thing you kno
w, that "curious cat" ends up in a cesspool of evil.
Hope this helps.
Re: i'm Trusting Him to Work This Out to my Good ... i Know He is ... - posted by Xtian (), on: 2007/1/23 1:10
Rahman,
I read your reply and I just wanted to let you know that I dont have time to answer tonight. I know your going thru a roug
h time, but again the key is what does God's word say and command us to do. You do agree that the bible is what we ar
e to measure everything up against, yes?
I am still praying for you, and encourage you to read up on what the bible says about "testing" things. I also want you to
ask yourself the question, what is more important... the bible (God's holy word which will last forever), or what a person e
xperiences in their life (if it doesnt measure up to God's word)? Look for biblical examples who obey God's word and tho
se who did what they thot was right, but was not in accordance with His word.
BTW I agree with beyedoers, corey, philogos, etc; carefully reread their replies and take this into consideration. Remem
ber the bible says that if someone has something agaist another brother, then we are to approach with gentleness, and r
eproach & correct with much scripture (which is what some have done with you). Again please Rahman, take this into co
nsideration, especially since this is how God commanded things like this to be addressed.
Well its late and I have to get some sleep. I will keep you in prayer and try to reply to your post on the evening of 23 Jan.

Re:, on: 2007/1/23 10:42
I keep posting this with hopes someone will respond to it because I know it to be the sustaining truth and it doesn't
violate anything:

01-2006 The Lord Jesus Christ is the first and the last. We were in Him at the first and will be in Him at the last. Between
the first and the last we are in the world to become . The first and the last, He is responsible. The in-between is our resp
onsibility. It is given to us to become as He was in His flesh. Without a vision of the last, we will not become that which is
purposed by the Father. The vision of the last is implanted in us from the first. A revelation of the first, the Christ of Glory
, brings the vision of the last that will sustain the in-between... which is now. The vision is the understanding of His Grac
e.
AMEN ... COMPLIMENT NOT REPLACEMENT ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/23 14:10

ilive4only1 you wrote;
"Complement means to accompany helpfully (help+full).
A thing is said to be "a complement" to something else, if it is helpful to the other thing.
When any person writes something that they acclaim as being "divinely inspired" and a "complement to the bible" it must
be tested against the word."

--- Amen ... That why the novel jacket says "compliment" and not "replacement" ... i'm not the brightest bulb in the lamp
but thank God He's illumined me enough to know that to claim a novel a "replacement" for the Bible is ridiculous ...
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Blessings in Jesus! ... :-D ---

LOVE COVERS A MULTITUDE OF SINS ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/23 14:12
Brethren ALL ...
Wow ... This thread has seemed to explode in opinions, may the love of Jesus pervade and immerse us all in civility of
brotherhood ... If it be the Lord's will i can't wait for such discussions to become verbal instead of on forum ...
You know this is a thread that often i've wished i'd never started, but i felt unctioned of Holy Spirit to do so - so i did
...Yesterday i started to write bro Greg and ask him to expunge it, but i heard the Lord in my spirit say, "Don't you do
that" - so i didn't ...
Some of you may not see this but i'm finding this whole experience even more humbling toward further death to my
"self" ... i say i believe all that i've done, and do, to be part of the Lord's calling on my life, but often i despair at some of
the pain it causes me ... Why? ... Because my "self" gets involved, and i react in "self-pity" ... Lord why am i going thru
this, what is the point? ... Lord why have you involved me in such, and if i am self deluded why didn't You stop me? ...
And if i am deluded then why have you let me go on for so long? ...
It seems to me i'm like a wall, and that via things like this thread He uses some of you to expose my larger areas of
where my stones are held in place by my own weak mortar of "self" ... My stones held together by self are quick to
weaken, and easily crumble in light of a percieved battering ... When these become exposed He seems to just knock all
these stones loose leaving a cavity ... But then He'll cause another saint like sis D, to suggest a book to me called "THE
ELIJAH TASK", which i just recieved, that replaces my mortar with His mortar of "selflessness", so that when i percieve
a battering i don't react out of my "self", but His "selflessness" ... Self makes me react to defend, argue, and debate
ad-infinitum ... Selflessness makes me react that i can only tell you my experiences, and that i don't know the hows,
wherefores, and where it's all going, so that when a percieved battering occurs, self stays out of it and i just trust God
that He'll make it all plain when He's ready ... To be called a blasphemer is painful to self, but not so to selflessness ...
The opening chapters of this book adressed the very points in which i cried out to the Lord about this weekend ... It point
blank said that anyone who believes themselves called of God in the capacity of prophet is not sent to be popular, and is
in fact groomed for rejection ... He's told me this before, but being human i'm always in need of reminding ... Dying daily
ain't easy! ...
The Bible says that "whatsoever is not of faith is sin" ... Now i know some don't agree with where my faith has taken me
and that i'm misguided, again i say this may well be, but i will continue to follow my faith trail until OUR LORD shows me
the error of my ways ... The Word says that He's the "author and finisher of my faith", so i trust Him to do so ... It also
may well be that all of you who come at me with "concern", is part of His solution to working toward my good in freeing
me from error ... But until HE SHOWS ME that for sure, i'm gonna keep on believing how i believe ... In THE ELIJAH
TASK it says, like the prophets of old, "The prophet is told the end scene, to find out he knows nothing of how the Lord
will actually get us there" ... That's certainly my case ...
- i believe i heard our Lord say that He would make me a spokesman first to His Church, then to the nations ... Why? ...
How? ... Exactly when? ... i couldn't tell you ...
- i believe i heard our Lord say that when me ministry takes off it will take a multitude with it ... Why? ... How? ... Exactly
when? ... i couldn't tell you ...
- i believe i heard our Lord say to me in my home church "My final Revival is coming and it will begin here" ... Why? ...
How? ... Exactly when? ... i couldn't tell you ...
- i believe our Lord caused me to write and publish THE CALLED ... What the significance of this is i don't yet know,
don't know why, but i do suspect that somehow it has to do with my becoming a "spokesman" and the bringing in of "a
multitude" ...
- The latest thing i believe i heard our Lord say to me is that i am to fund a Christian Philanthropy toward the benefit of
His Church, Commision and Charity to the poor, during the coming "correction" ...
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If i was wise i would'nt even entertain such a notion, but i'm not because it came from the same voice that i've heard in
my spirit that's caused me to act toward all the other controversial things i've said and done over the years ...
Common sense tells me i'm a 56 year old draftsman who made 60K last year, only a fool would believe He's hearing the
voice of God telling Him to start something that "gives" massively to provision of God's own ... With what? ... i don't
know, tho i suspect THE CALLED has something to do with it ...
To me a double minded man recieves NOTHING of our Lord, no freeing in any direction just a continuous private hell of
wavering back and forth, and He says He'd rather for me to be hot in my faith, or cold, but not back and forth ... So i
stand pat until He frees me one way or the other ...
i'm pondering on the scripture below much ...
Gal.6
Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are spiritual, restore such an one in the spirit of meekness; consideri
ng thyself, lest thou also be tempted.
Bear ye one another's burdens, and so fulfil the law of Christ.
For if a man think himself to be something, when he is nothing, he deceiveth himself.
But let every man prove his own work, and then shall he have rejoicing in himself alone, and not in another.
For every man shall bear his own burden.

Brothers those of you who believe me at fault, in selflessness i can appreciate (and do) how you come at me in attempts
of my restoration, and please forgive me in any instance where you feel my rebuttals are less than meek, for again if "sel
f" becomes involved i have to be careful not to react in sarcasm ... And please note that what i do in faith is not because
i think myself "something" as in "somebody" ... i'm nobody! ...
But the tail end of this scripture really speaks to where i am, "bearing my own burden", one that i believe our Lord for wh
atever His reasons has given to me, or allowed me to have, and one that i cannot let go of until He shows me otherwise
...
Blessings in Christ Jesus ... :-D

RELYING THERE IS A FORTH MAN IN THIS FURNACE BRO! ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/23 14:14
---Hey bro Ironman ...
i appreciate your heart (and support), but of both we have to be careful of our "motive" ...
You and i both know how easy it is to slip into and react from "hurt" of the "self", but we're constantly reminded by Him vi
a His Word being spoke in our spirits and/or His use of others here on SI what we're not supposed to do or say in reactio
n to our believed callings ... If we die daily (to self), we can trust Him to resurrect us daily (to selflessness) ... Thank God
that He'll soon make it plain --You wrote;
"1) how come the Ethiopian Orthodox Church has the books on which the called is based as canon scripture? it is intere
sting to note that they more closely followed after the Jewish traditions than the western Church. not sure how much of a
help that is but perhaps something to consider?"

---The fact that the Ethiopian Church (part of the Eastern Church) follows more after Jewish Tradition than the Western
Church (Catholic or Protestant) is not such a good thing in my view in that Paul says under Christ "we're neither Jew nor
Gentile" ... In many ways i think this a detriment to the Ethiopian Church, and really drives home the point of why it's so
dangerous the "schisms" in the Body ... So this is not a valid concideration from my point of view about The Called ...
While some place at my feet that i'm touting said non-canonical books as a "replacement" for the Bible, that's not what i'
m saying at all ... i believe myself led thru the books included in The Called by Holy Spirit, and what i saw were passage
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s that complimented the Bible, that's why on the jacket it states that the first 32 Chapters of Genesis is the skeleton on w
hich hangs the compliments of these other books ... As i was reading thru said books i could hear Holy Spirit instructing
me what to include and what not to, the record is in the big book by Charles that i still have ...The Called is a "novel", so
how could i promote it as a replacement for the Bible? ...Take out the skeleton, and everything else falls down ---

You also stated;
"4) why did God allow such a difference in the development of the canons of the western and eastern churches?"

--- Now this is something that i find interesting too! ... But again it makes no difference to me whether Western Christianit
y accepts the books included in The Called as Canon, i believe that's closed ... All i'm saying is apparently (as i've just re
cently found out) there was a time when said books were very instrumental in the faith structure of Jew and early Christi
an alike ... That's history, as it's also history that these books eventually came to be designated by the learned men of th
e Church of Rome as being to "high" and "mystical" to be percieved by the common member of the laity ...
Bottom line is this in my faith and view, God is about to reintroduce a discussion, via The Called, of said books, our He's
about to blast me and it out of the water ... If this be the case then it could'nt be soon enough for me, as i certainly wish
He's not even allowed me to start if it's not of Him ...
The Called does not point away from Scripture, it points to it ... Of course it would help to have read it to know first hand i
f i'm/it's guilty of the fears of some ... But irregardless, i don't think anyone has to fear that somehow The Called is gonna
in some way undermine and/or overthrow the Bible ... Lord knows Dan Brown has tried with his The DaVinci Code, but t
he Bible still reigns supreme ...
Another point that's just hit me in a Rom. 8:28 kind of way is that while this thread has been re-awakened by some (who
m obviously The Called is anathema) who see it as either "my nonsense" or just "outright evil", it is because of this event
that it's experienced not only a spike in hits here on SI, but also a spike in copies obtained (which i can monitor on my di
stributors page) ... i find that interesting, but wonder if the readers will make any comments here on SI ... Only God know
s
Blessings in the love of Jesus Christ ... :-D ---

PRAY FOR ME THEN? ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/23 14:17

Hi DREi ...
Blasphemy is serious ... Since you know me guilty of such please pray for me that our Lord will deliver me from such ... (
I DON'T SAY THIS FECISIOUSLY) ...
Blessings in Christ Jesus! :-D --I CHECKED AGAIN ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/23 14:19

HI Corey_H ...
You wrote that 1 Enoch is concidered "gnostic" ... i went back and researched again in my Charles compilation, and it's
not concidered "gnostic" tho "non-canonical" ... The footnote says ...
QUOTE;
"The Book of Enoch, written during the second century B.C.E., is one of the most important non-canonical apocryphal w
orks, and probably had a huge influence on early Christian, particularly Gnostic, beliefs. Filled with hallucinatory visions
of heaven and hell, angels and devils, Enoch introduced concepts such as fallen angels, the appearance of a Messiah,
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Resurrection, a Final Judgement, and a Heavenly Kingdom on Earth. Interspersed with this material are quasi-scientific
digressions on calendrical systems, geography, cosmology, astronomy, and meteorology."
Blessings in Christ Jesus! ... :-D ---

WHAT I LEARNED FROM CATHOLICISM & JW'S ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/23 14:21

CATHOLIC
Again, if it be the Lord's will, i'll be glad when discussion about The Called is moved from this Forum Arena (reading and
writing) to verbal, for at least with verbal i could interject when someone quotes me in a meaning that i certaily did not int
end ...
When i speak of my early brush with Catholicism and being raise a JW, and God's use of it to His glory, and my advanta
ge in my saved life, i am in no way touting the merits of Catholic or JW doctrine ... It amazes me what some folk hear in
what i say and write ...
Again my brush with Catholicism, as short as it was, put an intense awareness and belief in me of God's all seeing and a
ll knowing existence, and the fact that we are surrounded everyday by the supernatural, good and evil, in the form of sat
an, angels, and demons ... It was in Catholicism that i obtained a childs sense of belief in the super-natural, and a childs
sense of fear and dread of an eternal fiery tormenting in hell ...
At kinder-garten and first grade level i was shown poster sized pictures of people burning in hell and tormented with all s
orts of cruel instruments by all kinds of scary demons ... With no such depictions of Hell in the OT or NT where did the C
atholics get such dipictions? ... Imagination alone? ... i don't think so because in my reading of 1 Enoch back then their v
ery same illustrations fit to the tee the description therein ... Same with angels, when i was a little kid in Catholic School t
hey taught me the names of the 7 arch-angels ... Where did the Catholics get these names, when you'll not find them in
either the OT or the NT? ... Again in my reading of 1 Enoch back then, these very same names pop up, that floored me!
... Now i understand that tho the Church of Rome declared these writings as banished in the 4th century, their influence i
n their earlier Church history was still
evident in small degrees in 1955/56 ... i don't know how they operate now, but in my own life this is how i see my brush
with the RC as being instrumental in enabling His use of me in penning The Called ... Everything in my beforehand expe
rienced once connected to The Called pulled me forward ...

JW
Now as to my JW experience ... Amen the JW's have some serious quirks in their doctrine, but what many don't know is
that it was founded by the son of a Presbyterian minister, who took some of his dads teaching with him, which is why on
e can find some truth amongst all the error ... But there are some things that i learned being raised a JW that were instru
mental in my being able to "imagine" what i believe God showed me during the writing of The Called ...
For one thing JW's are very honoring to The Father (true they'd be more honoring if they understood that Jesus is God t
oo), they actually "fear" Jehovah (whether you think it a misguided fear still does not cancel out that they fear Him), and t
hey spend a lot of time making it's members see/imagine the greatness and awe of God in ways that live with you every
day ... Their publications are rife with beautiful art work that inspire thought to the divine and spiritual elements ... Withou
t such pre-paration i would never have been able to have my inner vision opened up to all that i began to see in readines
s of penning The Called ... That's why i say the experience was like being a secretary, it just opened up before me like di
ctation, and i just followed what i heard/saw and was directed to ... And tho they get the prophets and the Revelation twi
sted, i doubt very seriously if i'd be as familiar with them (or the Bible period) if i come up any other way ... It's like when
our Lord called me to Himself true, everything that was twisted just began to fall into place ... i have saints who grew up i
n Church and Sunday School tell me all the time "you know the Bible so well" ... And it does amaze me how many saints
are afraid to engage a witness, but when you become one you're put into extensive training in their "Ministry School" on
how to be effective in public speaking, as well as witnessing ... These things i know God uses to His glory in me, and ha
d i not been raised a JW i wouldn't have the skills ...
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Another of the things that became clear to me from my JW raising was when i got saved, many who believed on Christ s
eemed to have no awe or respect for the Father in ways that i had ... JW is a law bound religion tied to the Father, so ev
en grace under Christ is not seen as a liscense to sin ... Become unrepentant leaven in a JW congregation by defying th
e Elders outreach toward repentance from sin, and they will dis-fellowship you from amongst them ... Rampant liscence t
o sin like we find in some of our churches, is not tolerated there ... It's because of my JW upbringing that Holy Spirit coul
d bring me to a greater understanding that my "freedom of grace in Christ" has freed me from the law of condemnation,
but my appreciation of such makes me want to please Him in every way ... i find many saints to talk a good game about l
oving God, but their actions prove otherwise, and i think that stems from lack of true knowledge and appreciation for wha
t God the Father has done for us thru Christ Jesus ... Christ said He came to glorify the Father, to re-open the way for us
to commune with the Father, and so it seems to me that if we'd use our open door (Christ) for such communion we'd als
o be heaven-bent on glorifying the Father ... Instead i think our record to show that we're more intent pleasing ourselves
...
Then there's the simplicity of JW's, the brotherly love they share amongst one another, and their singleness of religion a
nd purpose ... Yes these folk spread false doctrine, no question, yet we have the true one, and we're complex, denomina
tionally and doctrinally divides, and all over the spectrum in our religion and purpose ... JW's are simple everyday folk, w
ho meet in rather unpretentious buildings by modern standards not above their means ... They don't take up a million coll
ections because their bulding overhead is modest, but have simple contribution boxes in their Kingdom Halls ... They do
n't hound folks for money, they say "love the Lord in your giving as much as you can love Him", and if a need arises past
what they can do out of the regular giving budget they make an announcment and the congregation digs deeper ... The
Elders work, there's no one taking advantage of a congregation, so if you're an Elder it ain't because of mammon, and e
veryone's biggest priority great or small, is to go out in the hiways and byways to spread their message, which is primaril
y a warning that you don't want to get caught short with God of salvation in Christ ... Is the warning faulty? ... You bet it is
, but had i not been raised a JW i would not have come to the understanding that we have the true Gospel, and the true
warning, but we're content to collectively sit on our butts whilst bemoaning how such as JW's are out spreading a false
Gospel/hope ...
Like the early church in Acts they look out for one another ... When they have their huge assemblies in other lands, mem
bers open their doors and share with others they don't even know ... It's easier for them to do because no matter where
you go in any country, all JW's believe in the same thing ... Is what they believe in dead wrong? ... Yep, but it still from a
sense of "one Lord, one faith, one baptism" instill in me an envy of their "unity" ... In this i bless God that tho we true beli
evers may be all over the place in many areas that divide us, that still in the Holy Spirit we are in unity, because we are a
ll baptised into the Body of Christ by His Blood, and immersed in the one Holy Spirit Himself, whether we acknowledge/b
elieve it or not ... Truth be told if JW's would tomorrow get their theology right i'd re-associate myself in a heartbeat ... Bu
t i don't think that's where God wants me, neither do i think such will happen ... i believe God has and is grooming me to
ward His attaining a re-adjustment of His Church toward our re-newed callibration toward His "first love" and "first works"
parameters ... Just like we take pot shots at the JW's, they do they same about us regarding our dis-unity, our wordlines
s, and apparent fascination and pre-occupation with mammon ...
There are other things i've mentioned on other threads about this subject so i'll stop here, this just to clarify what i meant
when i said my past is in benefit to my present and future - Rom. 8:28 again ... In the book THE ELIJAH TASK it's summ
ed up this way ...
"Our (past) hurts and sins have become our schooling and preparation (for His use of us).
He turns the depths of our sin into the strength of our ministry. Our (past) sins have rather become our training for (His)
high calling rather than our disqualification" ...
If God knows us from our mothers wombs, He knows where we're headed, what we'll experience, and how He'll use it to
His glory and our advantage ... As long as i can remain selfless in the process it's not a rough ride at all ...
Blessings in Christ Jesus to ALL! ... :-D
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Re: - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2007/1/23 14:25
bro Beyedoers

Quote:
-------------------------Part 1 Ans: I don't know. Not really sure how it's relevant, either.
-------------------------

i thought it was relevant because if they consider those books canon and we don't, then one group is deceived and is in
serious need of help from the other and it would be good if we knew. if it is us or them that need straightening out as it c
oncerns this matter. that's what thinking, perhaps it's not a big deal to you but for whatever reason, it concerns me and i'
m trying to find answers.

Quote:
-------------------------Part 2 Ans: So what if they followed Jewish traditions? I can see where you are going, but Jesus and the Apostle Paul didn't have m
uch regard for Jewish traditions. Peter did, so much so that Paul rebuked him. Not sure how this is relevant either.
-------------------------

where am i going with it? i was just saying that perhaps we ought to see what traditions they followed more closely than
we did just to see where we differ and find out why.(edit) bro Rahman did bring up how there is no Jew/Greek in the Chu
rch so i think that takes care of the traditions issue (edit)

Quote:
-------------------------Ans: nope. there is a reason they were not canonized. they did not meet the criteria used by the Jews in the compilation of the Hebr
ew Bible and then by the early church for the canon we have. They had to claim inspiration, be fully accurate in history and geography, be narrative or
prophetic in nature (with the lone exception of Proverbs), to name a few.
-------------------------

ok that's fine, but why is it that the Ethiopian Church has a different canon in regard these books? the Ethiopian Canon i
s the same as ours except in includes these books and some other apochryphal ones so i'm trying to find out why and w
hat the relevance of that is.

Quote:
-------------------------Now, I have not read Rahman's book, so I'm not going to make premature assumptions and pronounce anything upon him...I'll leav
e that up to the Judge on that Great and Terrible Day. I just know I wouldn't want to claim something I wrote as being divinely inspired...I'll also leave th
at to God and stick to the 66 divinely inspired "novels" He already gave us
-------------------------

this is just and observation and has nothing to do with the called
:you know i have found that this argument which you have put up here is the argument a lot of unbelievers have with the
bible as we know it. how can we call something man wrote divinely inspired?i had a doctor the other day scoff at me and
say "you believe those fairy tales?"
in spite of such we believe that it is divinely inspired in spite of this and know this divine inspiration to be so.
anyhow this is most interesting and i trust our Lord will do as He sees fit through all this discussion.
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Re: RELYING THERE IS A FORTH MAN IN THIS FURNACE BRO! ... - posted by IRONMAN (), on: 2007/1/23 14:46
bro Rahman
thanks for your admonition, it is much appreciated. concerning the Ethiopian Church i asked that question because i'd
yet to receive an answer from anyone about it. as i said in the post, i wasn't sure how much of a help that would be but
perhaps it's something worth considering.it was not so much in reference to the called (at least i didn't mean it that way if
i somehow alluded to it) but it was something i was curious about and was looking for an explanation. thanks for the
answer about that, that makes perfect sense.

Quote:
-------------------------Now this is something that i find interesting too! ... But again it makes no difference to me whether Western Christianity accepts the
books included in The Called as Canon, i believe that's closed ... All i'm saying is apparently (as i've just recently found out) there was a time when sai
d books were very instrumental in the faith structure of Jew and early Christian alike ... That's history, as it's also history that these books eventually ca
me to be designated by the learned men of the Church of Rome as being to "high" and "mystical" to be percieved by the common member of the laity .
..
-------------------------

aahhh here we go!

Quote:
-------------------------The Called does not point away from Scripture, it points to it ... Of course it would help to have read it to know first hand if i'm/it's gui
lty of the fears of some ... But irregardless, i don't think anyone has to fear that somehow The Called is gonna in some way undermine and/or overthro
w the Bible ... Lord knows Dan Brown has tried with his The DaVinci Code, but the Bible still reigns supreme ...
-------------------------

i found that to be true as i read it. there is nothing which i found in the called which contradicted anything in scripture. we'
re soon about ot find out if this is live or memorex in short order.
Re: AMEN ... COMPLIMENT NOT REPLACEMENT ... - posted by Xtian (), on: 2007/1/23 15:09
Quote:
------------------------Rahman wrote:

ilive4only1 you wrote;
"Complement means to accompany helpfully (help+full).
A thing is said to be "a complement" to something else, if it is helpful to the other thing.
When any person writes something that they acclaim as being "divinely inspired" and a "complement to the bible" it must be tested against the word."

--- Amen ... That why the novel jacket says "compliment" and not "replacement" ... i'm not the brightest bulb in the lamp but thank God He's illumined
me enough to know that to claim a novel a "replacement" for the Bible is ridiculous ...
Blessings in Jesus! ... :-D ---------------------------

Rahman,
The problem is that it doesnt compliment the bible. I have shown how your 1,000 year days of creation causes errors thr
oughout genesis and even attacks the deity and sinless life of Jesus Christ.
Apparently you still think that your personal experiences outweigh the authority and commands of God found in the bible
. You also admitted that you didnt question anything you recieved... that is not what the bible calls us to do.
What is your answer to disobeying God's word and commands?
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Re: AMEN ... COMPLIMENT NOT REPLACEMENT ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/23 16:24
Hi Bro Xtian ...
Hope you're feeling better and more rested today! ...
i know it irks some to no end when i say i wrote as i heard/saw and was led ... Sorry, but that was my experience so i ha
ve no other answers than those i've given ... And in your question "What is your answer to disobeying God's word and c
ommands?" ... i can't answer this to your satisfaction either in that i don't see myself as doing such ... That's why i keep s
aying if i'm in error, i know He'll eventually reveal it to me ... But until such a time bro i can't give you an answer that'll sat
isfy you (or anyone else appaled) ...
And as for your comments about your reasoning of why the creative day can't be 1,000 years, it pits two opposing belief
s that will not serve you convincing me, or me you ... So that's why i said, "ok" ...
You initially engaged me like so;
"Very interesting read so far. I like the visual story that is painted in these first two chapters. Good stuff, but I have a que
stion... I hope you dont mind if I pick out small part that bothers me (I am not being decisive, just want to give my two ce
nts on a topic)."
i answered you and that seems to have canceled out all else ... i can't answer you to your satisfaction on this, so it's my t
ake that reading The Called is not for you because it's now completely judged in the negative as whatever you judge it a
s, for whatever reasons (tho it's interesting to me that the most passionate rebukes of it is from those who've never read
it) ... So i'm content to leave it at this empasse ... i can't make you see what i see, i can only report my experiences, and
again i stand with them until He makes it plain to me that i'm nuts (and if i am i trust Him to free me) ... Other than this i c
an't add anymore, the best i can do is go round in circles with you and i'll not be doing that ...
So in the meanwhile i'm in appreciation of your continued prayers for me ...
Blessings in Christ Jesus ... :-D ---

Re: I CHECKED AGAIN ... - posted by iansmith (), on: 2007/1/23 16:34
I remember hearing the Leonard Ravenhill had gone out of his way to get a copy of the book of Enoch when he was a y
oung Christian, and when he did get a copy he found it utterly disapointing -i believe he even said he threw it in the rubbi
sh bin.
Re: - posted by Xtian (), on: 2007/1/25 19:14
Rahman,
I am doing quite well, but I am not well in regards to your situation. These are my last comments in bold. It seems that
you think your experiences far outweigh the bible and the authority of Jesus Christ. So much so that you dont have to
test anything that pops into your head - I am sorry to say, but that is blatant disobedience (again show me just one
Godly prophet that has gone against God's word... you cannot even point to one... Why? because those who did what
you are doing, were called false prophets).
Again this is my last attempt to show you your errors...

Quote:
------------------------i know it irks some to no end when i say i wrote as i heard/saw and was led ... Sorry, but that was my experience so i have no other answers than thos
e i've given ...
-------------------------
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So you are admitting that your experiences outweigh the authority and commands of scripture.

Quote:
-------------------------And in your question "What is your answer to disobeying God's word and commands?" ... i can't answer this to your satisfaction eith
er in that i don't see myself as doing such ...
-------------------------

It not about my satisfaction, its about answering to the satisfaction of the bible. Brother please dont remove you
rself from the guidelines of scripture that everyone, including you are to follow. You are purposely heading awa
y from the one who saved us.
You dont see yourself as doing such - is like an alcoholic saying he doesnt have a problem. IOW you are in so d
eep you dont think you have a problem. Oh well...

Quote:
-------------------------That's why i keep saying if i'm in error, i know He'll eventually reveal it to me ... But until such a time bro i can't give you an answer t
hat'll satisfy you (or anyone else appaled) ...
-------------------------

God commanded his believers to confront with scripture those who are falling into false teachings, messages a
nd revelations, yet you are still waiting for God to reveal it to you personally that you have error'd.
Your situation reminds me of the following tale...
After a terrible flood a man climbed up onto his roof when the waters overcame his house. The man prayed for
God to save him. Shortly after a boat came by, and he waved them off saying "Leave me alone, God will save m
e!" Time passed and the waters rose even more. A helicopter came by and the man yelled the same thing "Leav
e me alone, God will save me!". Finally the flood waters rose higher, the man was swept away and he drowned.
Finally the man came face-to-face with God, and he demanded, "Why didn't you save me when I prayed?"
God sighed. "I sent a boat and a helicopter... what else did you expect?"
Now that might seem pretty funny, but in your case your saying that only God can save you from your unbiblica
l errors. Just as in the story, many people are warning you of the danger you face, but you fly in the face of lovi
ng brothers and the authority of scripture. Unlike the man in the story, you will have to answer for your false do
ctrine and beliefs, and it wont be okay or funny.

Quote:
-------------------------And as for your comments about your reasoning of why the creative day can't be 1,000 years, it pits two opposing beliefs that will n
ot serve you convincing me, or me you ... So that's why i said, "ok" ...
-------------------------

So according to you Jesus quoted an error'd source (Genesis) and thus sinned. Its apparent that you do not bel
ieve that the bible is whole, complete and without error.
I would hate to be in your shoes when you stand before Him, but the choice is yours.

Quote:
-------------------------i answered you and that seems to have canceled out all else ...
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-------------------------

Gee maybe because your answers are just excuses as to why you ignore the commands in scripture.

Quote:
-------------------------i can't answer you to your satisfaction on this, so it's my take that reading The Called is not for you because it's now completely judg
ed in the negative as whatever you judge it as, for whatever reasons (tho it's interesting to me that the most passionate rebukes of it is from those who'
ve never read it) ...
-------------------------

I did read your false claim that stems from your days in the Jehovah Witnesses, but apparently the doctrine of t
he bible is not good enough for you. I am so sorry to hear this...
You are the one who said it was the Holy Spirit who wrote this and not you (that you were only the scribe). If thi
s is the case, then why did the Holy Spirit go against the deity and sinless life of Christ as seen throughout the
entire bible? The only reason is that it is not the Holy Spirit that you are receiving these things from - of course
you will never know because you will not stand them up to God's standard, the bible. Again this is a shame bec
ause if what you wrote leads others to stray, and you are wrong, then you are in big trouble (ref milestone in the
NT).

Quote:
-------------------------So i'm content to leave it at this empasse ... i can't make you see what i see, i can only report my experiences, and again i stand wi
th them until He makes it plain to me that i'm nuts (and if i am i trust Him to free me) ...
-------------------------

Again you are claiming that your exeriences have more authority than scripture - no where in scripture is this fo
und, suggest or implied.

Quote:
-------------------------Other than this i can't add anymore, the best i can do is go round in circles with you and i'll not be doing that ...
-------------------------

Bro, your not going around in circles with me, your going against scripture and God. After I leave this discussio
n, you still have to face the sins of omission and comission that you have done. Your problem is with the true G
od of the bible, and not the god you follow.

Quote:
-------------------------So in the meanwhile i'm in appreciation of your continued prayers for me ...
-------------------------

I have prayed, but as scripture dictates I can no longer have anything to do with you. I leave in the hands of God
, whom you are disobeying.

Blessings in Christ Jesus ... :-D ---

-------------------------
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Again, please align yourself Rahman, your works and your special revelations with the bible. Its a 100% fact that if you f
ollow and obey the bible, you will not fall (because Jesus words will last forever), but if you lean unto your own understa
nding, you fall into errors, sin and judgment.
I hope you make the right choice by taking the advice of the many Godly men who have warned you, and forsake the thi
ngs that dont measure up to the word of God.
Again, no ad hominem attacks from me, but when one does not listen and heed the word of God, it bothers me. Your sta
tements are dragging my savior and Lord thru the mud and making nil His sacrifice for my sin and the sin of everyone el
es.
Peace to you, I hope.
Re: - posted by mamaluk, on: 2007/1/25 22:14
Quote:
-------------------------Rahman,
If your spiritual appetites whetted ... GET THE BOOK! ...
-------------------------

???..is this even a godly approach?..or something of Madison Avenue?
As "fun" as it was to have read the Book of Enoch years back, it took me to a mythological journey of paranoia but no wh
ere near heaven.
I suppose if "important men" like Mr. Falwell or Mr. Robertson endorse this book, that would make it all spiritually sound
and "Christian"?
sigh....very sad !!
Re: A W Tozer and 'trying the spirits' - posted by philologos (), on: 2007/1/26 5:04
I was walking the dog earlier today and listening to A W Tozer on my iPod. This audio file is only about 25 minutes long
and I recommend it to all who are interested in the topic of 'trying the spirits'.
It is entitled (https://www.sermonindex.net/modules/mydownloads/visit.php?lid13569) Spiritual Treason and you'll also g
et to hear some of Tozer's delightful mischievous wit.
Re: "THE CALLED" - by Rahman Reuben ... Chapters 1 to 3 ... - posted by enid, on: 2007/1/26 8:04
Has it occured to anyone yet that Rahman is using the forum to plug his novel?
Just a thought.
Thanks Bro Xtian ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/26 10:40
Hi bro Xtian ... You wrote;
"I have prayed, but as scripture dictates I can no longer have anything to do with you. I leave in the hands of God, whom
you are disobeying."

--- i totally understand, and i do appreciate all your prayers up till this point ... Like you i too leave this in God's hands, th
at's why i said if i'm in error He will straighten me out ... i know He will, and is ...
i do pray that because you've not got the instant reaction from me that you desire it won't cause you any more spiritual di
scomfort on my behalf ... On this i'll be praying for you ...
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Blessings in Christ Jesus ... :-D

MADISON AVENUE I'M NOT ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/26 10:42

mamaluk you wrote;
"???..is this even a godly approach?..or something of Madison Avenue?"
--- i may be deluded, or even misguided, but i'm no "thief in the temple" in this regard, so i assure you a Madison Avenue
motive is far removed from me ... i had a guy suggest to me an agent for The Called, who for a percentage would attemp
t a Madison Ave. approach ... The Lord had already warned me of such, and so i told the guy, "How in the future would i
be able to say of The Called that the Lord enlarged it if i hired someone to do it ... Where would the glory be to Him in th
at?" ---

mamaluk you wrote;
"I suppose if "important men" like Mr. Falwell or Mr. Robertson endorse this book, that would make it all spiritually sound
and "Christian"?"

--- Funny that you should say this ... At one point, about ten years ago, i was told that The Called didn't stand a chance b
ecause i was nobody, and that the only way it might succeed is if a "big name" preacher endorsed it ... By all reasonable
standards The Called is doomed to failure, that's why i say if it's of the Lord only He can/will enlarge it --mamaluk you wrote;
"sigh....very sad !!"

--- Hope you're not so disgusted by/with me that you'll not pray for me ... If you are, of course i understand ...
Blessings in Christ Jesus ... :-D ---

A CHRISTIAN MERCENARY I'M NOT ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/26 10:45

Hi Enid - you wrote; ...
"Has it occured to anyone yet that Rahman is using the forum to plug his novel?"
--- Hmmmmm ... i try never to be as dastardly as you suggest, but i understand your reasoning ...
As much as many may not believe, i'm the type of Christian prone not to do such things "in the name of our Lord" if i
don't feel led of Him ... Again i may be deluded and/or misguided (God will reveal), but i'm not mercenary in the things of
God ... My motive for The Called is the same as why i believe God gave it to me, toward the salvation of souls, and
whatever other good purposes He might use it toward ...
i posted THE CALLED on SI on 6/18/2004 because i felt led of our Lord to, and for that reason only ... THE CALLED w
as not published until 9/30/2005 ... So in the initial posting there was no book to plug ...
Let me tell you something about The Called ... It's what's concidered a self published book ...This means that i had to pa
y to have it published, about 4K when it was all said and done ... i'm not a rich man, and when i heard the Lord say "publ
ish it now" i balked because i had to pay for it out of my need ... Publishing The Called pretty much wiped out my little sa
vings, but i believed and so i did ... Once i was led to Xulon, i did the research and found that the average self published
book sells about 50 copies then it dies into the sea of oblivion ... That didn't make me feel very confident, but i believed t
he Lord gave it to me, i believed He was telling me to publish it this way, and so in spite of dreading to see my $$$ go, i
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did it, trusting that if He be for it, who/and whatever odds could stand against it ... When it comes to The Called i only do
what i hear
(my belief) what Holy Spirit tells me to do, no more, no less ... A great deal of the time He's always telling me to "give it a
way", which is still monetarily costing me, but then everything i have He gives me, including my money, so when i hear s
pend/give it, i give it ... This i believe is part of His training me in stewardship ...
Anyhow all this to say there isn't any amount of "plugging" i can do to make The Called succeed ... Everything points to it
's failure, i mean just look at the degree of adversity leveled against it (and myself) in this Christian community ... If i've r
ead bro Ron's inference correctly The Called is a work of treason, and i'm a spiritual Benedict Arnold ...
If The Called succeeds it will only be by the grace, mercy and promotion of God ... If He don't "plug" it, all earthly reasoni
ngs point to its eventually being "un-pluged" ...
Blessings in Christ Jesus ... :-D ---

LENGTH CONCEPTS OF THE GENESIS CREATIVE DAY ... - posted by Rahman, on: 2007/1/26 12:44
Tho this thread may cause tension, if it were not i'd not be learning all that i'm learning here (and for that i praise God) ...
i post this for anyone who might read previously and think that the 1,000 years as one creative day is solely a J
W concept, but is in fact believed by other saints of other Christian denominations, just as the 7 day, 24 hour concept is
also ...
i got to thinking since the Church of Rome is primarily the one that set so many precedents in belief for all subsequent d
enominations, just what did some of the early fathers think/say about this subject ... By God's grace i believe He's led m
e to a very informative site ...
Catholic Answers - Creation and Genesis:
http://www.catholic.com/library/Creation_and_Genesis.asp
Again this is not posted as attempting to convince anyone of the 1,000 year creative day concept, but that it's c
oncideration, and belief, far outdated the founding of JW orginization ...
Blessings in Christ Jesus ... :-D
Bro R

Re: LENGTH CONCEPTS OF THE GENESIS CREATIVE DAY ... - posted by Xtian (), on: 2007/5/26 18:57
interesting that rahman refers to an organization that teaches & enforces doctrines that go directly against the bible, as
his support for his wandering from the solid doctrines found in the bible.
Take a look at the catholic catechism and compare it to the bible - I did a few videos that discuss their traditions vs
God's standard, the bible. And the CC doctrine/traditions not only come up short, but often promote idolatry and heresy.
(http://www.hisholyspace.com/view_video.php?id113) Catholic traditions vs God's word 1
(http://www.hisholyspace.com/view_video.php?id114) Catholic traditions vs God's word 2
(http://www.hisholyspace.com/view_video.php?id115) Catholic traditions vs God's word 3
Again this shows that we should base our doctrine on what is true, and that is only found in God's "in context" word. Gett
ing support from those that lie and teach heresy is no support at all.
BTW excuse the poor quality of the vids, but know that all catholic beliefs are taken from their 1994 catechism.
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Peace
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